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APPENDIX.

5.

The following reports refate to institutions which, though not secondary schools exclusively, cover more
or less of We secondary field in their work:

a. Report on Mathematics in Evening Technical Schools.

By A. B. Rean, State Education DeparUnent, Albany, N.Y.

b. Report on Private Correspondence Schools.
0.

By n'. F. Rocholeau, Interstate School of Corn spondence, Chicago, 111.

c. Report on Mathematics in Schools and Colleges for Negroes.

NV. T. 13. Williams, Hampton Instlutte, liamidon,
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MATHEMATICS "IN THE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
SECONDARY SCHOOLS OF.THE UNITED STATES.

COMMITTEE NO. HT. PUBLIC GENERAL SECONDARY
SCHOOLS.

I. GENERAL REPORT.

ORGANIZATION. .

, The ptiblic secondary schools of the fatted ~tales,
usually called high schools, receive pupils that have completed an
elementary school .course, gencrally of eight. years. The age of
pupils beginning bigh-school work is about 1.1 yearS.

The- studies of the elementary sctad include arithmetic, geogra-
phy, history, English grammar, Merl:lure and composition in Flowlish,

with other studies that vary according to the location of the
schools and with the resources of the communities that support them.
These studies do not include foreign languages,, except in very rare
instances', .tad only occasionally include rudimentary study of
algebra,' the construction or easureiuent of geometrical drawings.
or models, or the study of geometrical facts beyond a few rules for
mensuration of. simple plane figures and the very simplest solids.
The algorithm for square loot is often taught, but that for rube root
seldom.. The greatest. emphasis and the longeSt Bract ice aro put upon
commercial applications of arithmetic.

The,prpose of the high school.- -The purpose of high -school edu-
cation has generally been twofoldnot only to furnish preparation
for college, but also to provide some of the elements of a liberal edu-
cation Mr those wluise formal and directed study is to pe no further.
In not a few communities high schools were established in which
the former purpose was 'ex011essly waived; but 'even in these schools
the gradual broadening of college- entrance requirements has com-
bined with the pressure of able and ambitions pupils to establish
college preparation as a recognized purpose of high-school work.
More recently a new type Of high schools has been devised, to furnish
preparation as dirQct as possible for certain special vocations, not-
ably those of the machinist and the merchant. These will be dealt
with in another report. This reporti is confined tq high schools ,of
the general type.

The word "algebra" In this report includes all aritintede in stlatb !ellen are used toreptesent numbed.
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'of
The length of the course.The high:School course is generally one

.1-of four years. The work is usually done in a separate building from
the elementary school, by more highly paid teachers. In thinly
settled.. arid poor communities the work is frequently done in the
same building as tho elementary school, and even by teachers wao
must give part of their time to the care and teaching of tho younger
grades. In such cases the period of high-school work is shortetied
sometimes to two or even to ono year, and obviously can serve only
for the beginning of college preparation, if for any; the pupil' must
go to some More central institution to complete the high-school work.

Until within a few years the Irigh-sclimil diploma in the city of
Boston was given for three years' work, a postgraduate year being
necessary for the usual college preparation. At present this is no
longer true in largo centers.

In a very few cases the wprk of the high school has been carried
into subjects usually reserved for college; this, however, can not be
said to present a tendency of actual development to-day.

The six-year high school.The last few years, however, have seen
a decided pressure for the extension of high-school work downward
into the two upper-grades of the elementary school. The six-year
high school thus constituted had its most telling argument doubtless
from the language teaching, in earlier utilization of the imitative
faculty; it presents, however, great advantages for mathematiGs,
especially in the possibility of closer correlation of arithmetic and
algebra and in the introduction of intuitional geometry at an appro-
priate age.

As this proposition has been detailed for consideration in the city
of New York, theyix-yeai high school would be divided into sepa-
rately organized parts, so that the complete school career of a pupil
would consist of six years in the elementary school, three years in
tlw lower high school, and threjiaears in the upper high school. In
some other places it has takerrthe form of departmental organiza-
tion of the last two yeafs of the elementary school under the direction'
of the high-school department heads. In five high schools, which
include the two oldest schools in America and a school in one of the
youngest States in the Union, pupils are admitted at the end of their
sixth school year and the six years' work is organized as one whole.

A separate report on six-year high schools has been prepared by a
subcommittee upder the chairmanship of Prof. A. S. Gale.

Nupervision.In about a dozen States of this country there is no
supervisioii of high schools exercised throughout the State, either
by the government on by any university. Ill these States the high
schools are under the direction of the local school board and its execu-
tive officer, the superintendent. The results are not chaotic, in
spite of the 'lack of centralization; for the superintendents and the,
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tetechersunder them confer with their fellows elsewhere and followthe lead of universities, though not officially related to them, andof such associations as the National Education Association and theirseveral committees.
Even in the States where the high-school course of study is pre-scribed by the governmentnr by the State university some latitudeis generally left within which the local authorities can modify the

work, especially for pupils not destined for the university.
The elective systemIn some high schools the pupils are permitted

to choose, with the consent of their parents and. under the advice
Of their teachers, not only the general aim of their work but theseparate courses of instruction that seem to contribute to that aim,
just as a graduate student does in a university. A diploma is thengiven for the Completion of a certain number of units of workgenerally not less than the equivalent of 20 courses, each consisting
of 4 hours class instruction per week for 1 year.

-Elictian by courses.In most high schools, however, an attempt ismade to provide for varying anus of study by organizing groupsof studies, with descriptive titles, such as "The classical course,""The English course," "The commercial course," and so on. TheState of Alaine officially recognizes seven such courses in the regular
high schools,' besides providing, for agricultural high schools asseparate institutions.

4-

State regulation.Such regulation as that just mentioned is based
upon State aid to the schools, or upOn the admissionof their graduates
to State normal schools or State universities. Communities receivegrants of money from the State treasury on condition that certain
-conditions of equipment are met and that the courses of studysuggested by the State authorities are efficiently maintained. Incertain cases State university officials inspect the schools to seethat the instruction is of satisfactory q6lity.

In many States this dictation and supervision is confined to carefuldefinition of the subjects of study end of the time that may beallotted to them, leaving the grouping into "courses" to be done bythe local authorities. This is in line with the plans now in vogue for
defining requirements for admission to collegein which many moresubjects are provided for than any one student

and

possibly thinkit wise to take, so that individual preferences and aptitudes can be
accommodated, and the total achievement estimated by a uniformthough somewhat artificial standard of replaceable educationalvalues. Among studies which all pupils are expected to include intheir work are, generally, English language and literature, history,and 2 years of mathematics, including plane geometry and algebra.

The minimum requirement. Where the State authorities definein detail the various "courses" of study among which the pupil
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may choose, algebra and plane geometry generally appear in dll such
courses. This is the case even in such specialized courses as those
labeled "agricultural" or "commercial," but Maine. excepts the
"household arts course," in which there is only a Srear of "mathe-
matics" not otherwise described.

Throughout the country there is an apparent minimum of over
3 years of mathematics required; 1 this includes,.' however, a year
or so that might properly be classed as elementary school work,
being arithmetic drill of a purely mechanical type, studied solely
for the sake of its commercial applications.

The principal. The principal or executive head of a high school
gives his whole time to administrative duties in the largest schools.
As we pass to smaller and smaller schools we find that the principal
must devote more and more of his time t.p teaching, until in small
towns the high-school principal has only a short .time each day for
the duties peculiar to his position. More time is often secured for
them by making him also superintendent of schools, or by combining
all the schools into one institution with kindergarten, elementary,
and high-school dePartments.

In the absence of general laws regulating the high-school studies
throughout the State, the principal of a small school has great influ-
ence in changing the character and extent of the work done, some-
times even to the extent of completely changing the aims and
fortunes of the school. An energetic man in this position can always
materially affect the methods of teaching and i he details of the
material covered, if the subject is one upon which his opinion is
definitely formed.

The head of the department 4 mathematies.Where two or. more
are teaching mathematics in one school, the custom is growing of
having one teacher designated as head of the department. Some-
times he is selected by the principal, more often by the superin-
tendent of schools or by the school board. His duties include a
more or less definite responsibility for the work in mathematics
throughout the school, especially with a view to the coordination
of parallel courses; he conducts departMent 'meetings, confers with
the principal, informs himself as to textbooks and teachers available
for future work. His advice or direction is sometimes 'effective
upon the topics of instruction, generally effective upon the methods.

Cooperation.The body of teachers, in a high school separately
organized (i. e., not in the'same building with the elementary school
or not having the superintendent of schools as principal), has little or
(10 influence upon the teaching of mathematics in the elementary
school. A considerable influenc on the other hand, is exerted
Upon high-school mathematics by the existence of college entrance

E. B. WhlUord, lit School Menai and Mathematics, April, 1910.
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standards. Within a few years an additional influence has been
the organization of associations of .secondary school teachers of
mathematics and of kindred subjects, in which college instructors
have participated. Less than half of the high schools of the country
are represented in these associations, a.ndlheiieffect seems rather to
have been the awakening of interest on the part of the teachers than
actual reform on the part either of subject matter or of method.

The teachers. Th-(3 best of the .high-school teachers of -mathe-
matics, with rare exceptions, have no more knowledge of mathematics
than would be indicated by a 1 year's course in the calculus. The
great majority of them have not even tl ..,§*ndards are, however,
improving, the principal obstacle beitu.,- igMance and indifference..
on the part of educational authorities., This obstacle is more obvious
in States Where there is no State university at the head of the educa-
tional system, or where there is no State-wide organization of
education. The city .superintendent of schools is generally more
an organizer than a scholar, and represents the demand for elemen-
tary education rather than for secondary, for practical education

.rather than for college preparation; and thus far mathematics in
high schools continues to point its signboards toward the univerky.
As a whole, then, the result is a lack of emphasis on preparation of
teachers of matlibmatics. In the smaller high schools it is not
uncommon to find the bright -young' girl who was studying solid
geometfy last year teaching algebra or geometry this.

Racial restriction. Throughout the South negroes are excluded
from the high schools where white pupils are taught. In certain
localities separate high schools are provided for the negroes; work
done in them is, with very. few exceptions, of a distinctly inferior
character.

Promotions.In about 75 per cent of the high schools promotions
are annual, in the rest semiannual. In the South and in the smaller
schools promotion is more often by class; elsewhere by subject.

THE CURRICULUM.

Directive influences.The curriculum in mathematics is determined
in general by the admission 'requirements of colleges. This is, of
course, confessedly so in the States in which there is a complete and
State-wide organization of education, with the university recognized
as the final stage. It is also true in other States, and even in the
smallet communities where few, if any, of the pupils may be planning
to go to college, and where the local school committee disclaiM the
intention of folloWing university guidance; and it is true of the mathe-
matical curriculum even where it is not true of other suWects of study.
The reason for this teal. universal dependenoe on college definitions
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is that mathematics is not otherwise defined by any authoOty that
the schools feel willing to accept.

The definite and legal enactment of all public high-school courses
of study is in all cases made by the school committee (often called
the school board, or the trustees). Only occasionally does this body
contain members able or willing to decide upon details of a subject
that seems to the ordinary layman so abstract as mathematics.
Where the definitions of the university are not accepted bodily, the
advice of the principal is generally sought, occasionally that of the
heat" of the department, or of the special teacher of mathematics.

Importance of the textbook.Thero are Staten "in which the text-
books are prescribed; in one all the textbooks of mathematics are
prescribed as those of a certain author, reliance being placed on the
publishers to keep his productions up to date. Some of the teachers
replying to the questions of the committee state that no deviations
from the textbooks are allowed; but this is doubtless the decree of the
local authorities rather than of the State, and is undoubtedly due to
the unpleasant experience of trying to connect the work of a radical
experimenter with that of a successor incapable of itppreciating and
pursuing a wide and uncharted departure from the orthodox course.

Correlation of mathematical subjecis with each other.The different
branches of -high-school mathematics are not in general correlated
With each other, but are pursued one after the other with such differ-
ences of method and of point of view that algebra is often forgotten
by the time geometry is completed. Of recent years the teachers in
a small number of schools have, of their own accord and with con-
siderable difficulty; arranged the geometry work so that algebra can
be applied to some of the numerical problems given in illustration of
the metrical theorems. More than anything else the subject of
proportion is treated algebraically. In .a still smaller number df
high schools there is a well-organized blending of the different sub-
jects, algebra, geometry, and trigonometry, into a general and pro
gressivo course in mathematics.

The customary independence of these mathematical subjects is
restricted almost everywhere by the requirement that a pupil must
have "passed algebra" before he is permitted to begin geometry.

Correlation with science,The mathematics work is little correlated
with physics, though many schools insist on algebra at least, and
sometimes geometry or even trigonometry, before beginning physics.
The requirement, of algebra for chemistry students also is not
unknown.'

An Ideal state of things is described by Miss ThIrmutilis Brookman, as the result of 12 years' develop-
ment in the high school of Lincoln, Nebr. Here an "Inspirational" halt -year course in general science
Nerves as an introduction to a course in mathematics, where each week's work is "a definite and clear-cut
Section of a well-proportioned system," !winding algebni, geometry, and trigonometry. Pupils showing
marked inability In the general science introduction are not urged to enter the work in mathematics.
ibbool RevIewchnnary, 1910.
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THE SUBJECT MATTER.

Elementary algebra and plane geometry.Every regular high schoolin the United States offers algebra and plane geometry for at leastone year each. Half of them give algebra for an extra half year; lessthan 20'per cent give algebra for two full years. A very few schoolsgive algebra for two years and a half, and a very few give planegeometry for a year and a half.
Solid geometry, trigonometry, and college algebra.Solid geometryfor a half year, plane trigonometry (often with spherical right tri-

angles, occasionally with the general spherical triangle') for a halfyear, and advanced algebra, so called, including certain special
topics listed below, for a half year, are given in some of the largertigh schools or in some of the smaller ones, that definitely prepare
for college..

The textbook as eridence.The fact that few of the high-schoolteachers of mathematics are thoroughly trained in their subject andthat the subject matter is settled for the most part without their
initiative indicates that the content of the curriculum will be closelydefined by the textbooks used. This is also the comment of publish-ing houses in discussing new textbook projects: "We must have abook that the ordinary teacher can follow without change; it is onlythe exceptional teacher that can strike out independently of itsguidance."

The kind of textbook in general use up to 12 or 15 years ago,and the kind ilost widely used to-day, will enable us to define thesubject matter and the methods of algebra, geometry, and trigo-nometry as presented to more than 75 per cent of the high-school
pupils of the United States. Ilt.reon is based the following outline.'

THE ORTHODOX SYLLABUS.

I. Algebra to Quadratics.

Introductory. Definitions and "axioms,'+ discussion of negative
quantities, brief practice in algebraic expression and interpretation,one or two lessons in the use of algebra fpr problems so simple that
algebra adds to their difficulty.

The Par operations.Addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division, completed successively in that order, with formal rules ofmanipulation (not necessarily stated in advance); literal and frac-
tional coefficients- and exponents used; ingeniously involved paren-theses, brackets, and braces; and expressions sometimes more corn-
plicated than most of the pupils will ever see again.

More than a half year is taken in this One.
*For the purpose of this outline only, "numbers" will be understood as expressed without Wien, sad"problerris" will be understood as "clothed" in words.

9560°--11-2
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Factors.Factoring expressions, such as the difference of two
.tiqtmres, +bz+ c, x° ±y° (often with "demonstrations," as of the
ease-We're' the sign is + and n is odd); factoring "by parts;" forths

04+x2y2 + y.4; expressions such as can be obtained from the sim-
pler forms by substituting binomials for one or more, of the letters.
Usually no'application is made of these feats except in the reduction
of :fractions, mid in highest common factor and least .common mul7
.tiple;whieb follow as introductory to fractions.'

Mg/1;g common factor and lowest common multiple, Highest
Ilion factor, first by factoring, then by the Euclidean method. A
demonstration is usually given for this, but is hardly ever assimi-
lated by the pupils. Not seldom .tin given is applicable only
to numbersthat is, it will not hold for Mend expressions in which,
as is usual, some of the dividends have to be multiplied and some
monomial factors have to be saved out'. Lowest conunon
generally by factoring only, with a perfunctory comment on the
method which utilize's the highest common factor.

Fractions.Fractions, with the rules of transformation formally
demonstrated, and the four operations each cnnpleted in its turn.
Expressions of ingenious complexity are handled under each head.

Simple eguationS and problems.--Sin2Dle" equations, that is,
equations of the first degree with one mink 's:n letter, and abounding
in parentheses and fractions; and, at last, problems to be solved by
means of such equations, except that the equations needed for the
purpose are really simple.

Linear elimination and problems.Two-letter linear equations,
. including fractional and literal equations; three-letter equations of

the first degree, and occasionally simple four or five letter sets.
Equations solved for the reyiprocals of the letters involved. Prob-
lems leading to equations of. the first degree in two or more letters.
Literal equations are scattered at random under this topic and the
preceding one.

Inference of equations. The model examples worked out in the text-
book generally indicate the inference of an equation from the preceding
work by meals of phrases printed at the side, such as "transposing,"
"clearing of fractions," "adding to eliminate the x terms," etc. No
expectation is indicated that the pupil will use any substitute' for
these annotations..

Neglect of practice in devising equations.The number of problems
.given under this topic and the preceding one is generally insufficient
to give real facility in algebraic expression, and their introduction
seems isolated, an interruption in the progress of .manipulation.
Haste or neglect at this point is explained by the fact that no topic
is more difficult to test adequately in a written examination than the
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devising of equations, and where time is scant it will be devoted to
`thatthat show.

Involution and evolution.Under the title "Involution" next are
treated powers of numbers and of monomials, and squares and cubes
of binomials; under the title "Evolution.' are treated square roots
and cube roots of polynomials. Some details of the theory of expo-
nents are necessarily included under these heads.

Radicals and radical equations.--liadicals, including the rationali-
zation of binomial denominators, and the square root of a binomial
surd 4;enerally given' without adequate demonstration); radical
equations, carefully selected or conStruted so asio give, upon ration-
alization, equations of the first degree. Extraneous.solutions, some-
times declared admissible because of the "ambiguous" sign of the
square root. Problems again, few in number, leading with suitable
choice of letters to .radical equations.

Erponiats.Theory of exponents, without any locution of loga-
rithms; good correlation with the preceding topic.

II. Quadratics and Beyond.

Quadratics in one and tiro unknowns.Quadratics in one unknown,
first, without the second Imo Cpure" quadratics) and then com-
plete quadratics ("affected" quadratics); problems leading to such
quadratics. Linear-quadratic pairs, elimination by substitution;
special cases of quadratic pairs solved by devices suited to each
case; special emphasis on symmetrical equations, .solved by reducing
to values for .r + at and x y . Very few problems. Literal equa-
tions at random under this topic.

Ratio and proportion.lintio and proportion, including the tra-
ditional transformations of a proportion; examples of literal equa-
tionsAnd of problems to which proportion can hip applied if one insists;
no mention of its application in geometry; and no continent on the
relation of this subject to fractional equations. This topic is not
referred to under any other part of the work in algebra.

The progressions. Arithmetical progression; formulas for the nth
term and for the sum of the terms, any three of the five constants
being given, to find the other two. .

Geometrical progression; formulas for the nth term and for the
sum of the terms, certain groups of three of the five constants being'
given to find the other two constants. Formula for the "sum of the
series" when the ratio is less than one and tha number of terms
indefinitely great; recurring decimals.

Inserting means. Arithmetic and geometric mean; insertion of
two or more arithmetic or geometric means between two giVen num-
bers.
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Binomial theorem.7 --The binomial theorem for positive. integral
exponents; proof of the same;' application to towers of a binomial
of which the terms may be complicated with .fnctions, with radical
signs or with exponents that may or may not be positive or integral.
Formula by which any term of any power may be'written down.

M. None Geometry.

The five booka.The sequence in all the ordinary textbooks is that
of Legendre; five books, the first on lines, angles, triangles, and other
polygons; the second on circles and the measurement of angles;
the third on proportion (treated as an algebraic subject) and similar
figures; the fourth on areas; the fifth on regular polygons and the
measurement of the circle.

Incommensurobles.Incommensurable ratios 'occur" in Books II,
III, IV, and V; in most schools an attempt is made at every one of
these points to master the explanations' given in the book.

Construction.Geometrical constructions, to be made as with
Euclid by the use of the compass and unnatrked straightedge, are
given in a logical place among, the other propositions. Locus theo-
rems are' given, beginning with the bisectors of angles and the perpen-
dicular bisectors of lines in Book I.

Original exercises ("riders").Exercises are given' for practice
the invention of demonstrations similar' to those in the text, find in
the application of available theorems to numerical data. These ex-
ercises reach the number of 504 or 600, anti are often accompanied
by Suggestive notes or diagrams. They are for the most part rigidly
confined to subject matter like that in the text, so that successful
practice with theni does not add materially to the geometrical infor-
mation of the student.

IV. Solid Geometry.

Order of topics. This includes successively the following topics:
Perpendicular and parallel lines. and planes; diedral, triedral and poly-
edral.angles (including the ratio of incommensurable diedriils); equiv-
alence and congruence among, and the measurement of, parallel-
opipeds, prisms, pyramids, cylinders, and cones; the geometry of
great-circle diagrams on a spherical surface, with scant reference to
the corresponding polyedral angles at th.o..tfer of 'the sphere; the
surface and volume of the sphere.

Mensuration /he,orem..LDevelopmezit is most never used for the
lateral areas of cones and cylinders, and the assumption that there is
a quantity spoken of.as "the area" of a cylinder, cone, or a sphere is
tacitly made (a similar assumption ha-Ving been made for the "Iiingth"
of the circumference in plane geometry), the areas of successively

*In most oleos' this ?tooth omitted in Woking.
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approximating figures approaching this assumed quantity as a limit.
The important distinction between area and volume- in this respect
is not commented upon.

Method of limits.There are about a dozen places in plane and solid
geometry in which the method of limits is used to deal with the in-
commensurable numbers which have arisen in the work. In nearly
all cases the proofs aro so cast that a variable number is determined
in two, different ways independent of each other, and use is made of

the following "Theorem of Limits":
"If two variables are equal and each approaches a limit, the limits

are equal."
Pupils seem to .heale to learn to repeat the words of this theorem

while failing in many cases to appreciate the cogency of the proof in
which it is used.. The treatment of limits in geometry is the source
of much discontent not only'among the teachers themselves, but also

among the university examiners and professors.

V. Trigonometry.

Introductory. Definition of the functions of an acute angle; general-
ization to angles in any quadrant. Representation of the functions
by lines drawn on a unit circle; change in the values of functions from
one quadrant to another.

Formula s. Proof of the formulas for the sine and cosine of the
sum and of the difference of two angles; of the tangent of the.sum and
of the difference; of the sine, cosine, and tangent of the double and
the half of an angle; formulas for the transformation of the sum or
the difference of two sines or two cosines into products; practice in
the use of all these formulas in reductions.

Logarithms.Generally logarithms are studied at this point.
. = Triongles.Application -of logarithms to computation of a right
triangle; proofs of formulas for an oblique triangle, using trigono-
metric algebra as much as possible. Simple applications to survey-

.
ing and navigation.

VI. Advanced Algebra.

Topics treated .Under this head are given various disconnected
topics including: Theory of quadratic equations, with graphs of
y=ax'A-bx+c; solution of numerical 'equations of higher degree in
one unknown, with graphical illustration; occasionally successive
derivatives of, algebraic polynomials, geometrically interpreted, are
incidentally taken up as far as advisable in utilizing graphs for ex-
Oanation; occasionally trigonometric solutions are given for certain
equations. Choice and chance. Determinants, with practice in reduc-

rtion and evaluation (the multiplication theorem omitted). Indeter-
rninate coefficients.
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Purpose.The solo purpose in this course scents to be to furnish
information that may be useful in later mathematical study.

Confusion of title.In many shyols the hitter part of the course in
elementary algebra described previously is styled "Advanced algebra."
This usage is confusing amishouhl be avoided.

VII. Arithmetic.

'In addition to the subjects which are generally recognized as secon-
dary school studies, numy'high schools give a half year in arithmetic.
In smaller schools and in districts where the elementary schools are
not so effective, either on account of short terms or on account of
more recent establishment of public-school education, this is given at
the beginning of high school work; in other schools it is given after
the years devoted to algebra and geometry, and is called "Advanced.
arithmetic." The topics are not in any respect different, front those
treated in elementary schools, though the problems are somewhat
more difficult and aim are closer correlation with commercial prac-
tice. There is a dec1ded purpose to attain facility and accuracy in
routine operations. Little or no effort, is made to treat arithmetic
as a science, or as having any real connection with the of ler mathe-
matical subjects in high school work.

GROWTH OF THE COLLEGE REQUIREMENT.

Harvard College as Example.

Advance of the last 60 yramThe definition which we have just
completed of the subjects of mathematics covered in high school
work represents a very considerable advance over the conditions Go
years ago. This change can he Niel' traced by a ste.ly of the require-
ments for admission to Harvard College.

Early textbooks.In 1845 Lacroix's ArithGietic, Euler's Algebra.
Davies's First Lessons and his IntrOduction to Geometry "to VII of
Proportions" and "Algebra to the Extent of Square Hoot" were re-
quired for admission; this was a larger requirement. than was made
at that time by any other Sew England college.

In 1866 Chase's Common School Arithmetic, Sherwin's Common
School Algebra "to Section XXXVIII," and Hill's Second Book in
Geometry, parts I and II, were required. The algebra require-
ments so defined °dated radicals and fractional exponents, pro-
portions, and algebraic and geometric progressions. The 'scope
of the geometry requirement is considerably less than that of the
suliiect of plane geometry to-day; it is developed in the textbook
referred to by first acquainting the pupil with the facts of geometry,
and then discussing the methods of proof, together with some sug-
gestion of how proofs can be arrived at.

The next year the metric system was added to the arithmetic
requirement, and algebra was defined as "through .quidraties.'' No.
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reference was made to a particular textbook for these two-subjects,
but elementary plane geometry was defined by the' first 13 chapters

of Pierce's 'rreatise. In the next year the practical use of logarithms
(not the theory) was advised, and was required the following year.

'!:'teethe rt nlit.V.---111 1870, while the old subjects of eRamina-
tion were retained for such ua iOSO to take them, an alternative spe-
cifientilm wa's made with it much. reduced requirement in Latin and
Greek and an -increased requirement in mathematics. This in-

permutatiOns, probability, determinants, in algebra; solid.

geommry: thcory and use of logarithms; plane trigonometry by

the analytic nIhod "; '; eletnentar mechanics /tad hydrostatics.
For some years the experiment was tried of accepting plane analytic

geometry as an v111111113tion subject ; but it seems to have been on the
whole unsatisfactory. and within the last 10 or 12 years it has not
been included among the alternative requirements for admission.

sehat,!/(s st.rhif et than, r. -The textbooks by Thomas !fill, re-

feired to above, etintitilletI a few numerical exercises and "originals"
(liders), and did not rigidly limit the subject by the compass-and-
ruler cation: Davis's Legendry, which was much more widely used,
was merely Euclid 14ranged: it icVas studied 11101V often as a classic
documo than as a scientific text book; and it contained no originals.
Chauvener, geometry, published about 1870, contained good origi-
nals:. not very carefully graded, 281 of them on the five "books- of
plane geometry. It waS.itot until 1875; and awn only for an "op-
tional that originals in geometry appeared among the
requirements for admission to !larva/1 College; for this the exercises

in Chatvent's geometry were recommended as affording a good

prepariition.
In .the textbooks of algebra 5 years ago much more stress was

placed on logical exposition than on the solution of problems. The

devekannnt of alitiltelk, 115.folIOWed in the teXtbOOkS Of the ele-

mentay school, was faithfully imitated in algebra, and various .

'.operations' (some, like the square. and cube root of polynomials,
having no conceivable use, and others mere pedantic'elaboratioes of
methods that in simpler form were well worth while) were laboriously
discussed and exploited before the use of equations in discussing
problems was entered upon.

The algebras of 'rodhunter and Hamblin Smith, in England, were
followed in America bY Wentworth's Algcbra,'published about 1881.
'rho exercises in the latter book, which were widely commended by
the teachers of the, day as "well Chosen, numerous, and carefully
graded," were the selling feature, and the book sprang into great
popularity at once. The idea was to "learn by doing," and since

that time the exercises have been of much greater importance in text-

books and in teaching than before.
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Causes of change.The Maws this noted in the school work ofalgebra and geometry are the result of attempts to take subjectsthat were originally a put of the college curriculum ;Ind aukapt (bentto the comprehension of high-school pupils. Abstract discussion
was to be replaced by means for practical. drill ; the teacher, rather
than the mathematical scholar, was the arbiter in choosing hooks.
At first ho rejected books like Ilill's and ierwin's, which were actu-
ally better adapted to his AtISSeS, for those which had been familiarto him in hiti own work in college. From those the progress wasgradual:" Ten yetirs ago a prospectus of the two books last referreito'cvoUld have seemed quite up to date.

RECENT PROGRESS.

The last la years.In the last 10 Years changes in the details of.high- school mathematics have been radical and rapid.' They are`largely the result of the active interest taken -in the work, of high-
school teachers by univeisity professors, and of the conference be-
twefen high-selasIl men of different. localities. Midi of these influ-
ences have made themselves felt through teachers' associations. Sofar as the changes and tendencies referred to have actually begun toaffect teacling, they ditiwilf in recently intblislied text books iu good
1180. Foil his reason the eoinnlit tee has examined some thirty cif t lie ..recent high-school books on algebra, geometry, and trigonometry,
and presents the results of that examination here.

The order of topics.In almost all these books geometry is sup-
posed to follow a year's win k algebrkt bough there are one or two
books, whose success is still not completely assured, which essay
Combination of.:the two subjects. A combination (or " blending )of plane and s(- geometry does not seem to have been seriouslyattempted. ,

In algebra the order of topics is only slightly varied from thefollowing:
1. Introduction, negative numbers, etc.
2. "The four operations."
3. Factors, II. C. F. and L. C. M. by factoring.
4. Fractions.
5. Simple equations and problems.
6. Elimination, linear systems:
7. Powers and roots, exponents, radicals.
8. Quadratic equations.
9. Elimination of quadratics.

10. Literal equations, generalization.
11. Proportion, -"the progressions," logarithms.

712. The binomial theorem.

See "Present Tendencies in the Teacting of Cleo matey" fin the United Stites) In A.W. fitamperSMaori of ihe Teaching of Geometry, New York, Columbia University (1106).
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In geometry the order of development * still mostly that of Le-
gendre, the five books of plane geometry being successively polygons,
circles, similar figures. areas, and regisilar polygons; and the slid-

. geometry order being planes and lines, polyhedral angles, prisms and
pyramids, and the -three round bodies.- Two books transpose the
t bind and fourt It books of plane geomet ry ; here and there also is shown
a disposition to group propositions in smaller lists t banthe "books,'.'
without, however, changing the order mud,.

The textbooks in trigonometry agree fairly, well on the .topics
which should be taken, but differ widely in their estimate of the rola-
live importance of these topics.

A cmninonitrrangement of topics is tlw following: Functions of an
avi:te angle; solution of right triangles by natural futietiens and by
It tgarithins functitais of any angle; general value of an angle; the
Midi' ion and subtraction formulas; formulas for double an angle and
half. an 'angle; the conversion formulas; and the solution of oblique
triangle by logaritlnns. Tit addition to these topics, we find the
radian measure; inverse functions, and the line representation of
functions, and. in stone books, graphical discussion of functions ;Ind
a careful treat ment of t he, measurrment of angles near fic and tor.

Graph ico/ zodhodg uj dise.u4s;omFor some 1 years there has
been increasing pressure for the introduction of Cartesiaroonlinates
as MI instrument of study in elementary algebra. It began to npitear
in the . schoolbooks about 1s9S. All but one of the hooks hefe
examined make use of this device; sometimes it is given in a separate

one rase in an appendix. Lt a few it is made an
effective part of the structure of the subject. The word "function"
is sometimes used, linti,:ven wiihout it. the work generally begins by
plotting curves in which 'y is a non- algebraic fttet ion of r, so that the
student gets some insight into the functional relation.

The graph of a two -let ter linearequatiouis pointed out its a straight
line. No proof is-given, though one book remarks that the "proof
follows easily from the geometry of similar triangles." Elimination
of linear pairs is illustrated, generally also linear-quadratic and
quadratic pairs. No comment -Is made, as a general thing, on the
limitation of this illustration to two- letter equations.

In about one-half of the books the solution of a numerical quad-
ratic equation by the Use of,a standard parabola (y =1.) and a straight
edge lamentioned, and its use recommended as aeheck on tho.solution
obtained by the algebraic process.

. Computation.In spite of the fact that John Perry's propositions
fin reform in Mathematical teaching have been widely and on the.
whole favorably considered in this country, not ti-one of the textbooks
of algebra, and only one of those in geometry, makes any reference

. to the number of'significantfigures iii a number as a criterion of the
.
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degree of approxiMation. None gives any directions for economical
methods of computation having regard to the degree of accuracy
Warranted by the data, or gives problems with data appropriate for
such practice.

In a geometry textbook of excellent character and long use,
problems appear in which the data are such as would 'occur under
the actual circumstances described in the problem; but no directions
were given for dealing economically with the difficulties of arithmetic
thus introduced, and the problems were considered unsuitable by
the schoOls. In the more modern hooks here examined the data aro.
all of the predigested sort (one or two-figure integers).

In trigonometry the subject of approximate computation in
general, and the fact that only approximate results can 1w obtained
by the use of trigonometric functions, are rarely referred to.

Checks. The practice of checking the solution of an equation in
algebra. by substituting the roots, and checking an algebraic trans-
formation by substituting arbitrary values, appears in almost all
the algebra textbooks. In trigonometry the subject. of checks for
the solution of triangfe*is not carefully treatedseveral hooks give
no checks except the obvious one for the anglrs when the sides of the
triangle are given. The topic does not appear at all in geometry.
No reference is made anywhere to methods of checking the details of
computation; it being Assumed, no doubt, that the matter lias been
adequately treated in the study of arithmetic. The textbooks in
that subject, and the irresponsible habits of the pupils in computing,
do not furnish good ground, for such an assumption.

Notation.In algebra there is a tendenqy to break the monopoly
that (he letterz has had in representing numbers whose value is souglit.
The symbol for "is not equal to" and the symbol for algebraic

'identity have come into use. In geometry the symbol is apparently
favored for congruence, instead of which already had good author-
ity. For the exceedingly mysterious thing which some authors call
the "intrinsic" sign of a number, a diminutive plus or minus sign is
sometimes. used.

The notation of lower-case letters for lines and for lengths of lines
has at last been introduced into elementary geometry textbooks,
to the great advantage of the algebraic proofs!. This appears in three
of these books, one of which applies it very imperfectly. The same
book also. uses lower-case letters to represent the number of degrees
in an angle, though analogy to the unlimited and the limited straight
lines would suggest using a capital for both the point and its .asso-..,
ciatedimagnitude, the angle.-

Logical terms. The technical terms of logic aro mostly avoided.
The term "reductio ad absurdum" occurs in three; the same thing is
called "indirect proof" in four others; the "method of exclusion" is
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pointed out in three.. "Reductio ad absurdum" and the "method
. of exclusion" are both classified as "indirect proof" in one book,

while "indirect proof" and the "method of exclusion" are both
classified as "reductio ad absurdum" in another. One book manages
to avoid all, mention of these terms.

The logical inverse is called the converse in all current textbooks,
and there is no exception in these latest books. The obverse is so
called in one book, is called the opposite in two others, and is omitted
in the rest. The contraposite is so called in one, is called, curiously,
the contradictory in another, and is not mentioned in the rest;
although one book points out the equivalence of the converse and the
opposite,

The term "immediate inference" is given and much used in one
book. Homothetic position is used for the similarity theorems in
two of these textbooks, but under different names ( "radially situated,"
"in perspective"), and in only one of them is it systematically used
as a means of demonstration.

Innovations. The changes in the subject- matter of algebra have
been referred to under preceding heads. Those in geometry \are much
less extensive, no doubt because of a widespread belief in the invul-
nerability of the logical structure represented by the successively
dependent propositions. The treatment of incommensurable mag-
nitudes in geometry seens, in particular, to be protected by sacred
tradition. .

_ The theorem of limits, namely, that Pif two variables are equal and
each approaches a limit, the limits are equal," is used systematically
in all but two of the books examined, and one of these puts it in an
appendix.

The similarity theorems are based on the area theorems in two.
Axial and central symmetry are both used in three, and neither appears
alone. The idea of symmetry is used for comment and illustration
rather than as a method of attack or as a resource in argument.

A decided innovation is the custom of explaining methods of attack
for new theorems; this is contained in almost all of the newer text-
books.

The word "congruent" is used in four books, one of the others
using the old-fashioned phraile, "equal in all respects." Only one
of the books using the word "congruent". uses the word "equal" in
the sense of "equivalent."

In solid geometry also there are few innovationsthat is, innova-
tions so far as really popular use is concerned. Among them are
shaded figures or photographs of actual models, the spherical degree
(or "spherid" as one book calla it) as the unit of area on the sphere,
and the prismoidal formula. None.of the books speaks of a `unit of
solid. angle;" it is always a "unit of area on the sphere." Some,.4
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even of the most enterprising of these authors, adhere to the trirec-
tangular triangle as a unit. The prismoidal formula is apparently
not introduced as a means of simplifying the logical. structure; it is
rather a new addition to the old task.

Problems in algebra. Much more space is given to equations, and
to problems giving rise to equations, as a response to the frequently
repeated contention of teachers, uttered in magazine articles and in
teachers' associations, that 'the equation should be the fundamental
work at least for the first year. In most cases, however, the prepara-
tory studs of transforations (multiplication and division, fact: ring,
fractions, etc.) is carried to a degree far beyond what is necessary for
the manipulation of any reasonably probable equations; certainly
beyond what are given during first-year work. The study presents,
therefore, a somewhat disconnected aspectfirst, transformations
treated in a systematic and fairly complete fashion, with a few intru-
sive illustrations of the application of them to equations that do not
need .much; then, equations treated as material for practice of a
small part of this manipulation; and, finally, problems, hopefully
sought from newer quarries, designed to Show how equations might
arise that could-be managed by this manipulative skill.

It would probably be easy for a young person of good judgment,
engaged in reviewing his high-school algebra, to learn that problems
cause the invention of equations, and that transformations are neces-
sary for the solution of equations. The prominence given, however, to
this systematic development of what must be considered the mechani-
cal side of algebra tends to weaken the interest of the pupil in that
part of the subject that is of most value, not only to him whose educa-
tion stops with the high school, but surely also with the future
student of engineering or of pure mathematics; the study, that is,
of expressing the conditions -of actuality in mathematical form, and
of interpreting mathematical results in terms of time space, and
things.

The problems in all these books are very plentiful; sometimes the
teacher is warned that the work should not include the solution of all
the problems, and that their profusion is his opportunity to vary
his work from class to class and to specify fresh problems for review
lessons. While the character of the problems in three of the books is
strictly orViodox, the others take their data freely from geometry,
physic;, and even from engineering and dietetics (I). There is no
hesitation in utilizing the properties of similar triangles, or the pheno-
mena of falling bodies; but there is a chaste relucta,nce to do anything
more tluin mention the exis once of reasons at, the back of .the facts
and formulas used. Our of iend th ock problem survives the
dead and buried hare and houn , the solution in odd elevenths
of a second continues to pass. without challenge.
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Long division, square root; and generally cube root of algebraic
expressions are still treated at length, without any comment on the
futility of the pupil's attempt when the result does not "come out

1

The comment that an extraneous root of a radical equation can be
made to satisfy the equation "by suitably choosing between the two
possible signs of a square root" is passing out of use.

Problems in geometry.7The number of "original" exercises to
which the pupil is expected to apply his newly acquired knowledge
.varies from 600 to 1,200 in plane geometry, and from 300 to 600 in
solid. Some of them use freely the results of the modern geometry
of the triangle and of projective geometry, but without any intro-
duction of the corresponding modern methods in the text. One
book, however, includes the nine-point circle, the radical axis, and
the notion of reciprocal theorems in the regular text, but omits all
mention of symmetry.

Sonic effort is made to create a "practical" atmosphere, and one
or two modern books are rich in allusions to and illustrations of such
things as surveying, parquetry, and architecture. They are dealt
with, hoWever by the sometimes cumbrous methods of Euclidean
geometry, instead of by such mettns as practical men would use.

The fundamental definitions of trigonometry appear, and in a
couple of books the tables of natural functions; in one there are two-
place tables, in the .other a four-place, while in both is used what
seems to be a three-figure angle (degrees, and tenths by interpolation).

Loci,..Tho definition of a locus is introduced at the very beginning
in one textbook; in Book II in another; in most of them it appears in
Book I in connection with the theorems about perpendiculars and
bisectors: In no textbook does the locus of an algebraic equation in
two variables appear, though this would seem a not inadvisable
corollary of the introduction of graphs into algebra. The nearest
thing to it is the problem to find the locus of a point moving so that
the figures determining it retain certain numerical properties, as in
the locus of the vertex of a triangle with fixed base and constant
perimeter. The "real" or "practiCal" locus problem is still rare; a
type of such is the artisan's way of testing the cross-section of a
cylindrical core box with a steel square.

While no reference whatever is made to the locus of an equa-
tion in the text books on geometry; some of the trigonometties use
itvi tracing the changes in the values of sine, tangent, -etc., as the
angle varies; all of them, however, make some reference to the repre-
sentation of the trigonometric ratios by lines related to a unit circle.
Only one comments on the important fact that here we have a line
representing a pure number.

Bee Itiaanie TM dim' In Algebra, -II, LX, (0. -School sole" Apeloons.
'
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Problems in trigonometry.The problems in trigonometry text-
books comprise the proofs of identities and the numerical solution of
equations as opportunities for practice in the transformations of
trigonometric expressions; and also the solutions of plane triangles,
with applications to questions of surveying, civil engineering, and-
navigation. The pupil is expected to remember all the formulas
referred to on page 21.

Spherical trigonometry is usually considered a college subject, but
spherical right (and quadrantal) triangles are often dealt with in the
secondary school. With these the so-called Napier's Rules furnish
the possibility of memorizing formulas, apparently an indispensable
requisite in subjects offered for admission examinations.

Only one of these books mentions the fact that oblique triangles
may be solved by dividing them into right triangles. The idea of
projection and of the angle functions as projection ratios does not
enter into these books. One book refers to it, but makes little use
of it.

The solution of oblique triangles comes late, following the addition
and subtraction formulas. One book gives a geometric proof for the
tangent formula. Angles are generally expressed in degrees, minutes,
and seconds; twq books have degrees, minutes, and decimals of a
minute, and one has a set of examples in which degrees and decimals
of a degree are used. Few books have a discussion of the theory of
logarithms. It is evidently assumed that the student. has received
from algebra a knowledge of the nature and Properties of logarithms
sufficient for the praCtical application. to the solution of triangles.
The use of the augmented characteristic in the case of a negative
logarithm is almost universal.

We find in. one textbook the radian measurement introduced on
the second page in the book and no further use made of it, while in
another book it is found well along in the book, where an excellent
discussion of it is given, and frequent use is made of it in equations,
identities, and problems. We find a similar condition of affairs when
we look for the inverse functions.

Only one of the books completes the solution of plane oblique tri-
angles before entering upon the discussion of the standard forrhulas of
trigonometric algebra.

EXAMINATIONS.

Before the high school. Examinations are not generally required
of pupils applying for admission to high school if they have beet -
advanced through the regular grades of the school system .up to that.

--floint. Pupils from private schools or from distant communities
are in general examined for admission.

In the high school. Examinations are required for promotion
each year and for graduation. In a very large percentage of the
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schools replying to our questions pupils.atiaining high' marks (gener
ally 90 per cent) in class work are excused from these examinations.

After the high se/cool.Examinations are required for passing
from high school to university except for pupils certified from an
"accredited" high school; -that is, one of which the university has
officially approved the course of study and method of teaching.
This privilege is continued only to those schools whose pupils bear
out in the main the favorable opinions expressed on their certificates.

Affect of c.ramimitions.As to the effect of these several classes of
examinations on pupils and teachers, diametrically opposite views
are expressed, the. weight of opinion being apparently favorable
so far as the examinations in the high schools themselves are concerned.
Various modifications of the university admission examinations are
suggested, such as permitting the pupil to take all his books into the
examination room -and to use themas he Chooses; the perfection
and extension of the accrediting system is also suggested.

"Accrediting" elementary schools. For passing from elementary
schools to high schools a few suggestions were made looking toward
a s.ystein tit the certifying of high-school pupils for college, a
system in which the high schools should maintain an attitude Of
friendly criticism toward the elementary schools, testing their work
rather.by its efficiency as preparation for subsequent study than by a
Atten examination.

METHODS.

Relative popularity.In the questionnaire issued by this committee
12 methods were listed, the names being taken from well- known
hooks cag the teaching of mathematics. The replies indicated clearly,
by practice or preference, that five of these methods were most popular:

Measurement and computation.
Laboratory method.

.Use of models.
Use of cross-seclien paper.
Individual method.

Next in order of popularity, after a considerable interval, come
the following:

Combination of algebra and geoMetry.
Out-of-door work.
Paper folding.
Observational geometry, to precede deductive geometry.

The lease.popular of the 12 suggestions offered were the com-
bination of plane- and solid ,geontetry* and of geometry and trigO-
nometry; next to them in Itopularity, curiously enough, is the
"heuristic" method; -and, oftiew of the ,noticeable tendency *
recent and widely -adopted textbOoks, the inference is unavoidable-
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that this apparent unpopularity is due to the fact that "heuristic"
is a hard word.

On the other hand, the low position of "observational" geometry
in theSe reports is significant. A progressive teacher in Arkansas

"We tried a six weeks' course in observational geometry in the
second high-school year and saved time by it, but the pupils did not
like it; they were too old." The most successful work in observa-
tional geometry has been in schools where it could be done by pupils
of 12 years of age; the six-year high school is probably a necessary
condition for the best use of this expedient.

Outdoor work and paper folding depend- on local conditions and
individual teachers, respectively. One high-school teacher borrows
a transit from the city engineer every spring. Paper folding, used
occasionally for symmetry propositions at the beginning of geometry,
has not been found availablelor much else.

The combination of algebra and geometry has a good start in the
sense that algebra is applied to the discussion of getimetry problems
involving numerical relations, but except in isolated cases there has
been no blending or interweaving of the two subjects into one.

The five topics listed as the most popular emphasize the decided
tendency to cultivate the intuitional side, to utilize sight, touch,
and muscular sense as avenues to the pupils' intelligence.

Separate problent hook.One or two attempts have been made by
publishers to present algebra by means of a manual and an exercise
book separately, but except for review work this plan is hardly
ever followed. Principles and practice appear not only in the same

.book, but as nearly us possible on the SHIM` page.
The we of models.Models, in most cases made by the pupils

themselves with cardboard. wire, and fine cord, or thread. are very
much used in solid geometry.

The model for equivalent parallelopipeds and for the dissection of a
triangle ptism into three equivalent pyramids can not generally
be so made, and the school owns the patterns, if it is not so ftrtunate
as to own the right sort of teacher. The spherical blackboard
is generally used.

Squared paper.Cross-section paper is very much used, generally
for the illustration of efirkination, sometimes also for the introduction
of the idea of function. A considerable opportunity here for the
correlation of algebra and geometry seems to he entirely neglected.
Little or no attempt is made to find approximate solutions graphically,
in cases where elementary algebra will not help out.

Computation. Measurement and computation are undertaken in
true schoolroom style. No attempt is made to work to a specified
deg* of accuracy, or to acquire convenient and systematic habits
pf computation. Logarithms are only used in the trigonometry
class, and the elide rule has not appeared in high schools,

t
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Improvement of problems.Search is being made everywhere for
problems that make a more direct appeal to the interest of the pupil
than the collections handed down by previous generations. Even in
the not infrequent case where these problems are the 'selves highly
improbable as instances of perplexity in human beings, s 'me gain is
made by clothing the inventions of the schoolmaster in the words of
people that walk the streets to-day, and a great many of Clem are
"real" problems of "practical" import,

The marks.The marks by which pupils are ranked and promoted
are most frequently based on oral recitations and on exercises written
out in the classroom; written examinations at stated intervals and
the teacher's general estimate of the pupil's power and achievement
are als%utilized for this purpose; and least often exercises written out
at homr:; or voluntary original work.

Failures:Failvres are reported as low 3 per cent of the member-
ship of the class and as high as 45 per cent; most of the reports are
evenly distributed from 5 to 25 per cent. The State superintendent's
report for New Hampshire is probably a typical result for small high
schools; it contains the following details:

ReAlts e.raminations.

Number
passed.

Number
failed.

Per fent

First year algebra 1 646 395 19
Second year algebra 64 45 11

Third year algebra'. 868 23 3
Plane geometry, Books I and 11 1,243 134 10
Plane geometry, completed 632 23 3
Solid geometry 169 7 4
Advanced arithmetic 590 95 14
Trigonometry 84 1 . I

Second and third year algebra are not conaecutive.

All the results reported are likely to give too low an estimate of
the number of failures, mostly because they are tested, fronl the point
of view of the teacher conducting the course, and with a _view to
deciding 'whether work assigned has been performed; not by ascer-
taining the pupil's efficiency in a subsequent course of study for
which his high-school work is a necessary preparation. A special
report on failures in high-school maqlematics has been prepared by
a subcommittee of which Mr. William Betz is chairman.

Unsatisfactory records.The pupils' marks in different studies are
generally entered on a permanent record, available for reference in
subsequent years. The keeping of these records is an irksome task,
involving a considerable amount of clerical labor after the actual
teaching has been completed; it is often neglected. So far as furnish-

,. ing data from educational experience is concerned, it is practically
worthless, and will continue to be so until it is very much expanded.

95800-11-3
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Valuable details unattainable.Any investigator consulting a high-
school record would be unable to ascertain whether a pupil is proficient
in numerical computation, in algebraic manipulation, in knowledge
of mathematical facts, in comprehension of successive logical depend-
ence, in mathematical invention and ingenuity. These .are presum-
ably the qualities his mathematical studies are to develop. A pupil
at the head of the rank list, might be presumed to be excellent in all,
and ono at the foot to be a failure in all, though this'is not neces-
sarily so; a pupil midway between head and foot may have con-
spicuous defects in some of these and conspicuous excellencies in
others, and it would be extremely important to have this fact
definitely known.

Educational values. -4t gain the various educational improvements
suggested from time to time, such as the practice of checking numer-
ical work, the use of cross-section paper, the use of a textbook without
full ready-made. demonstrations; may produce results that are not
aimed at; which can only be discovered by the isolation of these arks.
In general, such records as these would be indispensable fdr long-
continued educational experiment, or for statistical investigation.

No device suggested.- -The great majority of our replies, while
admitting that such a system of records was not in use, were decidedly
in favor of it, but 6xpres.sed great doubt as to its feasibility. The
only suggestions made for the purpose were to the effect that specially
ruled class books (marking lists) would be desirable.

Mathematical MILS f . Practically every high school has some
mathematical instruments, models, etc., but mathematical museums
.Comparable in any degree with that at Columbia University are.very
rare, even in university towns.

Mathematical clubs for pupils.Of mathematical dubs to which
the pupil has access, there are very few. There is one at the St uy-
vesant High School for.,Boys in New York, and one is promised at
the William Penn llifh School for Girls in Philadelphia. The
McKinley High School in St. Louis reports as follows:

The Mathematical club of the McKinley High School has been organized for three
years. During the earlier part of the organization the history of elementary mathe-
matics was studied. Topics wore assigned to the different members of the club and
repots were made upon these. Along with this work mathematical curiosities and
puzzles were presented and discussed; The more recent work has had to do with the
use of the slide rule and all kinds of graphicsolutions; problems were selected that
would show wide use of the slide rule, and other problems to show the value of graphic

. methods. Mathematical puzzles were continued.

Arms.

General culture and college.The aim of high-school education, so
far as mathematics is concerned, is general culture, and at the same
time is preparation for college. There is a slight preponderance of
popularity in favor of the former reply, but the latter is close enough

t.
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to it to make it, clear that in the minds of school committees and other
official bodies, general culture seems to need the sort of Mathematics
that is prescribed for admission to college. A considerable fraction
from 25 per cent in the Middle West to 75 per cent in the Atlantic,
Statesinclude preparation for technical institutes as a part of

purpose that mathematical education is to fulfill.
Not for occupation.Of the careers that teachers are consciously

looking forward to for their pupils, those of the merchant or ac-
countant, the civil or mechanical engineer, the teacher, the farmer,
and the "woman of the house" are frequently mentioned. It may

- well be doubted Whether the mathematical training received in high
schools tIves added efficiency to any degree, in any of these callings;
that is t(i say, the effect of the kind formerly acclaimed aial now dis-
credited under the name of general discipline; certainly not to any

7 greater degree than the same amount of time and interest applied
to geology, or chemistry, or even to music. The pupil learns to solve
algebraic equations, but does not apply them to devising balanced
rations for the farm stock out of the crop he raises; he-learns about
similar triangles, but knows milt, so much as his grandfather about the
thrust en a girder, or about the way of mapping a river, or of estimating
the amount of excavation in grading the house lot. lie is brighter
and keener, because he has been has self-reliance,
because he has done things by his own thinking power; but he has.had
nothing directly contributory to the. special knowledge or aptitude
required for these occupations that he may followexcept teaching;
surely he can teach what he has been taught, and he does. Thus
schools inherit.

The college determines the aim of high-school work.Since the high
school does not prepare by means of mathematical teaching for
occupations in which the pupils may subsequently- engage, and since
mathematics as deemed desirable for general culture is defined by the
entrance examinations of the university, the whole question of the
aim. of this subject in high schools must be decided by the views of
university people, ands-made known, aside from the scanty informa-
tion of catalogues, by the character of examination questions. On
this account the report on examinations will be of great interest.

The presumption is, then, that the subjects of high-school mathe-
matics contain ihformation and cultivate aptitudes thal, arc neces-
sary and useful in college mathematical work; or that so far as they
do not do so, they are more useful in other ways than subjects that-
would do so. This is not true.

No systematic study of the desiderata.The'subject of geometry, for
ekample, passed down from the university to the high school, con-'
tinued to be taught with little change of content or method as a
consequence of the transfer. There is no indication that the present
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syllabus of high-school mathematics has been adjusted by university
professors to the needs of their departments. Nobody snows what
parts of it are absolutely necessary for subsequent work in exact.
science, or whether any of the necessary parts could with advantage
be postponed to the university and replaced by topics of interest
and of greater value to high-school pupils.

The question is not discussed in such a systematic way as that.
Changes that have been brought about, mostly additions, have been
fortunate guesses, proposed by tentative examination questions and
afterwards reenforced by argument and formal demand. Such are
the locus problem and the "original" or "rider" in geometry, the
use of graphs in algebra. Within a few years sonic inconsiderable
omissions have been made, such as the division process for
in algebra, the square root of a binomial surd, and so on; and a
decidedly critical attitude has been maintained against the traditional
type of problems based on highly impractical data. All these
Things, while not aimless, can fairly be called tinkering rather than
scientific reconstruction.

Influence of teachers' associations. The formation of associations
of mathematical teachers, in which university professors are actively
interested, is bringing about a different attitude on this subject.
Several of them have prepared and published reports on aims and
methods in algebra and geometry. The most thorough and scien-
tific work may be expected from the committee appointed recently
by the National Education Association to form a syllabus of ele-
mentary geometry. The plans of that committee include an inquiry
into all the considerations that should weigh in determining the
scope of the subject, and its membership is such as to warrant the-
expectation of _valuable results.

s

II. REPORTS OF SUBCOMMITTEES.

SUBCOMMITTEE 1. BOYS' HIGH SCHOOLS.
In order to obtain material for this report, questionnaires were sent

to 25 boys' high schools- all that could be foundin various parts
of the United Statesili Replies were received from 10 of these schools,
and this report is a summary of the information thus received.

Though the number of schools which sent replies to the question-
naires.was not large, they include .some of the largest and most
important schools in the United States. Of the 10 schools replying,
one has 2,800 pupils; four have between 1,000 and 2,000; three,
between 500 and 1,000; and two, less than 100. Two are situated in
the Southern, States, three in New &Arid, two in New York, one in
Pennsylvania, and two in Maryland.
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ORGANIZATION.

37 '

In eight of these schools the department of mathematics is organ-
ized with a head usually nominated by the principal of the school,
with the approval of the superintendent of schools. No information
was obtained in regard to the general management of the department.

In six of the schools the teachers of mathematics have to teach
other subjects, and in half of the schools they have work other than

...teaching, such as the supervision of athletics, pupils' organizations, or
journalism.

The teachers of mathematics are generally members of some asso-
ciation of teachers of mathematics, and four of the schools report
that drew associat ions have stone influence on the t e a rl ling of mat he-
niatics iii the high school. It does nut appear that there is any
similar influence exerted by the mathematical departments on the
teaching of arithmetic in the elementary schools.

The average age of pupils at entrance is about 14 years; three
schools report the age as 15 years. and one as 1:1 years. In all the
schools the available work in mathematics extends throughout the
entire school course. The four schools in the South anti in Maryland
report racial restrictions against certain classes of pupils, presumably
against the negro. Promotionsin seven of these schools are annual,
in three semiannual; by class in four, and by subject in six. The
reports in regar,to the per cent of the whole number of pupils taking
mathematical courses are unreliable, owing evidently to a misunder-
standing of the question.

THE MATHEMATICAL CURRICULUM.

The mathematical curriculum is generally determined by school-
Imamd courses of study, anti these are influenced largely by the
requirements of higher institutions of learning. Four schools report
that recommendations made by the principal and approved by the
superintendent have groat weight in determining and modifying
the curriculum.

The different branches of mathematics are correlated in six of the
schools. The correlation generally means some sort of combination
of algebra and geometry,. or geometry and trigonometry. In nine
of the schools the course in mathematics is progressive, in the sense
that admission to second-year mathematics is conditioned upon the
satisfactory completion of the first-year course, and so on. Mathe-
matics is correlated with other studies in about half of these schools,
and physics is usually mentioned as such a/study. One school
states that algebra, geometry, and trigono etry are required of
pupils who take physics. Another school says that the science,
drawing, and mathematics departments working together by
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furnishing problems and explanations which relate to the other
departments. Six of the schools math. a report on the sequence of
topics in the course. Five of ',hem begin with some work in arith-
metic, and then take algebra, plane geometry, solid geometry. and
trigonometry in the. order mentioned. Two schools report spherical
trigonometry and one analytical geometry.

EXAMINATIONS.

Usuall: pupils coming into these schools from the elementary
schools of the town or city are admitted without examination. All
but two schools require examinations for graduation. In one school
pupils who attain high rank. 90 per cent or more, are excused from
the examinations for graduation.

Five of these schools secure the admission of their pupils to higher
institution., of learning by certificate, and five by examination.

Opinion is divided as to the effect of these examinations, though a
small majority of answers seem to indicate that the teachers believe
that the examinations for graduation and for admission to higher in-
stitutions have a good effect, both on the teaching of ma themn tics and
upon the pupil's attitude toward the subject. In the case of those
schools that are not favorably disposed toward these examinations,
it does not appear that any attempt has been made to eliminate them.

METHODS OF TEACHING.

The laboratory method and the individual method of instruction
are used in very few schools. Paper folding and outdoor work do not
seem to be popular, but the use of cross-section paper is general.
Observational geonietry is taught in only a few schools. Some
schools are trying to combine algebra and geometry, and geometry
and trigonometry.

The marks by which the pupils are ranked are based most often on
oral recitations, on exercises written in class, and on written exami-
nations at stated intervals. The teacher's estimate of the pupil's
poWer and achievement is also an important factor in determining the
mark. In six schoolA written home work, and in eight schools volun-
tary home work are also used.

The per cent of failures varies from 10 per cent In one school to 90
per cent in another, but most of the schools report from 15 to 25 per
cent. of failUres, with an average of 20 per cent for all the schools.

Very little attempt seems to have been made to devise a method of
marking by which it would be possible to determine from the pupil's
marks or record whether he is proficient in numerical accuracy, alge-
braic manipulation, knowledge of geometrical facts, comprehension
of logical dependence, or mathematical invention and ingenuity.
Three schools report such a method in use, and one of these is the
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largest boys' high school in the United States; the other schools seem
to take little interest in the subject. One report says that such a
system would be useful "only for the purpose of diagnosing talent."

Only two schools, both in New York City, have access to a museum
of mathematical models and instruments. One school, also in New
York City, has a mathematical club where officers and members arc
pupils of the school.

AIMS OF MATHEMATICAL TEACHING.

All the schools report that the aim of mathematical teaching is
general culture and preparation for college. It is evidently assumed
thatthher one of these includes the other. Seven of the schools also
prepare their pupils for -technical schools.

SUBCOMMITTEE 2. GIRLS' HIGH SCHOOLS.

The report of subcommittee 2, on girls' high schools, is based on
the results of a questionnaire prepared by the members of Committee
1II, and sent out by the Bureau of Education to all the secondary
schools which came within the province of that committee. Replies
were received from 12 girls' high and Latin schools. These reports
have been tabulated arid, in so far as possible, the facts and opinions
elicited from individual schools on each question have been summa-
rized. While. on many points attitudes have proved so divergent that
general conclusions are impossible, the replies as a whole indicate the
general trend of mathematical teaching nietbods in this small but
important group of schools.

The field of investigition undertaken in the questionnairewas
divided into five main heads: Organization, curriculum, methods of
examination, methods of. teaching, and aims of teaching. A careful
examination of the returns in these departments suggested the value
of grouping replies to certain questions by t lu; geographical sections
represented, namely, Greater Boston, the Middle States and the
Southern States. This plan was followed wherever there was an
approach to uniformity among schools of each section combined with
marked sectional differences. In certain other instances the main
divergences appeared between the larger and the smaller schools.
Three schools were represented in the Greater Boston group, five' in
the Middle States, and four in the South.

Summaries have been prepared for each of these groups and for
the entire group of 12 schools. This report will concern itself, in the
main, with the entire group, indicating sectional differences and indi-
iidual peculiarities whenever they appear .to be pronounced%
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Taking up in detail the five main heads covered by the investiga-
tion, namely, (1) organization, (2) curriculum, (3) examinations,
(4) teaching methods, (5) aims of teaching, the facts established and
the opinions expressed have been arranged in order under these
headings as follows:

ORGANIZATION.

Here the most marked divergence appears, between the three gee-
dons represented, in the matter of regulative powers attached to the
office of principal. In the Middle States, the principal's power de-
pends largely upon his personal influence; in Greater Boston ho pos-
sessesgeneral regulative power within the limits of a course of study
fixed by the school board and acts in conjunction with the school
board; in the South, 'on the other hand, the entire responsibility seems
to rest with the principal. In the Pennsylvania schools the principal
exercises his power in an advisory capacity, but takes formal action only
by authority of the superintendent of schools. In Greater Boston the
principal's activity is confined largely to making recommendations to
superior officers df the school hoard. In the South the principal
shapes the policy and guides the work of the mathematical depart-
ment.

With two exceptions, and these in the case of smaller schools, the
mathematical departments are organized with a head who is nomi-
nated usually by the principal, approved by the superintendent and
elected by the school board. In one school, the Cambridge (Mass.)
Girls' High School, the 'head is chosen by the teachers of the mathe-.
matical department. A typical method of management is outlined inthe report of the Reading Girls' High School: "Departmental meet-ings are held once a week; methods, plans, etc., are discussed; class
work isicept parallel; representative papers of students are submitted
to and approved by the head of the department."

In the Philadelphia High School for Girls the departmental manage-
ment is described as follows:

We hold departmental meetingsonce a month for teachers of the upper classes.At these meetings we discuss the textbooks to be used, the eliminations to be made
from the texts we are using, the ground to be covered in a given time (not as a rule lessthan 15 weeks), the examinations to be given at the end of the half year,'tho needs ofthe classes as determined by the maturity of the pupils and by their previous prepara-tion; often the needs of some special individuals. " *

The head of the department, having but three classes each day, finds time to visitthe other classroonis, and, especially in the case of the younger members of the depart-
ment, to regulate the teaching, partly by suggestion and sometimes by taking chargeof the leeson.

Once during each half year we try to have a simultaneous tept for the pupils takingfirst-year algebra and one for those taking first-year geometry. " * * The head
of the department assumes the responsibility for all pupils promoted with conditionsin mathematics, planning their work for them, " " to enable them to remove
the conditions as speedily and succesefully as poseible.
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In nine schools, the teachers of mathematics, excepting the depart-
mental head, are required to teach other subjects in order to fill out
their personal prograins. In three schools the work of mathematics
teachers is confined, in the main, to mathematical subjects.

The schools are practically unanimous in failing to require super-
vision of athletics, journalism, or pupils' organizations from teachers
of .mathematics, but in the matter of clerical work they are about
evenly divided in practice, about half of the schools requiring clerical
service from the mathethatics teachers.

In four of the schools an attempt has been made to cooperate with
other schools in furthering special aims of pupils. The Philadelphia
Girls' High School makes special provision, at the end of two years
from entrance, for the transfer of girls, whose aims are thereby
furthered, to technical schools. The Girls' High Schools and the
Girls/ Latin School 44 Boston transfer and receive pupils with great
freedom whenever such change.ministers to the vocational or college
preparatory needs of the pupil.

Attempts to influence the mathematical instruction in the elemen-
tary schools are made-by four of the Girls' High Schools. This influ-
ence is exerted in two waysthrough mathematical associations and
through the personal affiliations of teachers. The graduates of the
Philadelphia High School for Girls, for example, go in large numbers
to the Normal School and later become elementary-school teachers.
By personal affiliations with these teachers the mathematical depart-
ment of the Girls' High School of Philadelphia is able to bring con-
siderable influence to bear upon the teaching of mathematics in the
elementary schools of Philadelphia.

Exactly.lialf of the schools report that the mathematical teaching
in them is affected by the higher educational institutions. The
influence thus exerted comes through the admission requirements of
the normal schools, colleges, and technical Whools; and through the
mutual efforts of college and high-school instructors in mathematical
associations and committee work. Seven of the schoolsare represented
in such associations and six of these report that such membership has
resulted in a helpful and stimulating influence on the mathematics
teaching of the school. -

The average age of pupils entering the schools for the filet time
varied from 13 to 17 years. In two schools the average was 13 years;
in abi, 14 years; in three, 15 years; and in one southern school 17
years. The time required for graduation is the standard four years
of the regular secondary course. In the Boston Girls' Latin School'
a six years' course is ofThred, the first two years of which receive pupils
who would otherwise be pursuing the two final years of the elementary-
school course. The mathematical course, as a rule, covers the entire
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four years, either as a required or as an elective. In four of the schools
only the course is limited to three years.

Eight years is the normal time allowance assigned to the elementary
course that precedes admission to the secondary-school course, though
in two of the southern schools seven years only are required.

No race restriction whatever is imposed upon candidates for admis-
sion to the schools of the Northern and Middle States, but in the
Southern States none but white girls are accepted for membership.

Promotions in four of the schools are semiannual, in the remainder
annual; in five schools pupils are promoted by class, in four by sub-
ject, and in two by both methods.

The number of pupils registered in the schools under investigation
varied from 135 to 3,629. In the 12 schools there were a total of
14,650 pupils, an average of 1,221 to each school. Reports of the
per cent of pupils in the school taking mathe ics of the several
years were ivomplete. The summary of the outhern group gives
the following averages: First year, 65 per cent; econd year. 20 per
cent; third year, 15 per cent; fourth year, 5 per ce For the Mid-
dle States the following' average is given: First year, 42 per cent; sec-
ond year, 27 per cent; third sear, 15 per cent; fourth year, 5 per cent
for one school and 1 per cent for another school.. In the Boston Girls'
Latin School the full mathematical course is required from all the
pupils in each year of the course.

The percentage of the total membership of the school made up of
graduates varied from 3.5 per cent to 23 per cent. The average per-
centage of the schools reporting on this point was 13 per cent.

MATHEMATICAL CURRICULUM.

In six of the schools the mlithematical curriculum is affected by the
admission requirements of higher institutions; it is prescribed in
the case of 10 schools by school -board courses of study, which are pre-
pared in the case of 6 of them with the constructive assistance of the
principal, acting in consultation with the head of the mathematical
department. In general the means of modifying the mathematical
curriculum are the same as those by which that curriculum is originally
determined. The same machinery must be set in motion for revision
that was employed for organization and construction. In eight of the
schools an attempt is nrade to correlate instruction among the several
branches of the mathematical curriculum. No general statement of
the method employed is possible, since in all schools the correl&tion
is informal and depends for effectiveness very largely upon tlifbindi-
vidual teacher. The subjects are taught, generally, as separate
branches, but the materials furnished by one subject are employed in
another. This is increasingly true of the use of applied problems,
which are drawn from all the available sources.
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In eight of the schools a serious effort is made to correlate the mathe-
matical instruction with that of the naturally allied branches of
science and drawing. This correlation, appears principally in the
use of applied problems from physics and chemistry and in special
instruction in those topics of the mathematical course most funda-
mental to the study of these sciences. The best developed plan
reported was that in use at the Reading High School, which has worked
out a scheme somewhat in detail, from which the following is quoted :

Mathematics is correlated with the study of science in this school, but more espe-
cially as regards chemistry and physics. Problems in chemistry, gi%11 from time to
time throughout the course, require the student's ability to make and solve simple
algebraic equations. The college preparatory physics course presupposes a thorough
grasp of algebra and plane geometry in order to understand the forming of the various
formula% Continual use is also made of this knowledge in solving numerous problems
throughout the course.

MATH ESIAMS. DHA WINO.

The relation at of numbers applied in (esthetic drawing to the size used for a
study.

Fractional di vision for copying in reduced or enlarged form, and for size
of component parts.

Proportion used in reference to relation light and dark, or color;
to proportion the size and color for distant objects.

Proportion is taught in industrial drawing to emphasize fitness of
size and shape for its purpose of use; for weight and
tone of units in design; space relation in reference
to the distribution of the finished design.

Proportion used in mechanical and geometric work; required in
the instruction for working drawing's of geometric
solids, etc.

Problems in mensuration ap-
plied to surfaces used in circular work, and conic sections.

Do used to determine the amount of material for mak-.
ing models.

Cie :Idly speaking, admission to a course in any other subject
doe. of depend upon the completion or a given course in mathe-
matics, except in so far as failure to pass in a mathematical subject
would result in tlie loss of promotion to the next higher class. Courses
are often so arranged that in order to take up a particular subject,
such as physics, a pupil must have reached a specified upper class and

;

hence must have completed a certain amount of mathematics. In this
sense only is admission to a non-mathematical subject conditioned
upon the completion of a course in mathematics.

In 75 per cent of the schools the mathematical course is progressive,
in the sense that a given course of mathematics must have been corn -
plated as a condition precedent to a pupil's admission to the course of
a subsequent year.

The following outline of a mathematical course submitted by .the
High School for filth of Reading, Pa., is typical of the courses offered
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by the best. schools and is complete for all the subjects offered in the
secondary school mathematical courses for this group:
ARITHMETIC.

Denominate numbers.
Percentage.

Siniple pcercentage.
Profit andiloss.

Trade tliscount.
Interest.

Simple.
Accurate.
Compound.

Bank discount.
Taxes.
Duties.
Insurance.

Ratio.
. Proportion.
Partnership.
Involution.
Evolution.
Mensuration.
Metric system.
Greatest common divisor.
Least common multiple.
Review principles preparatory to study of algebra.

Pupils are expected to solve practical problems in any one of these subjects.
ALGEBRA.

Pour fundamental operations.
Factoring.
Ilighest common factor. Least common multiple.
Fractions.
Linear equations: Numerical, literal.
Problems depending on linear equations of one or more unknown quantities.
Graphic solutions.
Radicals, including square and cube root.
Exponents, fractional and negative.
4uadmtic equations: Numerical, literal.
Problems depending on quadratic equations.
'Binomial theorem for positive integral exponents.
The formulas for the nth term, and the sum of the terms of arithmetic and

geometric progressions with applications.
Throughout the course ptipile are required to solve numerous problems which in-

volve putting questions into equations. Some of these problems are che.nn from
mensuration, from physics, and from commercial and everyday life.
PLANE GEOMETRY. .

The theorems and about 200 original exorcism are studied. Special stress is laid
upon construction work. About two weeks time is spent On the theory of
limits. Locus problems are made interesting to the pupil, who is given frequent
opportunity of applying all the geometric principles taught and of working out
demonstrations for himself. The work is done veryslowly at first, and but one-
third of the course is covered the Bret terra. .
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SOLID GEOMETRY.

The theorems and constructions of the text are studied. The solution of numer-
ous original exercises, including locus problems, is required:

TRIGONOMETRY.

Definitions and relations of the six trigonoMetric functions as- ratios; circular
measurement of angles. Proofs of formulas, particularly for the sine and cosine
and tangent of the suit and difference of two angles, of the double angle, and
the half angle, the product expressions for the sum or the difference of two sines
or of two cosines, etc. Solution of trigonometric equations of a simple character.
Theory and use of logarithms. The solution of right and oblique triangles and
practical applications.

EXAMINATIONS.

In eight of the schools examinations in mathematical subjects
(mainly arithmetic) are reqyired for admission. In practically all
of the schools mathematical examinations are required for graduates
who are candidates for admission to higher institutions. Many of
these institutihns, of course, will receive candidates on certificates of
proficiency furnished by the school. Noncertificatedspupils are in all
cases subjected to examination. The schools are substantially unani-
mous in the opinion that these several classes of examinations have a
beneficial effect both on the teaching of mathematics and on the
pupil's attitude tos&trd the subject. As one teacher puts it: "The
effect is toward thoroughfiess and aceuracy in work. The average
student dislikes examinations but examinations do not make the
student dislike mathematics."

In three schools only have important'recent changes in the depart-
.

ment of examinations been introduced. Such changes have been in
the direction of exemption of pupils with a high term average from
final examinations and the increase of weight given to the recitation
mark over the examination record. The system of exemption from
final examinations by schools and the substitution of certificates for
examinations by the higher institutions are the chief proposals made
for the -elimination of the Various kinds of examinations now in
vogue. They have proved satisfactory where adopted and furnish
an indication of the growing tendency to place less emphasis on the
value of the single formal test furnished by the examination and to
give greater weight to a continuous record covering an extended
period.

METHODS OF TEACHING.

Under this heading the attempt was made to determine whether
each of 12 specified methods was in use in the school making the
report, and also, irrespective of its adoption, whether the person
making the report considered that method educationally desirable.
These replies will be considered in detail, as follows:

The "laboratory method" was in use to a limited extent in a little
more than one-half of the schools and was considered desirable by.

IIMMERRom
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more than one-half. The "heuristic method" and the "individual
method" were in use in exactly one-half of the schools and were con-
sidered educationally desirable by seven schools. Little, interest
was manifested in the discussion of "paper folding" or "outdoor
work," only two schools reporting these methods as in use and only
three expressing the opinion that they were of value in' teaching.
Most of the schools employed models and frit that their use was
justified by the results. Seven schools made use of "measurement
and computation," and of "cross-section paper," while only one
school preceded the study of formal deductite geometry, by "obser-
vational" geometry, although five of the schools believed this prece-
dence to be educationally sound. Six schools teach "algebra and
geometry" somewhat in 'combination, though in a purely informal
manner and under the separate captions of algebra and geoMetry..
Three replies indicate a similar treatment of "plane and solid geome-
try" and of "geometry and trigonometry."

Opinions expressed in the replies varied as to the "stage of the
pupil's progress, at which the emphasis should he placed upon grasp
of logical relations rather than upon manipulative skill," from 10
years of ago to 15 years of age. The majority of the replies, how-
ever, leaned to the ninth or the tenth school year, indicating that
this transfer of emphasis should be made during either the first or the
second high-school year.

The basis for marking mathematical work appeared to he as fol-
lows: All the schools mark on recitations made orally in class;
only three give any considerable weight to written home work,
whereas all schools make written class work an important element
in determining the pupil's rank; eight schools allow credit for volun-
tary original skorr; four give weight to the teacher's general estimate

'of the pupil's power and accomplishment, and all the replies indicate
that examinations furnish at Mast a partial basis in the final rank,
such examinations occurring either at .stated intervals or at the
term's end.

Reports of the percentage of failures in mathematics from various
causes varied from "percentage of final failures almost 0" to 30 p
cent. The average of failures reported was 13 per cent.

While only two schools reported methods. of marking from which
it was possible to determine a pupil's proficiency in such details as
"numerical accuracy," "algebraic manipulation," "knowledge of
geometrical facts," "comprehension of logical dependence," and
"mathematical ingenuity," five schools considered such a method
of marking desirable. Six schools, however, were opposed to such
a system and only one school came forward with a suggestion in any
way practicable for registering such records of capacity, in the detail
indicated by the questions. This suggestion was an outline of the
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method employed by teachers in making their class reports in that
high school. "Each teacher makes a report of her classes six times
a year, in which she specifies whether one of the five items mentioned
it which proficiency may be shown or indifference is responsible for

pupil's failure." r
si,x of the schools there were available for use, or the pupils had ,*

access to, collections cf mathematiafal instruments, model devices
for mathematical instruction. The most notable of sin, collections
is that of the Teachers College of Columbia University, New York.
City.' ' . .

AIMS OF TEACHING.

In their mathematical teaching, all the schools aim at culture,
as not being inconsistent with the special purposes xhich the school
was designed to serve. Nine of the schools were eitTier wholly or in
part preparatory for college and three fitted for technical or normal
schools.

:

In the six occupations listed under "vocational aims" one school
gaVe preparation for the occupation of "draftsman;" two for that
of computer; and five for that of accountant or merchant. There
were no girls' schools that gave training for the professions of sr-
veyor or civil or mechanical engineering,. In addition to the aims
classified three schools directed their mathematical training toward
the equipment of the teacher of mathematics.

SUBCOMMITTEE 3. COEDUCATIONAL HIGH SCHOOLS IN
THE EAST.

The questionnaire sent out by the Bureau of Education, at Wash-
ington, for this committee, met with a most generous response.
The teachers of the secondary schools in the Noitern Atlantic
Statesincluding Maryland cooperated most heartily, and several
hundred replies were received by the chairman. So many and so
varied were these that a serious difficulty arose. concerning the col-
lating of the information there recorded. The district assigned to the
committee was divided into sections, and the replies from a section
given to each member of the committee for investigation. The com-
Mateo worked for many weeks compiling .a statistical report which
was sent by the chairman to the chairman of the general committee
on public general secondary schools, to be incorporated in the final
report. To make a statistical report is fairly easy, but when it comes
to giving a summary in essay form, it is almost impossible to do the
subject justice. The fact that the answers, to the questionnaire have
been so many and so varied, and given by so many different indi-

who, of necessity,. often have considered the questions from
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a narrow point of view, makes it unwise to attempt to collate this
large mass of material in a scientific way. While the- reports of all
the members of this committee were excellent, the one by Miss Mary
Gould, of the Roxbury (Mass.) High School, covers so well the con-
ditions existing in all the district, that the chairman has incorporated
it below in this report.

REPORT OF MISS MARY GOULD, OF ROXBURY (MASS.) HIGH SCHOOL.

The following report is based on data sent by teachers of mathematics in the general
secondary schools in the district assigned to the committee. As the number of pupils
in schools sending answers to questionnaires varies from 32 to 2,380, and the conditions
differ widely, wo shall attempt to give only the consensus of opinion expresged re-
garding:

a. The organization,
b. The mathematical curriculum,
c. Examinations,
d. Methods of teaching,
e. Aims of mathematical teaching.

The mathematics department in schools where there are several teachers of the
subject is usually organized under a head, who is responsible to the principal. While
the committee, superintendent, and principal bieve full porer to regulate the instruc-
tions. of all achoids in the vicinity, the curriculUm and methods of instruction are sel-
dom changed except at the request of those actually engaged in the work.

In the lowest clasti, commit tees of teachers selected by the head of the department
set limit to he reached by all divisions of the class from
uniform testa, state which topics are to be omitted and which are to be elaborated more
or less fully than the text. Within these limits, each teacher has freedom of methods.
In the second and third classes the same outline is followed but with greater freedom.
In the highest class the work is usually in the hands of Pne teacher and there is little
or no restriction.

On the teaching staff of the department there is usually at least one who teaches only
mathematics, but there are others who teach other subjects also, often science, some-
times English, foreign languages, or history. In the larger schools little or no outside
work in the supervision of athletics, journalism, or pupils' organizations is expected
of a teacher, although in most cases they have the work which a session room entails.

Most cities and towns in this region have but one secondary school, so that contact
with other teachers and cooperation with them comes mainly through niathematictl
associations. By discussions carried on at the meetings of such associations the college
indirectly influences the methods of presenting mathematics at the secondary schools.
We regret that the secondary schools do not in their turn help the elementary teacher.

Boys and girls are sent to a secondary school after an eight or nine year course in the
grades, at about 15 years of age, to take a four-years' course (some echoolegive a three-
years' commercial course). They are usually obliged to take algebra and geometry in
the first and the second years respectively; college students are required to continue a
third, and in some cases a fourth, year study of mathematics. Promotion comes
annually by class, about 10 to 15 per cent graduating each year.

The curriculum of the mathematics department is largely determined by the object
which the school has in view; in the college preparatory courses the college admission
requirements mold the course; in the general and commercial courses, tho school
board and principal prescribe such studies and textbooks as seem to lead toward the
ultimate purpose of the pupil., Teachers may, on the recommendation of the princi-
pal; modify the requirements by application to the school board. Although corre-
lation of the different branches is not highly developed, there is a tendency to make
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mathematics a progressive subject, and to correlate it with physics, chemistry, and
mechanical drawing.

In running th'rough the curriculum of this department, we shall omit an outline of
arithmetic as it is taught first in the grammar grades.

In algebra the order of the topics is:
First year work.

Fundamental notions and operations removing and insertion of parenthesis,
simple equations without fractions; symbolic expressions preparatbry to problems,
solution of problems leading to equations of first degree without fractions;
(usual cases), highest common factor, including cases which can not be done by
factoring; lowest common multiple, including some unfactorable cases; reduction,
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division of fractions, complex fractions of
medium difficulty, solution of numerical and literal equations of the first degree
containing fractions, problems leading to such equations; simultaneous equations
in two and three unknowns (three usual methods of elimination), both numerical and
literal, problems leading to simultaneous equations. Powers and roots of monomials,
)-uares, cubes, and a few higher powers of binomials, square root of polynomiate and
of
q

numbers. Theory of exponents, simple cases, without formal proof of the laws of
exponents, surds, addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division of eurds,
emitting complicated cases; harder problems than before leading to equations of the
first degree. -Pure and affected quadratics, completion of the square and eolution by
factoring. Numerical quadratic equations and some simple literal ones. Some of
the simpler cases of simultaneous quadratic equations. Problems leading to all kinds
of quadratics studied. Graphs and graphical methods are used to some extent. The
aim in this course is skill in manipulation, and not primarily to develop logical power.
Geometry, second year work

The usual amount of plane geometry, theorems, constructions, and computations.
In, the prescribed cours. only the simplest originals, theorems, and constructions
are requirel, but a considerable number of numerical examples based upon 'theorems
proved are required. The subjects of loci, incommensurables, and variables are
very briefly handled.

In the elective (college preparatory) course a much larger number of originals
(500 to 600), both theorems and constructions, is required. Loci, incommenstuables,
and variables are required and are fully treated. In this year four periods weekly of
prepared lessons and one unprepared lesson are given".

In third school year, plane geometry is reviewed for half the year by college pre-
paratory students, and greater attention is paid to originals, loci, variables. The
usual amount of solid geometry (including elementary spherics) with exercises is
followed for half a year, by those preparing for scientific or technical schools.

The course in geometry just described is the one usually followed in the larger
schools, but the committee is not willing to say that it is the universal course; in most
schools, however, geometry is taught either for two whole years, or for parts of two
years. The periods per week are usually three hours if the two whole years are taken
in -preparation. It is very hard to get a course which would even approximate .a
universal one in this subject, because the methods and the time of preparation vary
exceedingly in the different schools. ,

In the third year all college preparatory stu(ents have one-half year of algebra,
(lye periods a week. The work of the first-year algebra is reviewed, but the harder
examples omitted on first reading are mostly done, and the following new subjects
are taken up: Theory of exponents and surds completed. The demonstrations of the
laws of operation now required. Interpretation of negative, infinite, and zero results
and simple indeterminate forms, imagmaries, harder literal quadratics and simul-
taneous quadratics (all the principal methods of solution), theory of quadratics,
remainder and factor theorem, ratio, proportion, progressions, binominal theorem
for positive integers (proof by mathematical induction reqiiiredi, simple inequalities.

In fourth year for half the year the following subjects are taken: Permutations and
combinations, method of indeterminate coefficients, resolving into partial fractions,
binominal theorem for negative and fractional exponents, plotting of equations and
graphs, and theory of equations (the usual amount), including transformation, Sturm's
theorem, and Homer's method of solving numerical equations of higher degrees.

In fourth year (second. half) the usual amount of plane trigonometry, Including'
solution of trigonometrical equations, solution of right and oblique triangles, appli-
cations to concrete problems, use of logarithms and tables,
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Teachers agree that examinations produce unifOrmity in work and prevent marked
divergence in the instruction. Tests are requiied for admission, and forgraduation
as well as during the course.

In development of the subject a teacher is allowed to use any method that brings
results; at times teachers use the laboratory, heuristic, or individual methods; they
find museums, colored crayons, measurement, and computation, paper folding,
models, and crocks-section paper helpful. To some extent algebra is combined with
geometry; solid with plane geometry; and geometry with trigonometry.

Observational geometry should precede deductive geometry, but seldom does;
and outdoor work in mathematics is decidedly in its infancy.

After the pupil has attained some degree of skill in manipulation from his first
year's work in algebra, emphasis is placed on the logical relations found in deductive
geometry and increasingly thereafter in his continuation of algebra. The teacher
judges of the pupil's progress by his Ural recitations, written home work, written class
work, and voluntary original work. A greater per cent fail than in any other subject,
estimates from 10 to 25 per cent being sent it]. While it is desirable to estimate
separately the pupil's measure of proficiency in numerical accuracy, algebraic manipu-
lation, knowledge of geometric fuels, comprehension of successive logical dependence,
and mathematical invention and ingenuity, no system of marking has yet been
devised recording such estimates.

Most schools have a hierarchy of aims in their mathematics course; the itistruct ion
strives to promote general culture, to prepare fur college, or technical school, or if the
pupil is to go out into the world immediately, to suggest the occupation of homemaker,
civil or mechanical engineer, surveyor, draftsman, computer, merchant, or skilled
worker in various local manufactures.

Two topics have been considered by the committee, which were
not on the questionnaire: (1) the advisability of separating the girls
and boys in the mathematics classes; and (2) the ability of the girls
as compared to that of the boys.

There.seems to be no general movement to make such a segregation
of sexes in mathematical classes, although it is almost unanimously
believed.that such a step would be advisable in certain grades of the
work. In the schools where a large number of boys are preparing to
enter the higher technical schools, the classes in higher mathematics
are composed entirely of boys, and much better work is being done
than in the corresponding mixed classes. Even in the elementary
subjects it has been found in such schools that better results are ob-
tained if the segregation takes place early in the course. However,
a strong objection to this scheme has been made by some members of
the committee. It seems to be the general opinion that the average
boy shows more ability in mathematics than the average girl, but also
that he does not work so faithfully. In a mixed class this greater
ability of the boy, and the greater faithfblness.of the girl, react most
advantageously on each 'other. This question of the difference in
ability of the girl and the boy is .a many-sided one. .Every teacher
in a mixed school has found in the mathematics class many girls who
could do the work as well as the boy, and who by steady application
to worts: has obtained a higher mark than he. But the average girl
meets the situation at the start with a prejudice "ex matre," and is

4
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therefore handicapped. Another fact that is noted is this: In ele-
mentary algebra the girl does as good work as the boy; in geometry
not nearly so good. In advanced algebra and trigonometry, the boy
shows an ability which is far ahead of the girl. Yet, we are free to
confess that his greater natural ability is often outclassed by the
steady, patient endeavor of the girl Perhaps it would be safer to
say that the girl dues not show as great an ability as the boy, even
though she may have it.

The committee finds from the replies which were sent in that the
conditions are still somewhat chaotic in ninny schoolsa lack of or-
ganization; crowded curricula; the tetwhing of algebra'and get4metry
by many teachers who have neither liking for the subjects nor ability
to teach them; the use of poorly prepared text books; and usually
the use of methods which are mechanical and ill-adapted to the needs
of the present generation of secondary school students. An honest
effort is being made in many schools to reform these conditions, and
the connnit tee sees signs of a coming era of salter methods, of better
departmental work, and. of closer correlation of subjects pertaining
to mat I tomtit ics.

SUBCOMMITTEE 4. COEDUCATIONAL 'HIGH SCHOOLS IN
THE MIDDLE WEST.

INTRODUCTION.

Source of data.In preparing This report the committee has secured
data from a number of sources. Reports of various mathematical
as,ociat ions and of boards of education and magazine articles have
furnished a great deal of material. Some of 'the information has been
secured by correspondence. The main source of information, how-
ever, has-been the questionnaire sent out by the United States Bureau
of Education. This questionnaire was sent to every high -school in
the Middle West' About 600 replies-were received by the chairman.
These replies were sent to each member of the committee, who ex-
amined them carefully for data on one or more points of the report.
The results of this examination, together with matter secured from
other sourca, are presented in the following statement.

ORGANIZATION.

Departments.Except in the high schools of large cities the mathe-
matics can not bo said to be organized into departments. Like the
other subjects, it receives the.attention made possible by the size a
the teaching force. If this teaching force is small, mathematics, is
taught by those who have other subjects also. In the large high

I The "middle West" wee regarded as Including the Stained Ohio, Indiana, MIchrejo,111112014Wkalotadn.
Missouri, Iowa, Ilium* Kansas, Nebraska, North Dakota, and South Dakota°
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schools a better organization is found. One or more teachers give
their entire time and energy to the teaching of mathematics, and
thus the "department" of mathematics is formed.

About one-fifth of the replies to the questionnaires stke that the
schools have the work in mathematics organized into dertments.
Tho department heads are, appointed in some cases by the board of
education, in others by the superintendent or principal. The posi-
tion is somet imes held by the right of seniority. No special rule de-
termines the method of appointment; it usually depends on the wish
of those interested.

The head of the department.To duties of the head of the depart-
ment vary. In some schools he has charge of the organization of the
mathematics courses and must see that the teachers in the depart-
ment effectively present the different subjects. He calls meetings of
the teachers of the department, pre.sidds therein, and, subject to the
control of the superintendent and principal, he is in a general way
responsible for the work of the department.

In other schools he is considered a responsible. person on whom
the superintendent or principal depends to carry out his general
policy or some detail which concerns the department as a whole, but
he is not responsible for the organization and has nothing to do with
the class work of other teachers, the superintendent or principal
keeping direct control of that phase of the work. Tho greater number
of organizations are of this type.

Teaching other subjects.---Threo teachers of mathematics out of every
five teach other subjects also. About 20 per cent have to do with
athletics and one-half that number are required to do clerical work.
In many of the smaller schools the mathematics is taught by the
superintendent, who must divide his energies between class work and
schbol supervision.

Transfer of pupils.Chicago, Cleveland, Cincinnati, and Indianap-
olis are -the principal places reporting the organization of thAub-
jects to be such as to require the pupils to be transferred from one
school district to another. Cleveland, for instance, has a number of
high schools. These high schools do not offer the same courses. A
pupil in one district, wishing to take a certain line of work, may have
to be transferred to the high school of another district, as the one in
his neighborhood may not offer the desired course. On the other
hand, St. Louis offers the same courses in each high school and, con-
sequently, there is no reason for transfers. This is true of most
cities having more than one high school.

Relation between mablematies in the high. school and in the grades.
High- school mathematics is most closely articulated with the mathe-
matics of the grades in the smaller schools. In these places, eve-
daily if the superintendent has charge of the mathematics class,
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the connection is close and the bearing of one on the other is marked.
In the larger schools the connection is not so noticeable/ While the
course of study is arranged in sequence, and promotions are made on
basis of the pupil's ability to do the high-school work, there is nothing
more. The high-school teacher of mathematics has nothing to de
with the instruction of that subject in the grades. With some excep-
tions, ho knows little or nothing of the pupil until he is enrolled in
his class. About 50 (mostly superintendents teaching mathematics
classes) report that they have direct influence on the grade work.
About 100 state that their influence is indirect ; the remainder, that
they have no influence.

Determination of what is to be taufflit.With few exceptions the
university requireinents regulate the mathematics taught in the high
school. In some States the State board regulates, while in others
the State superintendent has such authority. Naturally the rela-
tions between the university and the high school are not as dose as
between the high school and the grades. The university generally
states the minimum amount of work of good quality which will
secure admission for the high-school graduate.

Mations of the universities and the high schools. The leading
universities have at least one conference a year with the representa-
tives of their affiliatedoschools. At these conferences mathematics
sections discuss subjects from the standpoint of the university and
from the standpoint of the high school. In many cases joint com-
mittees are appointed lo make reports. In this way the two institu-
tions understand each other better than formerly. As a conse-
quence there has been a helpful modification on the part of each.
The high school realizes more and more that it, as well as the univer-
sity, is entitled to an effective part in the decision of the common
questions of school life. At one time the university expected the
high school to adapt itself to university requirements; now the lead-
ing universities do not hesitate to adapt .themselves to the needs of
the high school.

Associations of teachers of mathematics.There are three kinds of
associations of teachers of mathematicsthe sections in the conferences
of affiliated schools, the sections in the State associations of teachers,
and the associations independent of other organizations. The first
has been described, the second is similar to it; it will be sufficient to
mention one of the third.

The Central Association of Science and Mathematics Teachers is
the main organization that has influenced the teaching of mathematica
in the Middle West. Its members are found in all the States coy-.
'ered by this report. It began under its presenkALame in 1902. Spe-
cially appointeg committees have prepared repo on the different
topics in secondary mathematics, and those reports haveleen widely

41.
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distributed. They haVe had a marked influence on the high-school
courses. Reference to the work of these committees is made in
another part of this report.

The above influences have been partly the bause and partly the
result of the activity on the part of the teachers in the Middle West
in breaking away from the traditional lines in mathematics teaching.
This activity is more or less manifest in all parts of the United States,
but probably in no place as much so as in this district.

Miscellaneous statistics.The high-school pupil enters at 14 years
of age. He has had eight years in the grades, which may ha', e been
preceded by another in the kindergarten. Four years in the high
school are necessary for graduation.

Twenty -five per cent of the reports state that four years of Mathe-
matics are offered, 40 per cent three years, and the remainder from
one to two and one-half years. Where the schools are large enough
there are different courses, some of which may require four years,
others only one.

The percentage of the pupils entering that grade varies greatly.
The minimum is 1.5 per cent; the maximum 62. The greater part
is from 12 to 25 per cent.

No racial restriction. of pupils is made except in a few plaCes near
Mason and Dixon's line.'

In 55 per cent of the schools annual promotions are reported; in 45
per cent semiannual promotions; 25 per cent report promotion by
classes; 75 per cent promotion by subjects. In nearly every jbAool
mathematics is required in the first and second years; in thrtIiird
year a number offer electives; 118 report no mathematics in the
fourth year; 44 report that other mathematical subjects, as commer-
cial arithmetic, mathematics for artisans, etc., are required.

THE MATHEMATICAL CURRICULUM.

Determination of the currieulum.As a matter of fact, the university
is the most influential factor in the determination of the curriculum.
Each university or college sets up its own entrance requirements and
admits graduates from high schools whose work meets these require-
ments, and the high school that wishes to stand well tries to conform
to the standard so set up. The main outlines of the curriculum being
thus virtually fixed, the superintendent, principal, or head of the
department arranged the details of the course, and, finally, ffie school
bokrd must give its stamp of approial.

Various modificationsimay be made, such as the introduction of
mathematics suited to a commercial course or to manual training. '
Such modifications are usually introduced by the school authorities

The parallel of latitude 39' 43' N., famous fn history le the boundary line between the former slave.
baffling Sista an4 ths (AWL
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acting upon the recommendation' of members of the dep. aitneni of
mathematics.

The subjects taught. In general, the courses consist of arithmetic,
algebra, and geometry, and a few schools offer trigonometry and
advanced algebra. In most places these branches are not correlated
or taught simultaneously, but the prescribed- amount of work in one
branch is completed before another is studied. Correlated work is,
however, to be found in many places. Some of the schools in the
Middle West have been especially aggressive in this respect. Refer-
ence will-be made to them later in the report. Attempts have also
been made to correlate with physics. Manual-training schools havtl-
introduced courses in mathematics, which it is believed will be more
helpful to their pupils than those usually prescribed, and -commercial
schools 'tre making the same experimoht.

Promotion of pupils.Nearly all the high schools base the work of
any and term on the satisfactory completion of the prescribed work
of the preceding term. If his work in mathematics is satisfactory,
the pupil is permitted to take the next term regardless of his success
in other subjects. This marks a decided advance over the condition
which existed a few years ago, when the pupil was compelled to repeat
his work in all subjects, if ho failed in one. As a rule admission to
other subjects does not depend on mathefkatiCs in any case except
physics, chemistry, mechanical drawing, and machine-shop work.

The scope of the courses.Tho courses. in algebra, geometry, trig-
onometry, and arithmetic are usually in close conformity with the
'current textbooks. There are, however, some variations from this,
since in most cases teachers are at liberty to use discretion. as to the
order and emphasis of topics. As has been stated, attempts have
been made to break, away from the traditional order of things, and
those attempts have furnished many topics for discussion before the
mathematical organizations. These discussions, in turn, have resulted
in some modifications, but it is too soon to make definite statements
as to the outcome. It is sufficient .for the purposes of this report to
mention the existence of such a movement and to give in the sequel
its main characteristics.

(a) Algebra.

Scope of the customary course.Most of the high schools give a course
in- algebra such as is presented in the well-known current textbooks.
The details of this course need not be discussed here, but it will be
sufficient to refer the reader desiring further information to these
textbooks.

Modifications proposed.Tie Middle West has been especially
active during the last three years in discussing modifications of the
algebra courses. .A number of reports have been made and the fol-
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towing ststemenrisiffrAzdord-- be generarenZiFig to include their
main points:

The work in high-school algebra should consist of an elementary course given during
the first year and a more advanced course given not earlier than the third year, after
demonstrational geometry. The first year should train pupils in tho solution of prob-s.
lams by means of the equation, rather than exercise them in abstract manipulation.
The later course, covering at least one half year, should include the demonstmtion,1
work and all topics usually given in elementary algebra. The kind of manipulation
necessary for advanced work in mathimatice is beet emphasized in this course.

Proposed omissions. In consequence of the central idea proposed
for the first year, certain of the topics usually given should be omitted
and the order of those retained should be changed. It has been sug-
gested that the following topics be omitted in the.first year:
Complicated brackets.
H. C. D. and L. C. M. by division.
Remainder theorem.
Complicated complex fractions.
Simultaneous equation', In more than three unknowns.
Binomial theorem.
Cube root of polynomials.
Formal study of the theory of exponents.
Extended study and manipulation of radicals and imaginaries.
Equations containing complicated radicals.
Simultaneous quadratics except one linear and one quadratic.
Theory of quadratics.

A proposed order of topics. The following order of development of
topics has been suggested:
Additional problems; equations; abstract addition.
Subtraction; transposition in equations; numerical equations; simultaneous equa-

tions (simple); elimination by addition and subtraction; abstract subtraction; sim-
ple brackets.

Multiplication and division taught together; complicated problems in long division
may be deferred till later; equations involving multiplication; easy fractions and
fractional equation', (monomial denominators); easy involutions; simultaneous equa-
tions (other methods of elimination).

Special cases of multiplication with easy factoring.
Solution of quadratics by factoring.
Roots and radicals.
Pure quadratics; affected quadratics by completing the square; simultaneous equa-

tions involving one quadratic and one linear.
Multiples and common bviaors by the factoring method; addition and subtraction of

fractions.
Multiplication and division of fractions; easy complex fractions.
Harder fractional equationsy verification of roots.

Character of the probleme.Problems should have a concrete set-
ting; they should be valuable and come within the scope of the pupil's
experience; they should be abundant and, as far as possible, be intro-
duced with each topic studied; they should be classified according to
subject matter, and most carefully selected and graded. It is particu-

.
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-----.-krTy" necessary that such problems be carefully graded beginning with
the simplest, and that elementary conditions be comprehended.

The second course.The later course should look upon algebra as a
study of functions, and the various topics should be treated from this
point of view. This course prepares for college, and need not be taken
by pupils who plan to stop study after graduation from the high
school.'

(6) Geometry.

Scope of the customary course.Most high schools give a course in
geometry such as is found in the well-known current textbooks, to
which the reader is referred for details of the course.

Mod if cations proposed .:The modifications proposed in geometry
have not been as extensive or as radical iv those proposed in
algebra. A study of the various reports shows that the following
points have been considered and strongly recommended.

The introduction should be a course in construction. This is to
familiarize the pupil with geometrical ideas and, for the time being,
no attempt should be made to develop the formal logical processes.

"A free use of assumptions is recommended, yet it is essential
that all propositions used explicitly in a formal demonstration be
recognized as either previously proved or as belonging to the list
deliberately left unproved." Rigorous proofs should not be
demanded at the beginning. This does not mean that the demon-
stration should be a loose one; but rather that the exactness which
is usually required in the beginning shall be recognized as a matter
of growth and a result of later work.

Such propositions as "All straight angles are congruent," All right angles are equal,"
"Circles having equal radii are congruent," should not be demonstrated, as is usually
attempted at the beginning of a coarse. It is sufficient to regard them as direct
inferences.

Propositions should be omitted which are obvious, too difficult, or unusual. List
of omissions: Square of side opposite acute angle, square of side opposite obtuse angle,
division in extreme and mean ratio, inscribed decagon, symmetry, theorems on
liinite, incommensurable cases, maxima and minima, sum of squares of two sides
equal to twice the square of half the third side increased, etc., difference of the squares
of two sides, etc., in any triangle the product of two sides equals the diameter of the
circum-circle multiplied by, etc.

These omissions give opportunity for emphasizing such topics as "congruence of
triangles, similarity of triangles, Pythagorean theorem, properties of circles, mensura-
tion theorems concerning plane figures, properties of spheres. "'

Solid geontetry.The work in solid geometry immediately follows
that in plane geometry in many schools. In others a,course in

The above statement on algebra le taken almost entirely from the " Named ings of the Eighth Meeting
of the Central Association of Science and Mathematics Teschers." The committee could have quoted almost
the same statements from other reports. Special mention should be made of the Illinois report, the India&
report, and the reports from Missouri and 'Wisoonsin.

!The quotations are from the Illinois report on geometry, 1911.
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algebra is given between plane and solid geometry. In either case
more emphasis is laid upon the formal deductive side than in the
first year. Many teachers develop the notion of functionality by
the introduction of trigonometric functions.

(r) Mathematics.

Character of the courses. Some of the schools report courses in
"mathematics." This differs from the work usually given, in that
arithmetic, algebra, geometry, and trigonometry are unified. Tho
traditional barriers which have kept these subjects separated hav,e.
been broken down. Other subjects, notably physics and chemistry,
are, made a part of this unification. The old cut and dried forms of
treatment are ignored. As one report states, "If we know arith-
metic, algebra, geometry, and trigonometry in their relatiOns to one
another, there will be no hesitation about introducing one subject
into the. teaching of another wherever such material is needed."

The high schools At Lincoln, Nebr., Indianapolis, Intl., and Cleve-
land, Ohio, have been especially prominent in this line of work, the
first named being a pioneer. Small schools where it is necessary to
combine such departments is mathematics and physics, or to have
all the mathematics taught by one teacher, are among the number
reporting this plan of work. There is no uniform arrangement of
subject matter in the schools tetulling "mathematics." The fol-
lowing statement, however, is representative:

The topics usually considered in the t nurses in algebra and geometry are distributed
throughout the entire course on the spiral plan, die more simple and concrete ideas at
first; the more complicated, difficult, and abstract ideas later. Algebra predominates
in the first year, geometry in the second. Arithmetical work is carried on throughout
the entire course in conjunction with other topics wherever it naturally enters. Some
of the trigonometric functions may be made use of in connection with the triangle.'

EXAMINATIONS.

Examinations for entrance to the high school. The first year of the
high school is regarded as the ninth grade of the local system of graded
schools. A pupil passing the eighth grade can 'enter the ninth just
as one passing the seventh can enter the eighth. But it is different
with pupils entering from another system of schools. In that case
an entrance examination is required. If the pupil is a 'candidate for
the firstoyear of the high school, this examination must be such as
to satisfy the school authorities that he has a knowledge of the eighth-
grade work; if he is a candidate for advanced standing, ho must show
by examination that he is worthy of advanced credit. Occasionally
schools take candidates on trial. A few Weeks' test in the classroom

I The quotations aro from a report entitled "Unifying Mathematics," In the "Proceedings of the Eighth
Meeting of the Central AMOCliti011 of Science and Mathematics Teachers"
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will be regarded in the light of an examination. Arithmetic is one
of the principal subjects in the entrance examination.

Examinations for entrance to college.Universities do not give en-
trance examinations to graduates of their own accredited high schools.
But if the candidate for entrance is a graduate of a high school not
on the accredited list, an examination is required. The North Central
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools has brought it about
that graduates from the strong high schools of this district can enter
without examination any of the higher institutions of the Middle
West..

Effect of examinations. We pass next to the consideration of the
following question from the questionnaire: "What is the effect of
these several classes of examinations (a) on the teaching of mathe-
matics in your school (b) on the pupil's attitude toward the
subject I"

The replies are tabulated as follow4s: To the first, 249.say the
effect is good; 24 that it is bad; 54 say it is not noticed. To the second,
194 say the effect is good; 34 that it is bad; and& say that it is not
noticed. It is interesting to note from these replies that more see
good effects on teaching than see good effects on the pupil's attitude.

METHODS.

The methods in use.The replies to the question concerning the
Methods Used in teaching secondary mathematics Slag always make
distinction between " methods." and " devices. " Those used most are
the laboratory method, individual method, measurement and com-
putation, and cross-section paper. The largest number state that
they use measurement and computation. Some of the replies state.
that all these methods and devices were used during the year.

As already stated, a number of schools make a combination of
arithmetic; algebra, geometry, and trigonometry. It is not to be
inferred, however, that this combination always means correlation.
It may mean the teaching of the subjepts simultaneouslyforexample,
geometry three hours in the week and algebra two.

Time following special methods or schoolroom devices are taken from
the reports:

I. Individual problems.
2. Have the pupils make models.
3. Find the value .qf x by rolling a disk on a yardstick.
4. Use colored crayons.
5. Small drawing board, T square, and, triangle for each pupil.

'8. Use a "composite figure" from which the pupil selects material
to prove various propositions.

7. Make lantern slides from construction 'problems thoroughly
worked out.
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8. Use stereopticon.
9. Have small sections in the class.

10. Give geometrical drawings first.
11. Complete reviews should be printed on the mimeograph and

distributed to each pupil.
12. Pupils should make figures in solid geometry from prepared

clay and toothpicks.
13. Use equation balances.
14. Use the transit.
15. In Book VI use a large sheet of cork and knitting needles.
When.logic sh,ould.loe emphasized. Of the repltes to the question:

"At what stage in the pupil's progress should the emphasis be placed
upon his grasp of logical relations ratilier than upon his manipulative
skill ?" 40 per cent state that it should be during the second year, 25
per bent the first year, -20 per cent the third year, and the remainder
during the fourth year or "throughout the course." These data
support the claim of teachers who believe that geometry should be
given during the second year rather than the first. As has been
stated, this subject is found in most of the schools after one year of
algebra.

Grading.Pupils are graded on oral reeitations, written home
work, written class work, voluntary class work, written examina-
tions at stated intervals or at the end of the term, and on the teacher's
general estimate of the pupil's power and achievement. Oral recita-
tions are used by nearly everyone, as is shown by the-fact that 550
stated they always considered them.' Examinations, written class
work, and the teacher's general estimate are favored in the order
given.

Ezemptions.ln many schools exemptions from examination are
given; that is, if a pupil attains a specified grade, say 90, on his class
work, home work, etc., he need not take the final examination.

Failures.The percentage of pupils who fail runs from. 10 to 85
per cent. No other point`eonsidered in this report presents such ex-
tremes. The greatest number of replies state that 10 per cent.fail.
Twenty per cent, 25 per cent, and 15 per cent occur in the order given.
The replies giN ing 10 per cent of failures are usually from the smaller
schools where the number is such that the individual pupil can be
looked after more closely and the pace adapted to his ability. The
large, well-organized schools, where th,e standards are highest, report
not less than 20 per cent, the number usually being between 25 and
35 per cent.

Discriminating marks.The questionnaire asks, "Are the methods
of marking mathematics in your school so arranged that it is possible
to conclude from the pupil's marks on record whether ho is proficient
in numerical accuracy, algebraic manipulation, knowledge of geomet-
rical facti, comprehension of successive logical _dependence, and
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mathematical invention and ingenuity I" Eighty per cent report
"No" and 20 per cent "Yes," though 75 per cent say such a record is
desirable. Some state they include all of these points, though more
emphasis is placed on one or two than on the others.

Vinious suggestions were made for securing Such a method of
marking:

1. Use of letters
Ae, excellent in accuracy.
Alf, fair in manipulation.

2. Card system.
3. Grade "0 per cent as perfect in each.
Mathematical clubs.Sonio of the large schools have mathematical

clubs. Tli6 Engineering Club at the McKinley High School, St.
Louis, Alo is typical. Its membership is limited to 35, and restricted
to pupils of the junior or the senior class, whose general record is
good and whose interest in matheniittics is such as to cause them to
seek membership. One of the mathematics faculty is moderator
and sees that the efforts of the members are directed along worthy
lines. Committees arrange the progrsams and see that each one does
his part. It is understood that the Access or failure of the fiemester's
work depends on the club and not oft the faculty representative. So
far the results

The following are some of the topics considered during one year:
Field work

Surveys and computations necessary for a proposed extension
-of a street railway line, including maps and profiles.

Surveys for a proposed extension of 'a city street.
Triangulation, or measurement of inaccessible distances.

Reports
Principles of bridge building.
Gold mining.
lie-making plant.
Electrical transmission.
Sewage disposal.
Raising of the Maine.
Points dealing with the construction of the new bridge, sinking

of the new caissons, etc.
Efficiency of electric batteries.
Problems dealing with the aeroplane.

AIMS OP MATHEMATICS TEACH:MO;

Character of the replies. The information which the committee
secured from the questionnaire on the "aims of mathematics teaching"
is not satisfactory. The statements were in many cases indefinite.
In view of this fact it seems advisable to tabulate the replies and to
make no attempt at generalizations.
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The. general aim. In answer to the question "Is the aim of mathe-
matical instruction in your school general culture 1" 400 said "Yes."
Three hundred and fifty state their aim is to prepare for college; 125
prepared for technical school, while 25 do not make such a prepara-
tion.

Preparation for specific occupations. The replies to the question
concerning preparation for certain specified occupations are as follows:
1. Civil'-engineer 47 yes, 29 no.
2. Surveyor 35 yes, 36 no.
3. Draftsman 31 yes, 37 no.
4. Mechanical engineer 47 yes, 36 lie.
4. Computer 45 ya., 38 no.
.8. Accountant or mcirinint 171 yes, 31 no.

School teaching.; agriculture, housekeeping, office work, carpen-
tering, all receive frequent mention in the answers to this question.

SUBCOMMITTEE 5. MATHEMATICS IN THE -COEDUCA-'
TIONAL HIGH SCHOOLS IN THE SOUTH.

. Throughout the South, as in other parts of the United States, the
public high schools that are not especially designed for vocational
ends, as few are, are intended to follow an elementary school course
of seven or eight years. Some Of the States specifically prescribe
courses of study necessary for approval by the State inspectOr. This
approval in many cases is a prerequisite for the allotment of pecu-
niary aid from the State treasury, or for admission to the State
university or to the State normal schools.

For the purposes of this investigation a list of questions was sent
to school officials and high-school principals in all parts of this region.
Replies were received from 80 of the persons so addressed. So far
as those replies are pertinent, the following conclusions appear.'

ORGANIZATION.

Jf 61 per cent of the schools the principal has effective influence
over the teaching of mathematics. In 47 per cent of the schools
there is a head of the mathematics department or a special teacher
of mathematics, selected in three-fourths of the cases by the school
board or by the superintendent of schools, and in the other fourth
by the principal. The teachers of mathematics have other subjects
to teach in 59 per cent of the cases, have charge of or supervision of
school athletics, journalism, or social activities in 24 per cent, and
have clerical work in additioh to teaching in 17 per cent.

The school is represented in associations of teachers of mathe-
matics in 44 percent of those replying; the effect of such associa,

P e r c e n t a g e s are of t h e number of D o l m a s re p l y i n g t o t h e q u e r l i o n . Some of t h e questions w e r e regret-
tably so hinted es not 10 elicit full repUes.
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tions upon the teaching in the school is in a comparatively small
proportion of cases reported as beneficial.

Thsoughout this region separate schools are provided for whites
and for negroes. In some cases the statement is squarely made that
separate schools with identical courses of study are offered to the two
races, but there is a clear implication that in many of the smaller
communities at least the opportunities for secondary education are
restricted to whites.

Promotio are annual in 76 per cent of the schools replying, semi-
annual in e others; by subject in 44 per cent, by class in 56 per
cent.

The percentage of the .whole school membership graduating each
year varies widely, as shoWn by the following table:

Nutn1.1 of schools nporlIng. C Per cent of pupils graduated.
9 0 to 5.
21 6 to 10.
23 11 to 15.
13. 16 to 20. .

20 or more.

THE MATHEMATICS CURRICULUM.

Course. The course of mathematics in 87 per cent is determined
by the admission requirements of higher institutions. Decisive
action is in all cases taken by the school board; the principal is an
influential adviser in 82 per cent and the head or special teacher of
mathematics in 71 per cent.

The different branches of mathematics are correlated with each
other in 70 per cent, and the successive years of mathematics are
dependent on the previous years' work in 96 per cent. (The replies
to the former question undoubtedly indicate a higher degree of cor-
relation than actually exists among, the different branches of the
study. The meaning of the question does not seem to have been
clear.)

Some correlation is found, between mathematics and physics in
58 per cent, and success in the.algebra course at least is insisted upon
for admission to the study of physics in 32 per cent.

Content of the curriculum. Half a year of arithmetic is given in 80
per cent, and an additional half year in a few others, say 3 per cent.
Algebra is given for a year at least in all the schools, for a year and a
half at least in 40 per cent, for two years in 21 per cent, and for two
and a half years in 3 per cent. Arithmetic is given after algebra,
either as review or as "higher arithmetic" in 14 per cent. "Higher
arithmetic" as used here means evidently more involVed problems
and commercial applications of the same principles that are treated
of in ordinary arithmetic, with the occasional addition of such topics
as mensuration and square root. There is no indication of any con-
sideration of the relative. accuracy of data, of the number of eig-'

1111.11elemme.___
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nificant figures as indicating the degree of approximation, or of any
use of logarithms or the slide rule as an adjunct of the arithmetic
work so-called.

Plane geometry is given for one year in all the schools, for a year
and a half in 9 per cent of them, and one school reports plane geome-
try for two years. Solid geometry is given for half a year at least in
75 per cent of the schools, and for an additional half year in 6 per
cent: Plane trigonometry is taught in 58 per cent for half a year:
one school reports surveying, three report spherical trigonometry,
one reports analytical geometry:

In the reports handed in, physics is quite frequently listed as a
mathematical subject.

EXAMINATIONS.

Exaininationsare set for admission to 69 per cent, for graduation
in 86 per cent, for admission to higher institutions in 20 per cent.
The greater part of the schools are accredited to certain universities
after inspection by a State or university inspector, and have their
graduates examined only for admission to distant institutionswhich
do not accept high-school certificates. The custom is growing of
accrediting elementary schools so tint their graduates are admitted
without examination to the high schools in their region. Examina-
tions for promotion or graduation have quite generally been waived
for pupils whose marks reach 96 per cent in their class work.

More than 80 per cent of the schools reporting one or more of
these examinations as in use consider their effect on both teachers
and pupils as beneficial. The 90 per cent exemption is enthusiasti-
cally commended and also unsparingly condemned.

METHODS OF TEACHING.

In the replies to the question whether the methods of teaching
named in the following lists were in actual use or were educationally
desirable, the first column- gives the order of frequency, the second
the order of preference:
1. Measurement and computation. 1. "Laboratory" method.
2. Uso of models. 2. Measurement and computation.
3. "Laboratory" method. 3.. Individual method.
4. Individual method. 4. Use of models..
5...Use of cross-section paper. ' 5. Use of cross-section paper.
6. Combination of algebra and geometry. 6. Outdoor work.
7. Paper folding. 7. Observational geometry to precede de-

ductive geometry.
8. Outdoor work. 8. Combination of algebra and geometry.
9. Observational geometry to precede 9. Heuristic method.

deductive geometry.
10. Heuristic method. 10. Paper folding.
11. Combination of solid and plane ge, 11. Combination of solid and plane ge-

omotry. omotry.
12. COmbination of geometry and trigo. 12. Combination of geometry .1i:rid trigo-

nometry. nometry.

40
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There is a suspicion that the word "heuristic" was unfortunately
chosen, aid that the word "combination" would have been with ad-
vantage replaced by interweaving" or " blending. " On this account
the relative numerical standing of these replies is open to question.

In spite of the Ida that fewer replies were made to the question of de-
sirability than to the question of use, the desirability seems to have been
considered with care, and the replies to be independently- significant.

There are occasional reports, of details of method, such as that
geometry is taught "with applications to algebra,' that the work is
made "as piactical as the textbooks will permit, that the pupils
make their own models with string and cardboard. Where the
number of originals given in geometry is stated, it ranges. from 100
to 500; and one teacher states. that 70 to 90 per cent of the time in
algebra is devoted to problems.

A school superintendent writes that he has long suspected that
"much of the algebra game is not worth the candle."

As to the question at what stage in the pupil's progress in mathe-
matics emphasis should be placed upon his grasp of logical relation's
rather than upon manipulative skill, the replies range from the sixth
grade of the elementary school (11 to 12 years of age), where arith-
metic is the only mathematics in sight, to the last year in the high
school, with perhaps a slight preponderance on the second year in
the high school, when plane geometry is begun. On the whole this
question does not seem to have been carefully considered by our
correspondents.

The pupils are graded on the following grounds, arranged in the
order of frequency:

Oral recitations.
Written class work.
Written periodical tests dr term examinations.
The teacher's general estimate of power and achievement.
Voluntary original work.
Written home work.

The question whether methods of marking were such that the
teacher could infer from the pupil's marks on record whether he was
proficient in the several qualities listed below was answered by 45
teachers, of Whom 60 per cent said that such inference was not pos-
sible; the question whether it was desirable was answered by 61
teachers, of whom 60 per cent gave a decided affirmative. The
qualities referred to were:

I. Numerical accuracy.
II.. Algebraic manipulation.

Knowledge of geometrical facts.
IV. Comprehension of successive logical dependence.
Y. Mathematicil invention and ingenuity.

9151306-11--6
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Devices +suggested for suth a method of marking were specially
ruled marking sheets or class record books. The comment was usu-
ally made that such a method of marking would be too cumbrous.

Only 2 per cent of the reply sheets received reported that there
were mathematical clubs to which the pupils were admitted; only
11 per cent that there were collections of mathematical instruments,
models, curiosities, or devices for instruction, accessible to teachers or
pupils; and these collections were obviously in most cases only the
modest outfit of apparatus for instruction.

AIMS.

The aim of the mathematical course in practically all of these
schools, as indicated by.the content of the studies, is college prepara-
tion, although 15 per cent of the replies do not acknowledge that aim.
The purpose universally acknowledged is "general culture." Half of
the schools reply to the question whether preparation for technical
schools is a purpose of their mathematical study, and of these 75 per
(sent answer affirmatively.

As to the question for what particular occupations the mathemati-
cal work of the schools may be considered preparatory, the following

,is the order of frequency:
Accountant or merchant.
Civil engineer.
Mechanical engineer.
Surveyor.
Draftsman.
Computer.
Farmer.
Teacher.

Other replies were "practical work," trades, "practical finishing
school." Many of the schools furnish from their graduates teachers
for the elementary schools of the same region.

SUBCOMMITTEE 6. COEDUCATIONAL HIGH SCHOOLS ON
THE PACIFIC COAST.

This report is the outcome of an investigation carried on by the
subcommittee, through a questionnaire sent out from the Bureau of
Education at Washington, D. C., and a somewhat more personal
appeal sent out by the subcommittee to the public secondary schools
of California, Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana, Utah, Colorado,/
Arizona, and New Mexico.

The subcomtnittee feels that, although about 200 replies were
received, much of the information obtained is not particularly reliable,
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bsause of the evident carelessness with which many of the answers
were made. This very fact, however, leads the committee to draw
certain conclusions about the prevailing type of mathematical instruc-
tion in the secondary schools Although many of these conclusions
are not particularly flattering teaching profession, we trust
that they may lead some to a better appreciation of the present con-
ditions and spur them to more systematic work. This report will
follow the general topics as set forth in the questionnaire.

ORGANIZATION.

The' larger schools naturally have a much more complete organiza-
tion than the smaller ones, which fact leads us to classify the schools,
into two groupsthose with 150 or more pupils and those with less'
than 150. This classification will in general mean city schools and
Country schools respectively, although, in the case of some of the
union schools, we may find some of the first class in countrytowns. /

The larger schools have a mathematics department, usually with
a department head who is appointed by the school board or superin-
tendent at the recommendation of the principal. In no case is the
organization very formal, although in the best schools frequent
informal and regular formal meetings of the mathematical teachers
are held..

I In the vicinity of the large cities, notably San Francisco, Los
Angeles, Denver, Portland, and Seattle, the associations of mathe-
matical teachers have a considerable influence on the methods of
teaching. This is not so much the direct influence of papers read at
the meetings of these associations as the influence which the writing
of such papers has on the writer to bring the problem of teaching
before him in a clear-cut form. In the_best schools the majority of
the teachers feel this influence, either directly, or indirectly through

. listening to the papers. The associations have a beneficial influence
also in bringing about a uniform interpretation of the State university
requirements. These requirements are the strongest influence upon
the content and order of the mathematical instruction, and frequently
papers upon new "requirements" bring out discussion which leads
to a better understanding of the aim of such changes. Indeed, the
universities welcome such suggestions as the associations are willing
to offer, and thus these discussions may lead to a better adjustment
f the. "requirements" to existing conditions.

hiThere are many schools which disclaim y influence from the State
university. Nevertheless nearly every se soh desires to be accredited

1 at the university; find even if this is not om lied, the entrance
requirements practically control the content o the courses offered.
In fact, a California State law requires the high schools to offer a
course preparatory to the State university.

.
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The influence of the secondary-school instruction upon grammar-
school work is not very perceptible, although in some cities where the
principal of the high school is also superintendent of schools he has an
influence over the curriculum of both schools, which naturally tends
toward unifying the aims of instruction. This influence is felt perhaps
more through the selection of textbooks than in any other way.
Since the textbooks, once selected, must remain for four years in
California, and six years in Oregon, a great degree of care is taken in
the selection. The influence of the principals in such selections
is rather strong, because teachers aresof ten changed during the period
of use of a book, making it impracticable to rely on their recom-
mendations.

It may be said that in practically all cases the high school principal
exerts the strongest influence in the selection of books, although
his selection is subject to the approval of the board. In Oregon, how-
ever, an "unbiased commission of marked ability" selects uniform
books for the grammar and high schools, thus taking the whole matter
out of the hands of those directly concerned with their use.

Most of the teachers, especially in the small schools where more than
one teacher is required for mathematics, spend a part of their time
teaching other branches, notably science. In fact the student at the
university who looks forward to high-school teaching fits himself to
handle some second subject. In a majority of schbols, however, the
teacher of mathematics is not required to participate in other school
activities, but it may be said that many do take advantage of the
opportunity to become supervisors of student athletics.

From the standpoint of the kacher, then, the organization of
mathematical teaching in the secondary schools may be characterized
as very indefinite. Although State laws and university requirements
tend to bring before the instructors definite topics for discussion and
thought, the reaction on the part of the great majority of the teachers
is very meager. Even where mathematical associations make a few
of their members enthusiastic, the rann and file of the teachers de not
concern themselves seriously with real problems of teaching.

The very fact that there were few replies from the large number of
questionnaires sent out makes it plain to us that many of the teachers
do not concern themselves vitally with the advancement of their
profession.' It is, however, undoubtedly true that the details of the
work reqxiired of the teacher are so near to the limit of endurance
that little time or energy is left for serious thought about methods or
aims.

The formal organization of departments and active interest on the
part of mathematical teachers are necessarily greatly hampered by
these conditions. The interest-being also somewhat divided between
mathematics and other subjects, and the responsibility of selecting
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books being partially shifted to others, produce a passivity on the
part, of the great majority which does not argue well for rapid future
progress in mathematical teaching.

Conditions could be improved by a decrease in the amount of
routine work, such as correcting papers, and a decrease in the size of
classes. An increase in salaries would also, probably, attract more
active and efficient men to the profession and thus bring about a
better spirit among the workers. Such changes can not, however,
be expected immediately, and in the meanwhile the mathematical
teachers' associations and State inspection of the schools for the
purpose of accrediting at the State university are the remedial
agencies to which we must look for the advancement of the profession.

Most of the sehodls on the Pacific coast are so organized that
students enter the high school after eight years of elementary training
-at ages ranging from 13 to 15, with an average of about 14.5. The
course is uniformly four years, with four full years of mathematics
offered in most cases. Commercial arithmetic is offered in some
schools but is usually taken only by pupils who have a business
career in view. In most of the schools only two years of mathe-
matics are required, i. e., elementary algebra and plane geometry.
Those students, however, who are preparing for the' engineering
colleges are required to take four years.

Promotion in some of the larger schools is semiannual, but in the
smaller ones it is annual. This promotion is uniformly by subject
and not by class, a student being catalogued in that class' with
which he is taking the majority of his work. The number of pupils
who graduate from the older schools is about 10 or 12 per cent of the
membership of 'the entire school each year, though in some cases the
percentage is as high as 15.

From the standpoint of the pupils the organization of the schools
is decidedly uniform throughout the Pacific coast States. A four-

1

year course, with mathematics available each year, follows- eight
years of elementary school work; and promotions are annual and
by subject. This uniformity makes changes from one school to
another an easy matter ler the pupil, and barring the difference in
quality of instruction a sOdent need not trouble himself to go to the
larger cities in order to be prepared for any kind of further study.

This uniformity of organization, although it is due largely to the
definite requirements of the State university, is also the result of
public appreciation of mathematical training as, an effective means of
preparation for life. It is, of course, true that the State laws, which
require the State universities to admit without examinations such
students as come from accredited high schools, are largely responsible
for the effort on the pak of each school to maintain the required
standard. A significant fact, however, is that were this law a serious
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detriment to many young people, the public has the power to bring
about the desired change of policy, not only as a State, but as
individual towns, the school committees in which regulate the
policy of their high school. -

We may fonclude then that, although the universities seem to
control the organization of the high schools, yet this, contrej does
not in reality lie with even the State universities, for both public
sentiment and the existing demands of high-school pupils really dic-
tate the terms which the universities shall offer.

THE CURRICULUM.

The mathematical curriculum is usually determinci entirely by
the State university requirements, although the school board ofli-
cially determines the question for any given school, and of course
has the authority to offer courses with no mathematics, provided it
offers one course preparatory for the State university. Consultation
with the superintendent and principal is the formal method of this
determination, but it is the prevalent custom to accept the subjects
as laid out by the State university. The order and method of
teaching is, however, more within the control of the mathematics
teachers, and can be changed usually fiy conference with the principal.
The State universities do not presume to dictate the order of topics
or oven of subjects. It is, nevertheless, true that many teachers
and principals are greatly influenced by the preference which the
State university professors may have for certain texts. Thus, if it is
known that the State university staff has used or recommended a
text which presents the subject in a certain order, either that text or
another with a similar order of topics is liable to he set 6cted by many
schools. Indeed the publishers use the approval of !certain texts
by the professors as a strong argument for their adoption in.the high
schools.

Some attempt is made in the larger schools to correlate the algebra
and geometry by teaching both as a continuation of arithmetic,
and making them come under one general topic, mathematics.
Separate texts are, however, used, and it remains largely with the
individual teachers to bring about any really vital correlation.
Correlation with physics, Chemistry, and mechanical drawing seems
to be somewhat widespread, but the correlation seems to mean
chiefly, that algebra and plane geometry are required as preparation
for these subjects, or..that some problems from these branches are
introduced into the algebra and geometry courses. Original exercises
are strongly emphasized, in some cases as many as 500 being worked
in the year. Some attempt is made to obtain problems froin "out
of doors," but it can hardly be said that there are many practical
problems used.
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We find then, that the mathematical curriculum is determined by
State authority of some kind, and is usually only slightly controlled
by individual schools. The interrelation of mathematical subjects
is not generally brought out, although a few of the most progressive
teachers are trying to vitalize the work by breaking down the barriers
surrounding each chapter of the text,.and allowing the class to move
about in a more unrestricted field, which gives them some concept of
the real uses and significance of mathematics. For the,most part,
correlation either among mathematical subjects or between them
and other subjects, seems to have no very definite meaning to the
majority of teachers. Two causes may be cited as responsible for
this. First, the average teacher has not the broad knowledge of
mathematics' beyond his subject which would enable him to appre-
ciate the real significance of the various topics as they arise. He is
not, however, wholly to blame for this, because the present conditions
in secondary education do not give him. time or money with which
to put himself in touch with this broader knowledge. Nor does the
remuneration offered in most schools seem attractive to those who
have spent their time and money in thoroughly preparing themselves
by the more comprehensive study Of the subject. Having therefore
no clear-cut understanding of how the subjects might be correlated,
they are at a loss to know exactly what is meant by their correlation.
Another cause is that the textbook publishers and writers, wog-' nizing the desire on the part of the rank and file to have a text which
can be accurately followed page by page, have given us books in
which each chapter oilens and closes a topic with as little reference
as possible to othe4Mpics. Such texts run themselves, when once
sot in motion, and call f little teaching on the part of the instructor.

'Under these conditionAwe can hardly look for much correlation or
for much deviation from the presented order of topics, except in the
case of a few of the best schools where an exceptional teacher has
become aware of the possibilities of the subject.

EXAMINATIONS.

The general tendency seems to be toward fewer examinations andf.'
toward more than one recitation period for each examination. In
most of the schools, pupils are admitted from accredited gramdtar
echo* without examinations, and are graduated from the ;ki
school on the basis of monthly or bimonthly tests, rather thr4 on a
final examination covering the whole course in mathematics, or even
a whole subject. The State universities and many other higher
institutions accept these graduates from accredited high schools}
and thus the whole system tends to minimize the importance of
examinations. There is considerable difference of opinion on the
part of the teachers in regard to the desirability of formal examine-

.
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tiOns. Some believe that they tend to produce superficial work on
the part of both teacher and pupil, because the real aim of mathe-
matical teaching is obscured by the desire to pass the examination.
On the other hand, a large number express themselves as in favor of
examinations as a means of producing thoroughness, as well as a
means of emphasizing the aim of teaching, and of calling to the
attention of the teachers the defects in their methods. They also
claim for the pupils a larger interest and greater respect for the sub-
ject when examinations are prominent.

The elimination of final examinations, and even monthly tests, by
means of high standing in daily work, seems to be a universal recom-
mendation with those who advocate the examination as an incentive
to good work. This would indicate that they consider the examina-
tion not so much a good thing in itself, as a spur to good daily work.
If the pupil could be induced to prepare himself thoroughly for the
examination, and then be excused each time from taking it, the
examination would have served its purpose for all. Since, however,
this is impossible, from the nature of the case, there seems to be
little doubt that some sort of examination is necessary, though it be
an evil.

METHODS OF TEACHING.

The specific methods of teaching mathematics classified as labora-
tory, heuristic, pai1er folding, etc., seem to have rather vague defini-
tions in the minds of most of the mathematical teachers. The
answers indicated a general use of "individual method," "measure-
ment andcomputation," and "cross-section paper." A majority
reported "models" and "outdoor work," and Colorado reports the
use of "charts" in the review of geometry,

There is a decided disapproval of the "laboratory method" of
teaching geometry. Practically none of the schools on the Pacific
coast use it, and many express the opinion that it leads to looseness
on the part of both pupil and teacher. Observational geometry is
also opposed upon the same ground. If the "laboratory method"
and "observational geometry" were used as an introduction to the
formal demonstrative geometry, and the mere observation of facts
by the class were only a means of bringing more clearly before the
pupils what the real conditions are, the method might serve a very

. valuable end. The prevailing opinion seems to be, however, that
the work tends to degenerate into substituting the evidence obtained
from the observation of concrete objects for the logical proof which
should follow such an observation. In the hands of some instructors
the habit of careful and accurate reasoning may not suffer, but may
rather be benefited from this kind of work. To 'the majority, how-
ever, it is a strong temptation to laxness.

Concerning the time for emphasis on logical reasoning, opinion is .

)somewhat divided between the second year and the first half of the
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third. The middle of the second year seems to be the most-generally
accepted time. The fact that the second year is the time when geometry
is begun in most of the schools leads us to question whether the opin-
ions expressed mean that the second year is really the time or that,
because geometry is taken at this point, it is therefore the best time
to begin logical reasoning. The fact that logical reasoning upon
algebraic theorems is somewhat more difficult than that on geomet-
rical theorems makes it true that very little attempt is made to
force logical reasoning into the first year of mathematics.

It may, however, be true that if high-school mathematics could be
begun with some simple forms of geometrical reasoning we should get
better results in all of the mathematical work. This process might
eliminate from the pupil's mind the idea that all mathematical gen-
eralizations can be learned by heart, and thus avoid some of the bad
failures in geometry. If we could start the pupil with the idea that
he can and must reason- out the steps in a great deal of his mathe-
matical work, should we not have a better attitude toward those parts
of the work in which reasoning is the only possible method ? First
impressions are so lasting that it seems desirable that those first
impressions should be more in accord with the real spirit of mathe-
matics than to have them so nearly in line with the pure memory
processes of the' grammar-school work. Memorizing ruas for each
section of algebra is certainly not conducive to conceiving of algebra
as a generalization of arithmetic. Some topics now given in algebra
would probably be crowded out by this process, which must of course
be somewhat slower, but in the end the increased power to think
might.Well compensate for suat,topics as algebraic cube root and the
division of long polynomials. The demand by the colleges for the
"notion of functionality" ' in algebra is along this line of making
algebra a more logical subject.

All classes of workoralrwritten home work, written class work,
original work, and the teacher's general estimate of the pupil's
abilitycome in for about two-thirds of the final mark, while the
formal examination gets credit for about one-third.

The tendency toward fewer examinations signifies a decreasing
confidence in the examination as a test of ability. This lack of con-
fidence, of course, makes the teacher count the examinations as a
smaller and smaller fraction of the total mark and advocate the high
standard of daily work as a sufficient test for the final grade.

In regard to disintegrating the marks into numerical accuracy,,
knowledge of facts, mathematical invention and ingenuity, it may
be said that th6re ,is no systematic attempt to make such a separa-
tion. It is true, however, that many teachers unconsciously have a
more or le'ss defined method of marking work on this When

l See requirements of University of California.
. .
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brought squarely before us, the details of such disintegrated marking
impress most of us as too. complicated for the rapid work which we
have to do, but With s.speeial class record book and smaller classes
such a system might give us better information than we now get
dhout a pupil's ability. It seems probable, however, that, if we,
could have the small classes, the intimate acquaintance which we
should then have with the pupils would be a much better basis for
marking than the details of such a system.

There seems to be a somewhat general feeling that the best teachers
adopt no particular method of teaching, but try to acquaint them-
selves with the underlying principles of the subject and with the
general nature of the pupils before them, and then adopt that method
which will accomplish the purpose of the mo

rn
ent with a reasonable

degree of success. Although the answers ce to indicate vague-
ness, on the part of the teachers, in regard to exactly what method
has been adopted, this is perhaps due to the fact that those teachers
who have considered the question of method do not consider them-
selves bound to any specific one. This is probably as true of marking
as of methods of presentation.

AIMS OF MATHEMATICS TEACHING.

General culture and preparation for technical sch'ools and colleges
are both acknowledged by most of the high schools as the aims of
their teaching. There is a decided denial of vocational aims, such
as civil engineering, surveying, accounting, etc., although some
schools record all these as secondary aims. *It is probably true that
the teachers and principals feel rather strongly on 'this point on
account of the continual demand by pupil and parent for studies .
which will lead directly to some vocation. The attitude of the teacher
has become, rather naturally, that of restrainkfor those pupils whd
wish to take only such subjects, and even only such topics as will
furnish knowledge in the direct line of a given vocation. The teach-
ers realize, as perhaps parent's and children never'do, that a ground-
work of fundamental principles and processesitiust be laid before any
success can be attained in the chosen vocation, Be it engineering or
accounting. If we should ask the pupils why they study their mathe-
matics, and could get a reply for which they had not been coached,
we should probably find more er4hasis placed upon the vocational
than the cultural aim.

Although the aim does not always keep itself prominently before
most of us during the details of everyday work, we are evidently
more or leis conscious of very definite aims in our teaching of mathe-

2.

matics. Were this not true, the attempts to cover certain topics
within certain stated periods, and the change of texts for the purpose
of a better presentation .of what we think is desirable, would not
concern us very deeply. These aims may in many cases be only
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preparation for some college or technical school, but general culture
has a prominent place in the minds of moat of the thinking teachers.

On the whole the results of this, nvestigation have 'given us an in-
sight into the conditions of the Pacific coast schools which, although
very disappointing in many respects, is sufficiently general to be of
value in feeling the pidse of the whole country. Any opinion in regard
to the best'remedy for the present conditions is hazardous, but the
committee feels justified in calling attention to the fact that the most
serious obstacle to the improvement of these conditions seems to be

.k of professional attitude on the part of the teachers. Lacking
this, there is little to build upon, either in improving miethods or
changing aims. This professional attitude may be said toVonsist of
two essential features: First, a broad and thorough knowledge of the
subject, beyond the borders of the immediate topic in hand; second,
and fully as important, a systematic and intimate knowledge of the
fundamental principles of modern mathematical pedagogy. Regard-
less of the reasons why the rank and file of the teachers of mathe-
matics do not possess this .equipment, the desire for improvement
which would come from such a professional training must be instilled
in the teachers before we can expect to find much progress toward
better conditions. It is, of course, true that a teacher should be
first a man or woman possessed of the highest type of moral character,
but if that be the whole-equipment, lie is not yet a teacher, any more
than he is a physician or alawyer or a preacher. The essential train-
ing which will make him work .for*the improvement of the profession,
even when it is hard work, must have as a background that love of
his subject and of his calling which can come only through a deep
appreciation of what really constitute that subject and that calling.
It would seem that a desirable minimum of preparation for a secondary
school mathematics teacher should be so much of the subject, at least,
as is involved in a first course in the calculus, and so much of peda-
gogical training as is involved in one year of the history and one year
of the principles of education.

With such a groundwork of training for the majority insttad of for
the very small minority, we should be justified in expecting a profes-
sional spirit which vkitild lead to wise and permanent changes tending
toward better methods, better aims, and better content in the
matlidmatical curriculum.

In compiling this report, we have supplemented the inforMation
furnished by the questionnaires- with the best judgment we, 'could
obtain, from thoie who have been in close touch with the sehlirol sys-
tems of the Pacific coast. The present tendencies are not sharply
defined, but we are justified in concluding that there is on the part of
many teachers a readiness to respond to any sane and thoroughly
organized plan for improvement.
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SUBCOMMITTEE 7. THE PREPARATION OF TEACHERS OF
MATHEMATICS FOR THE PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS.

METHOD OF THE INVESTIGATION.

A questionnaire was sent to several hunliredcity superintendents,
high-school principals, and teachers of mathematics. One hundred
and sixty-five answers were received, representing 153 curies. Of
these, 4 have over five hundred thousand population each, 20 have
between one and five hundrecI thousand, 20 have between fifty and
a hundred thousand; 50 have between twenty-five and fifty thousand,
22 have between ten and twenty-five thousand, and 37 have less than
ten thousand. These reports represent some 900 teachers of mathe-
matics in all parts of the United States, and are probably typical of
conditions in cities whose aggregate population is between fifteen and
twenty-five millions. It may be assumed that the large cities have
on the whole better educational facilities then the smaller towns.
The small towns could not easily be reached.

Lettirs were also sent to all State superintendents and to many
high-school inspectors. Forty-seven replies were received. The
character of the information received from them varied so greatly
that it did not seem feasible to tabulate it, but it was carefully taken
into consideration in making general statements.

The information .concerning the facilities offered by our univer-
sities and colleges for the training of teachers was obtained by the
examination of catalogues for 1909-10.

PRESENT STANDARD PREPARATION OF TEACHERS IN SERVICE.

The amount and quality of school training which high-school
teachers in the United States have had varies so greatly with the
section of the country and with the size of the school that it is impos-
sible to make any single statement which is strictly true for all.
However, there is a very widely prevalent standard which we may
take as a point of departure.

It may be said in very general terms that -the _present standard
high-school teacher is 'a graduate of an pnspecialized course in col-
lege or university, without pedagogical training or special training in
mathematics beyond the ordinary college course. This normally
means that the teacher has had eight years in the elementary school,
beginning at about 6 years of age, four years in the high school, and
four years in the college, In the college. the study of mathematics
generally stops with a first course in calculus, and often with much lest.
There are wide variations above and below thia standard.

There are six or seven thousand small Schools scattered over ail
parts of the country which employ from one to three teachers, which
suppOrt a course.of from one to three years and which, are generally
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not on the lists of approved schools issued by the State departments
of education or by universities. There are a number of States
throughout which the educational standards are relatively low.
From these States and from the small schools statistics are not
easily obtained. Roughly speaking, they contain about 40 per cent
of the high-school students in the United States. It appears thatlhe
teachers of mathematics are largely high-school graduates, most of
whom have done some work in higher institutions, often normal-
school graduates, with a small percentage of collegegraduates. In a
few States the smaller schools generally employ college graduates,

--hut these States are exceptional.
In the remaining schools' of the country, containing, roughly, 60

per cent of the total high-school students, the,majority of teachers are
college graduates, 'and of those who are not, mostly the older genera-
tion, practically all have attended schools above high-school grade for
from one to three years.. In most parts of the country, even where
standards are high, there is a small percentage of teachers of long
experience wheeentered the work before present standards were
adopted and who are not college graduates. Reports were received
from 152 large schools or city systems, having in all some 900 teachers
of mathematics. In these schools, as shown by the reports, S6.5 per
cent have the A. B., or equivalent degree. These percentages for the
different sections of the country and the number of schools reporting
are as follows : New England, 27 reports, 94.5 per cent; Middle
Atlantic States, 39 reports, 85 per cent; Central States, 56 reports,
83.5 per cent; Southern States, 12 reports, 79.5 per cent; ,Weitern
States, 18 reports, 90.5 per cent. In bas. ing conclusions on these
figures, it should be noted that in some sections these schools are
exceptional, while in others they are fairly typical.

Through the greater part of the United States, systems of high-
school inspection and approval are in operation or are being estab-
lished, either by State departments of education or by universities.
The thoroughness of this inspection varies greatly in different State's.
In approved schools the percentage of college graduates, calculated
for whole States, runs from 75 to nearly 100, varying with the
section of the country.

TENDENCIES TOWARD HIGHER STANDARDS FOR TEACHERS.

That standards are being rapidly advanced is indicated by the
fact that in by far the larger portion of the country in schools em-
ploying four or more teachers and preparing students for the univer-
sities new teachdrs are now quite generally graduates of universities
or colleges of good standing, even though many of their older teachers
are not. While large numbers of our high-school teachers are gradu-

. at43s of normal schools, that training is no longer regarded as ads,.
o
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gusto in any large percentage of high schools. The percentage that
have taken normal-echool courses and have then gone on through
their college course is probably quite large.

The fight for the recognition/ of the principle that high-school
teachers should have the training represented by the bachelor's
degree is practically won. There is but a small portion of the country
where this is not at. least a clearly recognized ideal, however remote
from realization in practice. It is at this point that the real questions
arise which concern the future. What does the college education
which they receive mean to the prospective teacher as such ? How
can its value to him be made greater ? What is the next step ?

In this connection it is important to know what has thus Tar been
done in the training of high-school teachers of mathematics beyond
the unspecialized itollege course. Of the 900 teachers in large high
schools above mentioned the reports indicate that less than 40 per
cent have specialized in mathematics in their undergraduate course
or have taken a master's degree. The number who have done work
in mathematics equivalent to that required for a master's degree by
our best universities is small, probably less than 10 per cent even in
our best schools, and there are practically none in the medium-sized
schools. Those who have the degree Ph. D. or who are doing serious
research work in higher mathematics are rarely found teaching in
high schools, since there is very little effective demand from the high
schools from men of this preparation.

A notable example of a State in which the minimum requirement
for high-school teachers is unusually high ii'llalifornia. There tie
minimum requirement is essentially that the candidate must present
evidence that in addition to eight years in high school and college he
has done a half year of graduate study in a university belonging to the
Association of American Universities and a half year of practice
teaching in a high school conducted for this purpose by such a
university. These requirements are subject to certain modifications
concerning practice teaching which do not materially alter the stand-'
ard. So far as the committee has learned this is. the highest mini-
mum requirement in force throughout any entire State. In several
cities minimum requirements practically equivalent to this are in
force.

Two special influences have tended to retard the naturally growing
demand for higher training, (1) a feeling that the specialist in mathe-
matics does not easily adapt himself to the needs of the high school;
(2) a distruit of the pedagogical training of the past. In a word, the
separation of specialized scholarship from practical training in the
art of teaching has tended to bring discredit on both. This is especi-
ally noticeable in the frequent intense and even unreasonable opposi-
tion to pedagogical training in the replies received. In this connec-
tion the fact should be noted that until very recently only a very few.

1
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institutions in this country offered.prattical training in the teaching
of mathematics in connection with 'sound higher training in the
subject matter.

Perhaps the most hopeful sign for the future is the recent establish-
ment in many universities of teachers' colleges and schools of educa-
tion where special attention is given to the training of teachers for
secondary and higher schools in connection with the best opportunities
for specialization in the subject matter and for broad general culture.
From the high schoo-ls, underneath t
pedagogy and narrow specialization, o ten expressed in violent opposi-
tion to one or the other, there come an apparent strong desire for
sounder scholarship and real efficiency in teaching. Many schools now
require that all new teachers shall have had successful experience.
As this requirement becomes more general the necessity for the
practice school will become still more apparent. In this connection
we give a brief statement of the present statut of facilities for acquir-
ing special pedagogical training in connection with advanced study

- of the subject matter.

current criticism of shallow

FACILITIES OFFERED BY UNIVERSITIES FOR THE SPECIAL. TRAINING
OF TEACHERS OF MATHEMATICS.

On the pedagogical side there has been a remarkable advance in the
facilities for the ttaining of teachers of mathematics for high schools

w. in the universities and colleges within the last three years. Three
years ago (1907) but 10 out of 30 of our leading universities were
offering courses in the teaching of mathematics. To-day 18 of that
30 are providing that instruction, while there are in all 38 universities
and colleges giving special attention to such work.

Of these 38, but 11 require practical teaching.
The value of the history of mathematics is becoming recognized,

but as yet only 29 colleges and universities are giving explicit courses
in this subject. Of course more or less such instruction is given
.ticidentally. ..,

.els to opportunities for training in the subject matter nothing need
b4aid here. In all our better universities they are far beyond the
present demands of our high schools, Prospective high-school
teachers rarely fully avail themselves of.the opportunities that are
offered.- Some universities, about eight in number, offer courses in
the logical foundations of mathematic

. That more do not offer such
courses is probably due to the belief that an appreciation of the logic
of mathematics is better obtained in courses in the regular subject
matter than in a necessarily elementary course devoted explicitly to
the logic of the subject rather than to any lack of appreciation of the
importance of training in the logic of the subject. However, waiving
this question as beyond'.our field, the queStion might well ho raised
whether '.prospective high-school teachers, whose training in the

.
_,
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subject matter is necessarily small, might not be benefited by a final
Course whose object should be to gather together their somewhat
fragmentary knowledge into an organized whole, and perhaps to
give them some idea of the meaning, purpose, and methods of the
higher mathematics which they are not to study.

We restate a summary of catalogue data for 1909-10 by grouping
universities into three classes. Column (1) gives the number of
institutions that give courses in the teaching of secondary mathematics;
column (2), practice teaching in mathematics; column (3), courses in
the history of mathematics.

(1) 42) (3)
Members Association of American Univeisities 13 10 7
Members Association of State 'Universities 19 14 10
Other colleges and universities 16 2 16

Totals (omitting duplicates) 38 19 29

A very significant advance in this direction is the establishment of/
a degree with distinction for prospective teachers of mathematics,
recently announced by Harvard University in the following terms:

The faculty, of arta and sciences have established a degree with distinction in mathe-
matics and education, intended to represent special preparation for the work of
teaching mathematics in secondary schools.. This degree is to be administered by a
standing committee of three under the following rules:

In order to he recommended for this degree the student must have been known to
the committee as a candidate during at least the last two years of his course, and he
must have carried on his studies in his chosen field under the guidance of the com-
mittee.

Thg, degree will be awarded on the basis of the following courses
]. Mathematics and allied subjects..

(a) A course in descriptive geometry or surveying.
(b) Three and one-half courses in mathematics above the 1,11, n courses.'

The choice must include Mathematics 2.
(c) Physics C, or its equivalent.
(d) A course in astronomy.

The student is advised to take both descriptive geometry and surveying. In case
he does so the requirement under (t) will be reduced to three courses ih mathematics.
He also advised to include the course in modern geometry (Mathematics 3) amoneris
elective courses. He should in any case consult the Chairman of the committee be
finally making up his program.

2. Education. -

(a) A general introductory half-course (Education 2a) or a half-course educa-
tional theory (Education 5a or 6a).

(b) A course in the history of education (Education 1).
(c) A course in secondary education, with practice teaching (Education 3

a course in elementary education, with practice teaching (Education
or a course in school administration (Education Sa).

I The University Gazette (of Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.), May 20, 1910.
The restrletion expressed In the words " above the freshman courses".excludes such topics as.

trigonometry and analytic geometry (Introductory oourse) but admits a first course in the calculus (lathe.
mattes 2) and the elements of mechanics.

Physics Cis an experimental;course in physics for students who have passed in physics for admission to
college.

A course b Us work implied In hawing a aeries of lectures occurring three times a week for about 35
weeks. Tour eceusee, se usual thing, oonsrAtuta a year's work for a college student.
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The committee reserves the power of exercising an independent judgment in
each case; but it must always be satisfied that the program offered furnishes a suf-
ficient basis for distinction, and that the quality of the student's work justifies hie
recommendation.

DESIRABLE STANDARDS IN TRAINING TEACHERS OF SECONDARY
MATHEMATICS.

In this connection we must remember that the majority of those
teaching mathematics in our high schools are prepared merely on the
side of 'subject matter, while it is safe to say that in many of our
smaller high schools algebra and geometry are taught by those who .

are not familiar with .any.mathematics beyond these same subjects.
Where the control of courses of study and the appointment-of

teachers aro left with the local school boards, it is hard to adopt any
set standards. By cedtralize.d control of secondary schools, it has
been possible for Germany and France to maintain a high standard
in selecting teachers for their institutions. We can not have national
control of education; but by the work of our universities through
the inspection of schools, and by State departments of education,
much is now being done to elevate standards in the selection of
teachers. f'

That then should we formulate as the proper university training
fa the prospective teacher of secondary mathematics in the United
StatesI The present tendency gives us the key to an answer. The.
candidate for a certificate to teach mathematics in our secondary
schools should be required to take (1) advanced'courses iii mathe-
matics, to include at least a first course in calculus; (2) history of
mathematics and its bearing on teaching; (3) courses in the general
theory of edusation apd in the teaching of secondary mathematics,
the latter being given by' oranriliar with advanced mathematics,
the history of mathematics, d the general field of education; (4)
observation and; practice teaching, in connection with this university
training, under the supervision .of a specialist in mathematical edu-
cation.. We nay hope that candidates be not admitted as full sec-
ondary teacher's until they have shown after a year's trial, that they
are specially fitted-for the work.. Beyond this it is higI4 desirable
that they do;' some serious Work in higher mathematics, including
some course *hich will give them a broad and somewhat unified view
of the field. / The indicatiorls are that real advance in our standards
for the higher education of our secondary' teachers of mathematics
will follow lines of compromise.between the work of our best schools'
of educatioP and the_ traditional highly specialized course leading to
the degreeOf Ph. D. The pressing need of the hour is that our high
schools insist upon, and out universities equip themselves for furnish-
ing,.the minimum preparation outlined above. Such a course will in

95600 11--;--6
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no wise interfere with`tha attainment of broad general culture and
we believe will furnish the best preparation for the student who is
Anately to teach in the university.

OTHER FACTORS IN THE EFFICIENCY OF TEACHERS.

Summarifing reports from about 165 large high schools or city sys-
tems, the following facts are found: Forty-three and a half per cent
of the teachers of mathematics are men. The lowest percentage of
men teachers, 38 per cent, is found in New England. Two-thirds of
these teachers teach only mathematics.- In smaller schools not re-
porting, this proportion is no doubt very much less. Excluding four
or five of the largest cities, where the percentage is considerably
higher, it appears that about 80 per cent of the mathematics classes
are taught by teachers whose chief -interest is in mathematics.
Teachers teach on an average 26 periods of from 40 to 45 minutes
each, the number ranging from 20 periods fof 40 minutes each to
40 period. of 45 mtinatee each. In New England the average is
23 p4ukds. Eighty per oent of these schools teach trigonometry.
No general tendency is discernible toward increasing or decreasing
the amount of mathematics taught, individUal tendencies about
balancing.,

The following questions were asked 'concerning saltiries:-What is
the highest salary per year a mathematics teacher receives as such
for full work 9 What is the lowest 9 What is the average 4 The fol-
lowing summary gives the number of cities or high schools which pay
the salaries stated at the top of the column:

Number of cities or high schools paying certain salaries l3 teachers of mathematics.

Over
WOO.

$1,501 to
$2,000,

81,001 to
11,503.

$751 to
81,000.

8500 to
8750.

Total.
number.

Right salaries.

New 1104nd 2 ' 6 7 9 2 2.5
Atlantic 4 12 16 6 2 ao

Central 2 3 , 28 18 1 52
Southern,. ,o, ea 0 2 . 6 4 0- 12
Western 0 8 9 1 0 18

United States 5 140

Lowest salaries.

New England 0 0 8 16 24
Middle AtlapUo 0 8 . 16 15 37
Central - 0 4 31 14 , 49
Southern. 0 0 6 5 11
Western 1 9 -- 5 0 15

United States 1 19 136

- Average salaries.

NewIti5glarld 1 0 10 8 23
Atlantic (.1 . $ 11 10 2 28

0 0 18 20 2 40
0 a 7 0 1 0t 0 0 2 10 2 0 14

WW1 1 T 48 42 10 118
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One hundred and thirty-five answers were received from superin-
tendents and principals to the following questions:

In estimating the prospective value of a high-school teacher of
mathematics, out of a hundred points, how many points would
you give to each of the following?

(1) Knowledge of the mathematics he is to teach.
(2) Knowledge of mathematics of higher grade.
(3) Ability in scientific research.
(4) Pedagogical training.
(5) General education and culture in other lines than mathematics.
(6) Experience in teaching.
The following summary of answer received is self-explanatory:

QueittkoL
Average

of aoswers.

(1) 38.5 123 answers rs.nis-i...1 from 20 to 50.,
(2) 11.1 123 answers ranged frefw 5 to 20.
(3) 5. 5 129 answers ranged from Otto 10.
(4) 11. 7 115 answers ranged from 5 to 20.
(5) 16. 0 , . 112 answers ranged from,5 to 25.
(6) 19.2 110 answers ranged from 10 to 30.

The question as to whether any inferences of value can be drawn
from these is left to the reader.

SUBCOMMITTEE 8. THE SIX-YEAR HIGH SCHOOL.

The traditional school organization of the country consists of an
elementary, or grammar, school of eight gradesi. e., yearsand a
high school of (our years. It has been proposed to shorten the
grammar-school course to six years, and to incorporate the work of
the last two grades, 'the seventli and Cighth, with that of the high
school, thus making the high-school course one of six years. The
work of the subcommittee is an investigation of the curriculum in
mathematics in such six-year high schools.
'Excepting the Boston Latin schools, the movement .for six-year

high schools covers but a few. yearb. The literature is chiefly of a,
general nature, dealing with the advantages to be gained from such
schools, and containing next to nothing in the way of detail that
would be of value in a report on the subject under.investigation.
A bibliography is appended to this report' (see y. 94), but- for the
reason just given no especial pains hive been taken to make it
complete. The widespread interest taken in the moversiont is per-
haps best indicated by the fact that the National Education Associa-
tion (N. E. A.) has had a committee considering various 'aspects of
the six-year high schools since 1906 (cf. bibliography, p. 94).

6
A
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1. ADVANTAGES.

Among the advantages claimed for the six-year high school are:
(a) The use of departmental methods in what are tiow the last

two years of the elementary school. Under the traditional system,
pupils in the same grade are taught various subjects by but one
teacher, while the six-year plan insures specialists for the teaching
of each branch of study two years earlier than at present (but see
sec. 2).

(b) The use of laboratories in which the study of elementary
science might be begun two years earlier than at present.

(c) The possibility, of beginning the study of modern languages
earlier than at present.

(d) The transition from the elementary to the 144 school would
be less abrupt than at present. This is insisted on very strongly
by advocates of the new scheme.

(e). More pupils would continue their schooling beyondithe eight
years of the traditional elementary school.

(f) The easier use of manual-training shops and the introduction
of industrial-training courses.

(g) In many.docalities the new plan would possess financial advan-
tages; e. g., it would permit the full use of buildings already erected
and relieve the pressure for more buildings for the elementary schools
for some years to come.

For a fuller account'of advantages claimed set the N. E. A. reports
for 1907 and 1909 and the 1909 pamphlet of the' New York City
Club.

. 2. APPROXIMATIONS TO SIX-YEAR HIGH SCHOOLS.

(a) Several' cities in the country have adopted departmental
methods in the seventh and eighth grades, and some of these regard:
it as a definite step toward the six-year high school, while others
think of it as merely a change in the methods of the elementary
school. Even in the latter cities several of the advantages claimed
for the six-year high school have been enjoyed.

(b) In some cities the high-school course has been lengthened to
four and a half or five years.

(c) In some cities there are separate schools for a part of the
pupils in the seventh and eighth grades.' In these schools the work
is correlated with that of the regular four-year high school more
closely than in the regular grammar school. Especially bright
pupils from these schools may, in some cities, complete the high-
school course in three years.

The subcommittee realized at the beginning of the investigation
that 'these various approximations ihoutld to included in its study.

a
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3. METHOD OF THE INVESTIGATION.

Following every clue received by correspondence or in the litera-
ture resulied in the compilation of a list of 29 cities reported to have
a fair approximation to the six-year high school and of 27 cities in
whose schools departmental methods are said to be employed in the
seventh and eighth grades. 'While the latter list contains all cities
of the sort indicated which came to the attention of the subcommittee,
no especial effort was ltyle to compile a complete list. This was due
to the fact that three'finportant cities reported by the Bureau of
Education at Washington to contain schools belonging to the second
class were investigated personally by different members of the sub-
committee during the last summer (1909) and found to offer nothing
of value for this report.

The subcommittee is indebted to the courtesy of Mr. Charles S.
Hartwell, 234 Willoughby Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y., secretary of a,
joint committee of the teaehers'associations of New York City and
Brooklyn conducting an extensive investigation of school organiza-
tion, for nearly all the cities on both,lists, and for many helpful sug-
gestions.

In advance '0' r the information that the Bureau of Education had
offered to circulate questionnaires, the subcommittee mailed a cir-
cular letter to the superintendent of schools in each of the cities on
the two lists, with a request that an inclosed letter be handed to a *
teacher of mathematics. Later a copy of the iecond letter, some-
what-modified, was mailed to the department of mathematics of the
high schosol in each of the cities on the first list from which no reply
had been received. The replids from the cities on the second list
indicated that it was not worth while following up those not answer-
ing the first letter. Conditions in a few cities were investigated
personally, and no letters were mailed to these cities.

85

4. ANALYSIS OP THE INFORMATION RECEIVED.
.

The number of schools investigated is so small, and their forms of
organization and Curricula so varied, that it is impracticable to tab-

. ulate the information received. Instead, the report can only pre-
sent a summary of the situation in each school (sections 6-11), and *

a few general comparisons (section 13). The value of the latter must
be estimated in the light of the fact that the number of schools is
small and that the conditions in different parts of the country vary
a great deal.

The subc
(a) Fiv

tion ($ecti

I 111

it O

'ttee is able to report upon:
s organized orrpreeisely the lines indicated in sec.,
6)
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(b) Two schools approximating that organi ion very closely.
(Section 7.)

.

(c) Two five-year high schools. (Section 7
(d) One four-and-a-half-year school. (S ion 7.)
(e) Four cities having spebial schools. pr aratory to high school.

(Section 8.) \,.,7-
f) Six cities having departmental methods in the seventh and

eighth grades (section 9), but not all of these regard this as an approx-
imation to a six-year high school.

(g) Two have a different form of six-year high school. (Section
10.)

(h) One noteworthy Rrivate high school. (Section 11.)
Neglecting (f), (g), and (11) the subcommittee can report upon but

14 six -year public high' schools or approximations thereto.
The cities on both lists not covered in the above classification were

either not heard from at all of offered little of value to the subcom-
mittee. . . )

Cities employing departmental methods in the seventh and eighth
grades have not, so far as information at hand shows, inade.much
effort to mold the mathematics in these grades and in the high school
into a homogeneous whole, and hence, contrary to hope, they furnish
little of value to the subcommittee.

_,- i

5. THE TRADITIONAL CURRICULUM.

For a proper appreciation of the following sections it should be
understood that the traditional curriculum has been, roughly, arith-
metic in the seventh and eig,ht4b. grades of the elementary school;
elementary algebra (i. o., algebra through quadratic equations, with-.
metical and geometrical progessions, etc.), and plane geometry in the
high 'school. Most high schools also offer solid (including gpherical)
geometry, advanced algebra (i. e., such topics as permutations,
logarithms, theory and 'numerical solution of equations, etc.), and
plane trigonometry. * :

.

Solid geometry, advanced algebra, and trigonometry are required '
for admission toltchilical schools but are usually taught in the first
year of college work. Hence students preparing for college do not
usually rake these subjects in the high school. In the West, solid
geometry is usually required for admission to college. '4,

These subjects have usually been taught with very little attention
to theirja*Tfilatiens, and many students take mathematics during but
a portion o the four years in high school., e. g.,.a.student may take
`eleMentary algebra the fret year, plane geometry the second, no;
'matikermitics the thiid year, and a review otane or the other of.these
subilts in a portion of the fourtillyear .

i :

41,
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Attreviationa used in aedions 6-1e:
Arith. fpr arithmetic.
Alg. for elementary algebra.
Geom. for plane.geometry.
Trig. for plane trigonometry.
Adv. Alg. for advanced algebra.
Obs. Geom. for observational geometry.

The jix yews of the'course are named uniformly in this report but
usage varies in difTertnt schools.

6. SIR -YEAR HIGH SCHOOLS.

Boys' Latin School and Girls' Latin School, constituting The Public
'Latin School in Boston, Mass., kunded, 1635. This has been a
six-year -school for a great many ypars, preparing students for college
but not for technical schoolS.

First year: .Arith. 3,1 Obs. Geom. 2.,
Second year: Arith. 3 (1,kyear), Alg. 3 Zi year), 01;s. Geom. 1

'(the entire yeir). 4
Third ycitr: Mg. and Obs. Geom. (correlated) 4:-
Fourth year: Mg. '3 year), Geom. 3 (i year).
Fifth year: Cetera. 3 (i year), Mg. 3 (I year).
Sixth year: Plane and Solid Geom. 4.
Recent changes, as indicated by printed reportsAre: The placin g' of

algebra as early as the second year and of formal gentry as early as
tkie fourth ,yedr.;* the teaching o4 some geometry in each year.. But,
essentially, this curriculum hits been in operation for some years..

. Roxbury Latin School, Roxbury (Bost4;n), .Mass., founded 1645.
First yeanc '.Arith. (a little Alg.) 3.
Second year: Arith. 2 (f year), Obs. Geom. 2 (i year).
Third year:. Mg. 4.
Fourth year: Mg. 3 (f year), Arith. 3 (i year).
Fifth year: Mg. (a little Adv. Mg.) 3. e
Sifth year: Geoin. 5. - z."

Adv. Alg., Solid Geom., Trig: (electives).
Lead, S. .Dak.The course in mathematics covers but five years.

_Exceptionally' Bright pupils may do all the work of the six-year
course in five 'years. The six-year course has been in effect five
years.

First or second year: A.rith. 5.
Third year: Mg. b. "

Fourth year: Geom. ,5".
Fifth year; Alg. 5 year), Solid Geom:.5 (i year). .
Sixth year: Adv. Alg, 5 (i year), Trig. 5 (3 year).

87

I no number la that qf recitations per week, when it b bairn. The recitation period Is nenelly 40 or 44
minutes. ? . .
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Algebra was formerly taught in,the second year, but has been put
back into the third year.

Hope Street English and Classical High School, Providence, R. I.
The report of their curriculum is incomplete.

First year: Arith. (probably).
Second year: Mg. 3.
Last four years probably Mg., Geom., Solid.Geom., Adv. Al., and

Trig.
, Principal Charles E. Dennis, jr., writes:

"Correlation consists in not emphasizing the advanced' portions of
arithmetic, i. e., geometrical measurements, and omitting cube root
entirely. These subjects are better taught in connection with algebra
and geometry."

Remarks.Four of the- five schools introduce some algebra in the
first two years. In the fifth, algebra has recently been dropped from
the-second year.

The three Latin schools introduce some geom v in the first two
years. They also provide hir a continuous course of six years.

Two of the five schools do not offer trigonometry.
In at least four of these schools the traditional "tandem ,method"

of arranging courses has been somewhat broken up. This breaking
up is especially noteworthy in the Boston, Latin schools.

7. CI.OSE APPROXIMATIONS TO THE SIX-YEAR HIGH SCHOOL.

(Five-year and four-and-a-half-year high schools.)

-Crawfordsville, Ind."The ,soventh and eighth grades and the
high school occupy the same building in our city and all are organized
on the departmental plan. 'There is a slight aivision between the
eighth-year course and Jigh school, but it is very slight. We con=
eider the arrangement an apptoximation to a six-year high-school
course:"

First year: Arith. *
Second year: Arith. and Mg.
Last four years: Mg. (17i years), Geom. (1 year), solid Geom-..4-

year).
Richmond, Ind.Information on Richmond is due to the kindness

of Mr. Hartwell, who kindly sent the subcommittee a copy of a letter
from the superintendent of schools.

For twelve yeamptte seventh and eighth grades have been housed
in a separate building in which departmental methods are use4 The
heads of the Clepahments are the heads, of departments .in the high
school. .7.

"Welire.mtich pleased with this plan. 4,W0 are hoping to be 'brave'
enough td 'print our high-school course as including the six grades 'hi
name as well as in fact." .
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First year: Aiith.
Second year: .Alg. yiSar).
least four years: Probably Alg., Geom., Solid Geom., Adv. Alg.,

and Trig..
The Muskegon High and Hackky Manual Training- School; Muske-

gon, Mich.A five-year high school. "The seventh-grade work in
our city schools is given in the ward schools in a departmental system.
Th6 eighth-grade work is given at the high school, making with the
regularkur years' work a course'of five years."

First ear (seventh grade, not in five-year course): Arith.
Second year: Arith. (i year), Alg. ( year).
Third year: `Mg.
Fourth year: Geom.
Fifth year: Alg. (I year), Geom. (Solid 4) (i year).

th year: Trig. and Alg. 6

" first two years of algebra we cover about the same ground
usually covered in I years in other high schools."

"We are contemplating extending the one-half year of arithmetic
to a whole year in the eighth grade, perhaps retaining a little introduc,
to/ work in algebra,

"Due to our extended work in manual trainirkg.we require mathe-
matics only through plane geometry foremost students."

Woodward Avenue High School, Kalantazoo, Mich. Approximately
a five-year high school.

"Our seventh grakle is not departmental: The eighth-grade pro-
gram is arranged on the same plan as the high school: Pupils sit in a
grade room where.theykeep their books and to which they go after
each class. As the class bell calls, pupils go to their respective olasses,
or if they have no cla;s, to the _general study room for eighth grade
and high school."

First year (seventh gradq, not in five-year course): Arith.
Secimd year: Arith.
Third year: Alg., Arith, (i year, elective).
Fourth year: Mg. (i year), Geom. (I year).
Fifth year:. Geom.. (probably plane and solid, elective).
Sixth year: Trig. (i year), Mg. (i year) (both elective). -

Pittsburg, Kans,A four-and-a-half-year high school, organized
nine years ago.

Firot year (seventh grade, not in four-wick-one-half-year course) :
Arith.

Second year (last hail' four-and-one-half-year course).CAdth.
Last four years: Probably Alg., Geom.; Solid Geom., Adv. Alg.,

and Trig.
Remarks.,---In three of these five schools algebra is introduce41, in.

the first two years and no geometry is given in these years in any
.of she five.
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8. APPROEIMA'ElON-CONSISTING OF A PREPARATORY HIGH SCHOOL
AND A REGULAR HIGH SCHOOL.

Worcester, Mass. -Special schools for a portion of thef pupils in the
seventh and eighth grade§ and a four-year high school.

First year (seventh grade): Arith.
Second year (eighth grade): Arith. (i year), Alg. (i year).

s'Third year: Mg.
Fourth year: Geom.
Fifth year: Adv. Mg. and Solid Geom.
Sixth year: Review of Mg. and Geom.
Superintendent of Schools H. P. Lewis writes: "I believe thor-

oughly in a six-year high-school course in which the curriculum
would be different in many points from that of the last two years
of the elementary course and the present four years of the high-
school course."

Grand Rapids, Michigan.Superintendent of Schools William A
Greeson writes: "In two buildings we have the departmental organiza-
tion. * * * The curricula in these grades the seventh and
eighth) have not been closely correlated with those in the high
school!!

It is inferred from. &her portions of his letter tat these build-
ings are used exclusively for the seventh and eighth grades.

"As soon as our two high-school, buildings are completed and
occupied by t high schools, we shall have two buildings * *

which can beTsed for the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades. It is
our turpose then to organize these three grades upon a modified
high-school plan."

First year: Arith.
Second year: Arith.
Third year: Alg.
Fourth year: Alg. (i year).
Fifth year: GeOm.
Sixth year: Solid Geom. (i ycar), Adv. Mg. (i year), Trig.

(3 year).
Lincoln, Nelif.Thire is a five-year cour:onsisting of: First, a

course of two yeam known as preparatory to the highjchool, for
especially bright pupils, which covers, with some omissions, the
work of the seventh and eighth grades and that of the fir 7t- year of
Ur regular four-year high school. Second, the last three years of the
high school.

First year: Arith. ,and Obs.,Cleotn.
Second year:- Arith. *.

Third year: Combined with "first two.

geometry." ,

tas*%ree years: ``A completely ,blended course of alger and
.
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There is no mathematics in the first year of the regular four-year
course except in the commercial department. What is taught there
is presumably arithmetic.

Baltimore, Md.Children with a sufficiently good record in the
sixth grade of the elementary school may attend any one of four
schools doing work in the seventh and eighth grade preparatory to
high school. A good student may complete these grades and the work
of the regular four7ye.ar high school in five years. The curriculum
is piobably the traditional curriculum. (Section 5.)

Remarks.One of these four schools introduces algebra in the
first two years and but one introduces geometry.

9. APPROXIMATIONS CONSISTING MERELY OF DEPART,MENTAL
METHODS IN THE SEVENTH AND EIGHTH GRADES..

Aurora, Ill .Superintendent of Schools C. M. Bardwell writes:
Our seventh.and eighth grades are distinct from the high school; as in case of most

other systems. The accommodations necessitate this.
For a number of years we dropped the subject of arithmetic at the endof the sixth

grade, and took for the next half year inductive, oroconstructive, geometry! We
began algebra the second semester of the seventh grade and carried it through the
eighth grade, with recitations five times a week. We have changed this, however,
in the last year and have introduced arithmetic twice a week, carrying over the
subjects that we had formerly had in the sixth grade, but omitting most of the technical
applications of arithmetic.

The work which are give the children in mathematics in these grades (the sevehih
and eighth) is net so much with a view to fitting them to some special course in the high'

111
school, or a hasty completion of regular mathematical work, but rather because it
seems to fit their needs from. standpoint of their intellectual growth. They seem
to enjOy their workin algebrantensely, and act as though it were something that the?
really feel the need of anda desire for.

Saflinaw, Mieh.This city is popularlyieported as being a pioneer '
in the six..year mniiement

Firt year: Arith. 4. 6.

ti

Secbnd year: Arith..4.
Third year: Alg. 5,. Commercial Arith. '5, Industrial

process of evolution). ,

Fourth year: Alg. 5 Qs year), Geom. 5 (I year).
Fifth year: Geom. 2.
Sixth year Alg. (some Adv. Alg.) 3 (i year), Solid Geom. 3
YeatVrrig. 3 (i year), Surveying 3 (i year).

. In the fourth year, geometry is Studied.without a text.

Arith. (in

Herkimer, N. Y., atid Franklin, Ind.These schoo . have the
traditional curriculum (section 5) except ..fiat the "l tter has no
trigonometry.

Iron Mountain, Mich,. " We iprmerly had depart ntiiiwork
.in,. the seventh and eighth grades for eight or nine .yea , but have
partly abandoned it and entirely so in mathematics."
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"A little algebra and geometry" is introduced. in the eighth
grade.

Algebra and geometry are "mixed" in the last two years.
Indianapolis, Ind.-:-Departmental methods are not regarded au an

approximation to a six-year school. The city is mentioned chiefly
on account of the fact that correlation has been highly developed in
the high school and on account of the folldwing excerpt from a letter
from Mr. W. W. Hart, head of the department of mathematics,
Shortridgo High School: '

"I might say that it is our intent to lia'e very little algebra in
the eighth grade in the future on the ground that such work does
not seem to be of sufficient practical value to the .boy and girl who
does not go to the high school."

10. A SECONbFORIA OF SIX -YEAR HIGH SCHOOL.

A movement has developed in the Middle West for the introduc-
tion of two years of graduate work in the high school, covering
approximately the first two yeirs of college work. In mathematics
this necessitates the teaching of analytic geometry and differential
and integral calculus in addition to all the courses of the traditional
curriculum. (Section 5.)

Joliet, Ill., and Goshen, hid., have organized high schools on this
basis. In the latter city the seventh and eighth grades are organized
departinentally. Bright pupils may begin algebra in the eighth
grade, but otherwise the curriculum does not differ from .the tradi-
tional curriculum.

11. THE HORACE ILINN SCHOOL.

This high school is connected with Teachers College, Columbia
University, and is intended to be a model high school. It is riot a
public high school in the sense that there are no tuition charges.
Some departments offer six-year courses f 18 well as a four-year course.
The department of mathematics offers, in addition to a four-y.68.r
course, the following five-year course:

First year: (Noe in the course.)
Second year.: Alg.
Third year: nig.
Fourth year: Geom.
Fifth year: Alg. (i year), Solid Geom. (i year).
Sixth year: Trig. 3 ( }-year), Adv. Alg. (a little analytic Geoni.)

(I year).
12. A PROPOSED CURRICULUM.

gin a paper In the Education4 Review/ vol 125 (1903), pages 455-63,
Prof. Paul IL Harms proposes a readjustment of the entire education
aistem of the country. He proposes (p. 458) a six-year course for
two high schools of three years each, as follows:
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First year: Alg. 2, Obs. boom. 2, Arith. 1.
Second year: Alg. 2, Obs. Geom.. 2, Arith. 1.
Third year: Arith. 3, Obs. Geom. 2.
Fourth year: Alg. 2, Geom. 3.
Fifth year Mg. 4, Mechanical Drawing 1.
Sixth year:* Solid Geom. 5, Trig. 5.
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13. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS.

In conclusion, the subcommittee can do little In the ivay of general
remarks. Comparing the 14 schools considered in sections 6-8, the
following variations from the traditional curriculum may be noted:

'One school teaches algebra and three teach geometry inthe first
year.

Seven teach algebra and three teach geome try in the second year.
Four schools have correlated the arithmetic, algebra, and geometry

sufficiently to break up effectively the "tandem niethod" of arranging
courses, Information at hand is not sufficiently detailed to indicate
how .much ,correlation, if any, is attempted.,in many of the' other
schools, tut( the presumption is that there is but little.

Three, of the six schools in section 9 present variations from the
traditional curriculum in some of these ways. .

It is thus seen that the tendencies to insert some algebra and
geometry in the last two grades of the elementally school, and to
weld arithmetic, algebra, and geometry into a unified course in
mathematics, tendencies which have been much discifssed in recent
years, are being tried out more or lesA thoroughly in the schools
whose organizations apprOximate the six-year high school. So few
schools, however, replied with a description of their courses by topics,
as requested py the subcommittee, that it would be useless to attempt
to tabulate What little detailed informatio4 has been received. The
Boston Lati School stands foremost in exemplifying both of these"
pronounced. ndencies.

Further f ormation on these tendencies in schools organized on
traditional fines will doubtless be found in .tha reportEi of ether com-
mittees and Subcommittees engaged in this investigation.

There has also been much discussion in recent years concerning the
intrdEluctionlinto the high school of essentially new matter; such as
the elementei of analytic geometry and the calculus, but none of the
schools inveEitigated have done this (except the two in section 10
which teach the first two years of collegiate work).

,,While onel,. vigorous protest against the movement was received
(nloonifield, J.), the general tone of the letters received by the
subcommittee indicates . an enthusiastic belief in the six-year high
school. ..
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SUBCOMMITTEE 9. FAILURES IN THE TECHNIQUE OF THE
TEACHING OF SECONDARY MATHEMATICS: THEIR
CAUSES AND REMEDIES.

INTRODUCTION.

In this commercial age, Which makes efficiency tbe--Cohtrolling
factor hi all walks of life, the teacher must not ct to escape a
searching scrutiny of his results or criticia his methods. The
general public has at last begun to watelf-with interest, not entirely
free from meddlesome curiosity, the work of its tax-supportedschools.
It is well that it should be ad. For may not many'of the educational
crises of the past be traced to the aloofness of the average teacher
from the active world 4 Separated from the noise and the merciless
competition of real life, the school frequently fails to make those
unavoidable readjustments which * business establishment effects
almost automaticalli in its effort US remain "up to date." . *-

Thus it happens 'hat the educational process so often is `:bebiriel
die times." With majestic inertia the school system glides on in its
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accustomed and "approved" course, long after the familiar land-
marks have disappeared and the compass needle points to strange
and untried seas: Finally there are dangerous collisions and the
passengers complain of the wearisome, aimless trip. Then the edu-
cational pilots are roused from their stupor and frantic efforts are
made to ascertain the "new course." A "reform wave" is suddenly
espied, and carried by this "new movement" the distressed craft
tries to regain its bearings. .

Another reason for this lack of adjustment lies in the difficulty of
the educational process. A, new machine is easily installed. A
mechanical improvement can readily be tested. Not so the infinitely
subtle machinery of the-minch A well-known psychologist' frankly
admitted that in regard to many aspects of the educational problem
psychology is assilent. as ,a sphinx., Scientific pedagogy is only in
its infancy. It will be found that in most cases the successful teacher,
cautioned of course by scientific study agaiist obvious blunders, rises
on the basis of sympathy and tact to the experimental acquisition of
a- satisfactory technique. But all experimenting takes time. Unless
undertaken with the utmost rare, it is almost sure to mean quea-
tional waste. To this should bei! tickled the fact that the average
teaCher'holds office for a short Period only and that many schools
have practically new faculties every year. The now and inexpe-
rienced teacher either follows the rut left by -his predecessors or

dulges ip eizperimer:tation of a more or less doubtful character.
On ..a4mall percentage of secondary teachers have specialized in

.---.Aim" work sufficiently to become really creative.
,,-- Thus we have a =constant oscillation from stagnation to frantic

reform. Abd it is diffictilt to determine which is more amusing:
The abyssal, cocksure self-complacency of the orthodox old-timer, or
the innocent glee of the ieformer who announces it new patent rem-
edy for all educational-ills. - What we really need is a less jerky and
erratic development, less dangerous stagnation and more genuine
progress. I. .

PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT.

The resent inquiry was undertaken with a view to answering the
1 following questions:. .,

(1) Are the results obtained in the teaching of secondary mathe-
matics satisfactory? .

L(2) If not, is mathematics taught more poorly than otherZhigh-
school subjects ? , .

(3) In case it is taught as well, and yet the resultOare poorfigthat
general or specific causes of failure can* pointed ou1? --.4

(4) What remedies can be suggested I
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METHOD OF INVESTIGATION.

The subcommittee first sent out about 120 circular letters. These,
brought about '40 replies. Then a somewhat modified form of the
first.circular was sent out to a large number of high schools by the
committee on public .high schools, of which this subcommittee is a
part. This second effort resulted in more than 80 additional refdies,
bringini)the total up to about 125. A detailed summary of these

answers 'will be found at the end of this report. Many important
educational centers responded splendidly, especially New York and
Philadelphia. It appears from these answers that the teachers of
mathematics do not believe that their subject is taught more poorly
than other secondary subjects.

A second source of information was furnished to the committee by
the statistics of two examining bodies, the Regents of the State of-
New York and the College Entrance Examination Board. It may
be argued with perfect candor, of course, that examinations are a
veryunreliable criterion of pedagogic conditions, and that examinaL
tion results are often inversely proportional to good teaching. How-
ever, th results will furnish some comparative data of great value.
Hence feel justified in submitting the subsequent statistical tables.

In th third place, we must mention the many valuable contribu-
tions t a solution of our problem in the educational literature of the
past 1 years, in the reports of associations of teachers, etc. So vast
is this aterial that the committee 9,ssimilated only a small portion
of it. xcellent reports and discussions may be found in recent
volim of School Science and Mathematics, the School Review, the
Mathe tics Teacher, etc. It can not be said that the comments
found i hese journals are altogether reatsuring. There is constant
complain of educational waste and inefficiency.

STATISTICS OF FAILURES.

The records of the Regents' Eiaminations and those of the College
Entrance Board (for statistics, see Appendix), seem indubitably to
warrant the following conclusions:

(1) Mathematics is not taught more poorly than other Secondary
branches.

(2) The results are not satisfactory. The second conclusion would
be even more obvious if the percentage of failures included the pupils
who dropped out during their course, i. e., if it were based on the
initial registration of the s*ol. Evidently from 40 to 50 per cent of
all students pursuing mathematieg-work in secondary schools do not
complete tfieir work satisfactorily, if examinations can be trusted to
deterinine the pupil's mental equipment.

Views of individuals.Having considered the objective verdict of
statistical records, we turn now to the more or less subjective views of
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individual teachers and schools. Dr. N. J. Lennes writes (The
Mathematics Teacher, March, 1909):

One of the.most obvious facts about mathematics in our secondary schools is very
general dissatisfaction which is expressed on all sides. There is an alaiming number
of failures, especially in the first year of the high school, which argues that the pupils
do not find the subject suited to their tastes and capacities. Instructors in the colleges
and universities rarely miss an opportunity for declaring that their students'come
poorly prepared. The programs of teachers' meetings and the tables of contents of
pedagogical journals are teeming with titles which assume that something is png.

. Theico llege side of the question is discussed at some lengtrm the
Cornell Register (1909 -10, p. 43). After stating thin the prepara-
tory work in mathematics should equip the student with (11 a "cer-
tain degree of mathematical maturity," (2) "an accurate and ready
knowledge" of specific facts, it continues as follows:

On the other hand, most students who fail in their university mathematics fail
because they are poorly equipped in the second requirement above mentioned. For
example, they can not perform the ordinary operations 'of algebra either rapidly or
accurately, they do not know the theory of quadvtic equations, they arc lost among
trigonometric formulas, and they blunder when they use logarithms. Instead of
spending their time and energy upon their new work, they must spend much of it in
studying up those things with which they ought to be familiar, and thus handicapped
they can not keep up the pace set by men cairn are properly-prepared, and they can
not do the work that must be clone to fit them for the professional work that follows.

It is not sufficient that the student should once have known his preparatory mathe-
matical subjects; he must know them at the time when he begins his work here. It
seems absolutely essential, therefore, the these subjects bo very carefully reviewed
just prior to entrance.

The general dissatisfaction referred to above has induced some
alarmist* to put mathematics on the list of elec,tive subjects. now
characteiistic a blunder! As if mathematics, the foundation par
excellence of our scientific era, could by a mere stroke of the pen
become an optional study, merely because litany teachers do not
know how to make it palatable, or because our ill-arranged curricula
can not accomplish wonders, or because so many of our boys and
girls have been allowed to fallow the line of least resistance. For a
discussion of this elective tendency we must refer to the Third Report
of the Association of Mathematical Teachers in New England (Boston,
1906).

CAUSES OF FAILUREPRELIMINARY ANALYSIS.

If we turn now to a consideration of the causes of failure, itj)ecomes

as the particular remedies.thatin the mathematical classroom, as well

at once apparent that Our problem is both general and specific.
General, in that mathematics is not alone in its inferior results, a fact
proved beyond dispute. by statistits. Specific, in that we must
determine the particular aspects which this general deficiency assumes

mathematics may offer for overcoming the general Weakness. The

9.000-.-7
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individual teacher, when confronted by &large number of failures,
rarely takes a sufficiently broad view of the situation. In some cases
he frankly blames his own limited preparation, his prosaic and unin-
teresting methods, his lack-of enthusiasm. Usually it is the pupils
who are condemned in toto, or it is the school system or any number

. of other factors.
There is little doubt that nearly every high school subject is taught

:with clearer perception of its aim, methods, And content than a gener-
ation ago. It is even claimed by some that results are better than
formerly. (Cf. Report on the Norwich tests, School Review, May,
1910.) If in spite.of this improvement and this increased effort Our
expectations lire so poorly realized, must we not first of all look for
underlying causes and conditions beyond the control of the average
teacher or even the average school ?

It has been said over and over again that we are living in a transi-
tion period. Old standards are being replaced by uncertainty and
scepticism. Education is powerfully affected by this general unrest.
Hence, any consideration of the causes of failure would be incomplete
and meaningless. without a studyhowever brief and imperfectof
the influences. that are transforming our educational sytem.

TRANSFORMING INFLUENCES IN EDUCATION.
4

For a brief summary of the present temjencies in education we
may refer to a paper read by the chairman of this committee at the
Cleveland meeting of the N. E. A. (published in School Science and
Mathematics, November, 1908). The following quotations are taken
from it: .

1. In the first place, modern industrialism, with its demand for tangible success,
has led to a great outcry for more practical school work. There is'an increasing con-

I tempt of "mere theory." This feeling finds its expression in the establishment of

1

trade and technical schools. Mathematics, as usually taught, furnishes a welcome
t a r g e t t o the utilitarian educator. A s a result there is a growing fear that we may
drift too far froin the ideal of liberal culture and that the direct bread-winning power
of a subject may be made the sole criterion of its usefulness.

2. Our large cities, the natural centers of industry, are also becoming great centers
of population. Naturally the struggle for existence is becoming keener. Many
parents are now sending their children to the high school to fit them, in the briefest
possible time, for a more comfortable life than they themselves enjoy. This has made
the high school population more diversified than ever before, and the demands im-
posed upon the schools have become more numerous from year to year. For the first
time in history, secondary education is truly democratic. But it can not be denied that
the assimilation of so much raw material from homes giving no cultural impulses, and
of so many students having no intention of entering higher institutions of learning,
is one of the most serious problems of the high school. :

3. More far-reaching than these changes of ideal and environment have been cer-
tain revolutions in school curricula andNmethods of instruction. The natural sciences
have risen from comparativ obscurity to great prominence. Their inductive Method
of investigation is conaiderea by many as the Feat panacea for all our troubles. ThON.

.
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influence of the laboratory method is undeniable. It is reacting, for example, on the
teaching cf history and the languages. In so far as it insists on self-reliance and defi-
niteness of results and is productive of greater interest, it is excellent. But it lengthens
school hours, calls for costly equipment, and demands much-nutside work on the part
of pupil arui teacher.

4. It would be difficult, moreover, to overestimate the effect of the "new education."
Its fundaniental precept that all work must be arranged psychologically and adapted
strictly to tho child's power of comprehension is eminently sound. But it has also
given us the enriched curriculum, and the doctrine of interest which replaces all
objective standards by the subjective attitude of the child. Unquestionably-this
means at once a distinct advance and a very real source of danger. Tho complaint is
not infrequent that in many cases the young are learning to depend too much upon
the inspirational powers of the teacher, that all real difficulties are carefully avoided,
and that the very aim of all trite education, to develop a strong character and to create
self-activity and initiative, is thereby defeated.

During the past five years we have heard much of the social function of the school.
Plcygrounds, evening schools, social centers, school clubs, a multitutde of new school
activities, claim the attention of teachers and pupils. A prominent professor kindly
informed us that until exercises in spelling, mental arithmetic, and formal grammar
should have become merely incidental and subsidiary, the high-water mark in teach-
ing would not have been reached. It is exaggerations of this sort that rob many other-
wise excellent ideas of their legitimate influence and place upon them the stigma
of the faddist.

A corollary of this new gospel of social efficiency is the new
doctrine, of mental discipline. Although not yet clearly formulated,
its main contentions are : (1) That mental discipline as ordinatily con- i
ceived is a myth, in the sense that no 'general training" is to be
derived from the intensive study of one or more, subjects, such as
Latin, algebra, etc.; (2, that the disciplinary value of a subject is a
function of the interest which it inspires and of the motive guiding the
student; (3 )'that the cultural value of a subject depends on the extent I
to which that subject can be, and actually is, linked with the activities #
and the thought content of real life. In this \myth() old static, historic,
idealistic conception of mental discipline is being replaced by a
dynamic, realistic, practical view. (Cf. Formal Discipline, by C. J. C.
Bennett, in Teachers College Series, Columbfa University.)

It is not so much this new theory itself, as the hasty inferences
drawn from it byosuperficial minds that we must regard as danger-
ous. In the first place, it requires no proof that the mere completion, 14
however mechanical and stereotyped, of so much "prescribed" Latin
or mathematics does not make an educated person. It is equally
true that not all boys and girls find the old school subjects profitable,
and for a certain number of them industrial or commercial studies
are preferable. This proves nothing concerning the presence or
absence of inherent disciplinary value in the present curriculum.
The early and onesided introduction of professidfialism, no matter
how successfully managed,' is always deplorable. Wherever it
becomes imperative, it should be looked upon as a necessary evil.
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For "it is difference in culture, far More than difference in wealth or
position, whicsh separates man from man, and class from class."

( The blending of liberal education .and technic al training is the sli-
t preme educational problem of our day. In Europe it has been solved

by a differentiation of schools. America limy have to follow that
I plan. Secondly, the new theory of discipline does not imply the

cultural equivalence of all subjects. On the contrary, it demolishes
that view completely. If it can be shown that mathematics can be
linked with a larger range of actual thought processes_and activities

I than typewriting or bookkeeping, for example, then the greater dis-
ciplinary value of mathematics will have been established. Ilene°,

. instead of crowding out the "old studies," the new conception of
mental discipline simply gives a better criterion. for testing their
value and should have the of of securing better training.

Last, not least; the matheinVical curriculum has been affected
powerfully by two other, mutuably opposing, forces. The Perry. of

I movement, a direct outgrowth of the trend toward more practical
mathematics, aims to abolish from the course all unnecessary details
and to substitute experimental verification for logical deduction.
On the other haad, the tremendous progress of scientific research,
bffected by men like Pasch, Penne, Klein, Ifilber,t, Veronese, Poia-
care, called attention to the many flaws in the logic of our text-
books and has given new impetus to the demand for genuine mathe-
matical rigor.

,GENERAL CAUSES OF FAILURE.

All these transforming influences if overlooked or ;ignored by the
teacher may become prolific sources of failthl, The constant
shifting of the educational background demands on the part of the
teacher sound 'judgment, quick insight, wide training, and the
capacity for sane, conservative, 'readjustment. The new situation
makes each educational factor both an active and a passive partici-
pant in the educational process. The latter distinction is important,
as it shckuld save many teachers. from unnecessary discouragement.
We shall proceed to examine briefly the principal educational factors,
as causes of failure, either in -an active or in a passiveatle.

1. The Teacher.

Granted that the teacher meets all the obvious preliminary require-
ments, such as a strong and yet, sympathetic personality, tact,
enthusiasm, he nevertheless frequently becomes a serious cause of
failure through any one of the following factors:

(1) Lack of professional preparation.This is perhaps the most
vital and distressing point of weakness in American secondary
education.. The only hopeful thing about it is that we are beginning

2. .
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to feel this weakness. Much pounding was required to rouse us.
At first it was the foreign critic, or the acclimated American, who put
his finger on the sore. Who has not read Prof. Munsterberg'S
scathing criticisms ? And now every number of the educational
magazines sings the same melody. "Wanteda teacher," exclaimed
James II. Canfield, of Columbia University, 10 years -ago (Educk-
tional Review, December, 1900). Some .reported cases of profeW
sional ignorance seem almost incredible. Time Was when everybody
thought he could -teach everything. This miserable .Jacotot fallacy
gradually dominated American education, because it:harmonized so
splendidly with the American spirit of self-activity and independence.
Mr. E. George Payne, in a report published by the Kentucky Depart-
ment of Education, 1909, tells of a young woman. who -planned to
make her entire preparation to teach German in "one of the leading'
high schools:' in Kentucky by spending six weeks on the subject at a
summer school. Then he says, "I insist that 90 per cent of those

. attempting to teach the modern languages in the American schools,
especially in the Kentucky schools, do not nfform better work than
this lady did in first-year German." (See School Review, June,
1910, p. 433.) Shocking, if true. New York State three years. ago,
had only 32.2 per cent of college graduates among its 4,668 secondary
teachers. This means that the remaining number had only the
eqUivalent of a high-school education in mathematics. Their horizon
was only a little above that of their pupils. Howmany- high-school
teachers of mathematics at the present day have ever studied analyt-
ics, not to speak, of the calculus ? how many have over seen Crystal's
Algebra, or Ililbert's Foundations of Geometry, or have read the
pedagogical works of Smith or Young? All honor to the noble men
and women who, in spite of serious handicaps, have done good' work.
But every effort should be mfide from now on byindiviauals and by
schools to secure better professional equipment

(2) Lack of pniessioluil contact. Owing to the vast xtent of the
country it has been hard to develop esprit de corps o side of the big
centers. Departmental organization in the large schools was the
first step in the right direction. Associations of teachers soon fol-
lowed, and any ambitious teacher can now make it possible to meet
his colleagues at the educational gatherings. For those io cab not
go to these meetings the printed reports published in the w mathe-
matical journals furnish a sul stitute. Lack of 'contactohas been and
still is. a great source of stagne.don. Let.us hope it may speedily be
removed. .

, (3) Overwork.It need. hardly be. said thi0 any teacher. who has
more than 25 periods a week of required work can not do. that work
effectively. Entirely indefensible is the practice of loading on a
teacher three or four different subjects, especially i they are entirely

I
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"out of her line." Careless, half-hearted, indifferent teaching or
incessant worry is the inevitable result in most cases. -Many classes
are altogether too large. We hear so much about individual instruc-
tion and personal attention and yet expect a teacher to inspire 40
young people at a time. So long as these. conditions prevail to any
considerable extent. no improvement can follow.

(4) Short and unstable tenure of office.Another very real source'of
failure: There is altogether too much shifting of positions. It takes
several years to grow into a new position. A teacher who finds herself
at a different school ever)" two or three years can not expect to be of
great service to that school. A very large number of teachers drop
out every year, either to be married or to begin a different occupation.
Arthe 1909 meeting of the American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science Prof. William C. Ruediger, of George Washington
University, presented the results of some investigations of the qual-
ities of merit in teachers. 'Ile claimed that the best teachers had
taught an average of 14 years And the poorest 8 years. No teacher
who ranked first or second had taught less than 5 years. (See
Science, for Apr. 15, 1910.) The shortness of the- average teacher's
service is duo largely to the appallingly low salaries and to the uncer-
tainty of tenure of Office. Salaries often are not up to the standard
of even the street laborer. No great improvement in teaching need
be expected until we shall have (1) better salaries, (2) permanent
appointment after a limited trial pPriod, (3) a pension guarantee after
a fixed term of service:

2. The Pupil.

So long as human nature is imperfect the problem of the pupil
will remain with us, especially during the critical period of adoles-
cence. Ifowever, many of the difficulties besetting the teacher
would all but disappear if it were not for the following great causes
of failure:

(1) knino,turity.This is an entirely indefensible factor, in view
Of the work done in European schools by pupils of the same age.
The enrollmen4 of the Chicago public schools in January, 1909,
showed nie following arrangement of ages:

High whoa

Firstyou pupils
Secondyear pupils

2 46
0 2

Ages.

Total.
13 14 15 16 17 18 19 p+

708 2,291 2,164 1.046 257 60 14 19 0,565
47 467 1,236 4,002 832 159 27 14 3,646

(2) Lack of Preparation. 2--A large majority of the teachers report-.
ing o us emphasized this poialt. It seems that our. elements;ry
schools either find the 1)roblern of democratic education too big -a
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task or use methods that do not produce-lasting results. A very
large 'percentage of children do not complete the school course
(Chicago, 1909: 'First grade, 38,239; eighth grade, 14,795).

(3) Aimlessness. The "life-career motive," discussed by President
Eliot at the 1910 meeting of the National Education Association, is
becoming more essential in proportnin as increased competition
demands greater technical or professional equipment. Altogether
too many pupil have no dominant purpose that might keep them
at work. A moderate vocational tendency may provb a partial
remedy, although it would be grievous mistake to make vocational
studies the solo basis of our secondary education.

(4) Social diversions.Pupils must, of course, have a certain
amount of relaxation. But many pupils have too much fun, too
much athletics of the gland-stand type, too many social functions.
They often develop the habits of grown-ups, become priggish, domi-
neering, sluggish, and incapable of persistent effort. Lack of home
training is responsible for much of this. A real educational crusade
must be begun to convince parents of the necessity of careful moral
and social training of their children. The increasing agitation
against fraternities and athletics is a welcome indication of a sound
reaction against, the social evils of the high school. .

3. High.School Organization.

The fact is that the high school has outgrown its present form of
organization. It is sinning every moment against the law that two
material bodies can not occupy the same space at the same time.
It loses a -tremendous number of its pupils (Chicago, 1909: First
year, 6,555; fourth year, 1,467). Those who graduate have an
education that must be pronounced both unsymmetric and super-
ficial.

(1) Lack of symmetry. This defect is apparent not only in the
curriculum as a whole, but is felt in nearly every subject, especially
in mathematics; history, and 'science. The average high-school
graduate can at best solve an ordinary quadratic equation or ana-
lyze a simple geometric problem. The geometry of solids remains
foreign to him, the most helpful trigonometric relations do not form
part of his equipment, and, above all, he has not learned to apply
his mathematics tt the realities of life. This meager outfit, so labo-
riously acquired, is speedily lost because it is not broad enough to
be of real use..

(2) Lack of thoroughness. President Rush Rhees, of the Univer-
sity of Rochester, after a year abroad devoted to a careful inspection
of European technical schools, stated at a recent educational meet-
ing that lack of thoroughness is the most widespread defect of the
educational work of our American schools. He said that the Amer-

111111Mr...-L-.
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icon educational system gives intellectual power, but fails to impart
intellectual life, and that in practical work it fails with reference to
methods of study. In mathematics all' these defects become accen-
tuated through the tandem system first algebra, then geometry,
then a year of complete interruption, then a review of entirely for-
gotten principles. A fairly good algebraic foundation nay be laid
in a year, b'ut geometry most certainly requires more time. A
comparison of the percentage of failures in elementary algebra and
plane geometry in the tahles of the appendix shows that geometry
is less successfully taught than algebra, although the poorest- pi pits
drop out atthe end of the first year, thus leaving a smaller and more
mature body of students.

The effort to make the elective system remedy these defects may
be likened to an attempt to cure dyspepsia with liberal (loses of
olive oil. The digestive apparatus .would probably function nor-
mally if proper masticationwere not rendered impossible by too,
rapid and ill-arranged feeding. The grqup system, which is now
.being substituted for an excessive elective system, will secure greater
thoroughness, but. not necessarily greater symmetry. Hence,
unless the principle of a cosmopolitan high school is to be given up
and vocational schools are to take its place it different remedy must
be found.

SPECIFIC CAUSES OF FAILURE.

Under this head we must limit ourselves to a brief consideration
of the aim, the content, and the methods of secondary mathematics
teaching.

iiiin.The one-sided doctrine of mental discipline must go.
There need not be any antagonism between theory and practice.
Neither Euclid alone nor Perry alone should be our guide. We
ought to have a fusion of the abstract and the ,concrete, a fusion
dictated by common sense and free from radicalism M either direc-
tion. A teacher who dwells exclusively on half-comprehended,
nonproductive subtleties is as much to blame as one who empha-
sizes merely the how and not the Why. Real applications should
be introduced systerriaticidly, but the acquisition of a satisfactory
technique must not be allowed to suffer. Much of the indifference
so often prevailing in mathematical classrooms would disappear if
the teachers would take pains to make x and y talk realities and if
they poured some life blood into the chimerical formulas Of geometry.

Subject matter. In very many classrooms the textbook, or the
syllabus of an examining body seems to be the only authority for
the content and the relative prominence of the topics considered.
Very many pupils fail to get the right point of view. In algebra
the whole course must be built around two leading ideas, (1) the
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matheman s should not be a monotonous array of facts stretching
away on endless wire, but a land-scrape showing a few towering
mountains nd many connecting valleys.

Method. A discussion of method is always dangefous, for here
the experie ed teacher considers himself on terra firn4a. It would
be the heigh of conceit, however, not.to acknowledge a connection
between'our poor results and our methods of instruction.

1. In the first place, our school hours should be periods of instruc-
tion, of seta' thinking and doing, and not merely "recitations."
There is no doubt that the "little red schoolhouse, ", with its insuffi-
cient equipment, is responsible for the plan of assigning lessons from
a book without previous classroom discussion: In that little school
such a practice was a deplorable necessity, since the one teacher in
charge was not equal to the task of instructing many classes at once,'
or of mastering all the prescribed subjects. When the pupils had
done their "studying," they were kept busy at the board or were
given much wntten work to do. In this way the textbook and the
blackboard gradually usurped .the place, of the teacher, who soon
became a lesson-hearing automaton registering the "marks." That
which at first had been a mere makeshift, finally crystallized, under
the misundiTstood maxims of Rousseau, Frobel, Jacotot, into a
national policy. For this system of teaching was supposed to give
full play to the development of individual initiative, of sel&activity,
etc: Thus it seemed to meet all the requirements of an ideal educe-
tion. Apparently- it turned out self-made menand it was cheap.
How many slow pupils remained submerged forever was not deter-
mined. That this outgrowth of the pioneer days of the country
should retain so much of its poWer in the modern high school is a
new proof of the overwhelming infivae of Anglo -Saxon conserva-
tism. Tho grotesqueness of the idea becomes apparent when we
imagine Socrates assigning a lesson from Homer to Plato or Aristotle.

2. The "recitations" should be less monotonous and less mechan-
ical. The usual procedure consists in giving -a brief explanation of
the advanced lesson, then sending a large number of pupils to the
board, where they consume from five minutes to a whole period. In
geometry there is a little more variation. It has been said, to be
sure, that.mathematics must be written into the mind. But mechan-
ical writing useless. First the thought, then the symbol. How
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as a means of stating and solving numerical relations, (2).
lopment of the number system. In geometry propositions

arranged topically, and theorems having Small inherent
of serving as building stones for the whole-system should
1. The teaching of incommensurables and limits will soon
tional.. In all ,cases the "thought nodes" should stand
iently in the pupil's mind.. The course in secondary
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little, real thinking excessive written work often 'represents is proved
by those mils who get splendid marks in algebra but are put down
as hopeless cases in geometry. The blackboard is a very valuable
pjoee of furniture, but it should be reserved for reviews or snappy
drill work. Some teachers have very brood sc,cess with a system of
cards, kept in a 'filing cabinet. These cards are givei, out to pupils
for miscellaneous blackboard drill.

3. The class, and not the individual, Ahould be the working unit.
This is true because individual instruction is usually impossible.
Training a class from the beginning to respond in a body makes for
greater economy of OW secures more uniform results, and leaves
time for applied work and laboratory methods. This is the real
secret of the excellent results obtained in many European school,.
EVery teacher of mathematics should read Prof. J. W. A. Young's
"The Teaching of Mathematics in the Schools of Prussia." Two
members of this committee in recent years made a personal compara-
tive study of American and European schools, Mr. Betz in Germany
and Miss Wardwell in England. A detailed account of the French
system,. from the American standpoint,. was furnished to the Roch-
ester section of the Assoiliiition of Teachers in the Middle States and
Maryland by Prof. .:tzel, of Rochester, the latter -having taught
more than two de s in French seconairry schools. Tlte, reports
all agree in finding in European schools greater concentration of .
'effort, as well as greater certainty and uniformity of nod training,
although these results are perhaps obtained at the expense of
originality and spontaneity: The first thing that astonishes. the
American visitor is the small blackboard and the immense amount
of oral work. A lim..itecl use of the Prussian method can be reVom-
mended unconditionally. A number of American teachers have
tried it and speak highly of it. s
) And yet, no -method can possibly take the place of aieal eirthusi-
aatic teacher. The true teacher is an artist. lie is ever watching
for improvements. He is not dogmatic, but eclectic. The best
thoughts of all ages and climes help him to wield an influence Which,
through hisskillful leadership, produces a satisfactory harmony.

REMEDIES.

Throughout this report remedies have been considered in connec-
tion with the causes of failure. The remedies suggested in our
questionnaire were all received favorably by the teachers except the
first, which called for "more thorough teaching by taking more time,
e. g., six -year curriculum." Only a small number expressed an
opinidia in regard to it, thus indicating that the plan is not sufficiently
clear. -
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. At the risk of some repetition We propose che following additional'
remedies:. .

I. .4 six4ear curriculum, to begin at the end of the present sixth
prode.--..Not 1). single valid objection can be Urged against the plan..
The-present cramped curriculum seriously interferes with

(1) The right sort of approadi to each subject.
(2) Thoroughness of assimilation.
(3) Permanents, of impris.sions.
(4) Applications of vital interest to pupils.
(5) The coordination and Koper sequence of studies.

iny other reasons may be presented why wu melt more time
than formerly. The following list might easily ho extended:

0) We must get away (ruin mechanical textbook teaching.
(2) The prvalence of laboratory methods consumes more rime.

The spirit, of discovery is inconsistent with machine routine.
(3) The old curriculum paid almost no attention to the demands

of actual life. It ignored applications.
(4) The requirements of the higher institutions and of the pro-

fCssions are becoming inure intensive and extensive. i
(5) The complexity of modern life furnishes so niany distractions

to the young student_ that more thorough tea-ching and more reviews
are necessary than formerly. ,

The plan has- been tried in some American cities. For a detailed
account we must refer to't he report of subcommittee 8. Th.e six-year
curriculum seems to solve many of our difficulties. All possible
objectiens should be removed by considerations such as the following:

1. It has been tried in Europe. In England, France, and Ger-
_many secondary education begins much eprlier, usually it the'age of 9.
This long-continued, unified period of instruction, 1,41ministered by
carefully_prepared teachers, is primarily responsible fiff the supremacy
of Europe. in science undperhapsin foreign commerce. Excel-
lent accounts of the Prussian system may be found in the abOve,
named hook of Prof. Young, and in Prof. Klein's VortrAge Ober den
Matliematischen Unterricht en den htiheren Schulen (Leipzig, 1907).
A brief resume of present-day teaching of geometry in Europe and
America is given in A. W. Stamper's "A Ilistory of the Teaching
of Elementary Geometry" (Teachers College, ColuMbia University,
1909). The German high-school boy; in the three types of secondary

j Schools, is given a total of 1,360, 1,680, 1,880 hours, respectively, of
'unified mathematical instruction. This work is Compulsory, and
Z. but the first twoor three years of 'it corresponds to secondary
mathemathics in our country; so that 960, 1,280, 1,480 hours, respec-
tively, are given to secondary mathematics. Plane geometry extends
over a period of from five .to six years; solid geometry over a period
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Of four years; trigonometry, four years; algebra, six years.' Com-
pare with this our less than 200 algebra periods and 200 geometry
periods. aA. pupil who takes four years of mathematics in our high
schools gets a maxiMum of less than 800 periods of instruction;
while the German minimum is 960.

2. A six-year curriculum will secure closer contact with tlk
mentary schools.

3. There is no reason .why our educational system should toot con-
sist of three periods of equal lengthprimary (6-121, secondary
(13-18), higher (19-24).

4. In a more extended secondary course it will be easier to discover
pupil's special aptitudes.
5. The proper psychological moment for teaching certain Subjects,

e. g., modern languages, can be utilized.
6. An increasing number of purrils find it impossible to complete

the present course in four years. Instead of compelling them to fail
and drop out, we'could adapt the work better to their capacity.

7. The six-year curriculum offers the only hope of overcoming the
tandem system. All efforts to secure unified mathematical instruc-
tion have been useless under existing conditions.

II. The mathematics teachers of the future must Airy a much
broader foundation in their own preparation. No candidate lacking
a knowledge of the rudiments of trigonometry, analytics, the calcu-
lus, and elementary mechanics, ought to be appointed to a high-schoof
position in mathematics. A familiarity with surveying and shop
Work is also very desirable. Salaries must be made sufficiently high
to justify this increased requirement.'

III. There must be more expect supervision. This should not
be of the nature of petty fault- finding, but should be administered
witk a spirit of cooperation and inspiration. The experience of other
countries justifies the belief that this is a much more effective method
of stimulating teachers to better efforts than our periodic examine-

, tions, which frequently seem # be narrow and pedantic, and to select
incidentals rather than essentials.

CONCLUSION.

It should. not be forgotten that many of our educational troubles
are fundamentally due to weaknesses in Truman nature. Hence our
aim in this report has been to avoid mere bickering and to.retain

. broad outlook upon the educational situation in 'its entirety. Whether
re have succeeded this or not we must leave to the judgment of
the reader.

It Is of course necessary to remember that ordinarily four feeklyperiods are devoted to unified
mathematics, not to algebra or geometry alone.



APPENDIX.

RETORTS Of REGENTS EX AMIN ATIONS.

TABLE 1 . -F:rom int': inn of papers.

SnNeet Tapers
examined.

Papers
passed.

Percentage
passed.

Lnglish, first.year.... 2.561 1,116 43.6
Latin, first 3 ear 10,451 5,901 56.5
Elementary algebra 15,166 10,543 89.6
German, first year 5.382 3,936 7341
Crcmir 4,351 3,264 76.0
Ocomitry r 9,028 4,908 54.4

English, first year 3,424 1,554 45.6
Latin, heat year 10,293 5,1453 56.9
Elementary algebra 14,734 8,784 61.7
German, that y. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .87 . 7
emsar 4.578 3,343 74.8
Geometry 10,112 6,067 59.4

9,N.

English, first year 4.974 2,435 49.0
Latin, first, year 11.312 6,351 56.1
F:letiontary ulgel.ra 10.320 10.220 62.7
German, first year 0.5.'02 4.542 69.0

. Castor tilts 2,854 54.9
Geometry

ugif.

9,958 5,648 50.7

English, first year 6,484 3.156 48. i
Lat in, first year 11,x7 6, MS 57.9
Elementary algebra 17,085 10,895 63.8
German, first year 6,977 4.536 65.0
Ciesar 6,361 4,610 72.4
Geometry 11,067' 6,656 60.1

}:riglish, first year 8,67S 4,549 51.2
first year 12,185 2,565 62.1

Elementary algebra 15,416 13,360 72.7
Germati, first year 7.365 5,228 71.0
eiesar 6.160 4,293 69.7
Geometry 11,030 6,671 60.5

Rfri %.
Eti..7;ish. fits) year 10.823 5.568 51.5
Latin, first y ear 11, 840 7, 839 66.7
Elementary algebra...... ." 17;144 10,944 63.8
Grrman, first year.. . ..... 7,146 4,31.0 60.2
msar 6,8177 4,702 89.1

Geometry ..... . 11,970 6,941 58.0

3 13 .

English. first year.... 12,957 8,250
Latin, first y ear 11,997 7,091
Elementary algebra__ . . 17,773 11.672
German, first year 7,882 6,606
Cmaar 7,044 ,880

7,296Geometry.

tan3.

11,697

English, first year 15,370 8,737 66.8
Latin, first year.... .......... 12, 490, 6,460 61.3
Elementary algebra 18, 717 12,006 414.1
German, first year 8,286 5, 431 66.6
Crofter 7,247 4,260 58.9
Geometry 12,676 6,998 66.7
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TABLE 1.- Examination of papers- Continued.

English, first year
Latin, first year
Elementary algebra
German, first year

.Cessar
Geometry

I

Subject. Papers
examined.

Papers
passed.

10,9m
776

14.187
5,394

. 5,430
5, 825

Percentage
passed.

Hirer.

/6671

17,756
11,642
19, r72
7, 47:1
7,277

11,262

65.1
58.
71.
2.1

74.6
51. 7

English first year
13, 1941 61:6Latin. first year
8, 509 60, 6Elementary algebra

16,380 84.5German, first year
4, 419 W.1Omar
5,613 79.0Geometry
7,994 7..9 S

English, first year
Latin. first year 21,262

13,977
62.3

nElementary algebra
26,426 64. 2German, first year

8,521 84.0Crew
.11,62n 60.3Geometry
16,86, 10. 4

009.
English, first year

26. 335 911.11Latin, first year
17,641 62 oElementary algebra
31.639 . .. . 74.4German, first year.
9.716 74.4Caesar

12. 776 73.1Geometry
18.562 61.3

In this year transition was made from pans mark 75 per rent b 60 percent.

TABLE 1 I.-Summary of pre-aradrnoir and academie examinations, 1.04-1904.

1964 11495 I6 1896

117
419,80.2

57

1997

557
445.235

57

1902

19111 1899

039
.50/1. 841

61

19114

751
564.101

70

Schools
417Papers 374 '471;Per cent paused 59

- -
467 I

405,557 470,471
61

1901

699
538, f133

66

1903

Schools
Papers
Per cent passed

072
54.1,765

67

7241
858,301

69

7:11,
539,241

66

TABLE In.-General averages, in percentages,

tothiects. 1907
t 1908 1909

English
70.4 74.4 al. 1German
84. 7 75.7 67.5French
67.5 77.5 68.8Latin
67.8 55.7 67.4

012,215 papers.) (65,726 pape80rs.)Greek
83.5 68.9 .4Mathematics
81.4 66.8 69.8

(3083 MIRO (64,400 Mem/Befence
87.0 81. 77.9V

(52,907 Mere.) IA803 PaPers.)Hbratry
66.8 72,1 75. 7

(35,780 Mgrs.)Commerchil
62.9 60.0 67.8Business arithmetic
25.3 37.8 28.1

(408 papers.) (1,378 papers.) (14853 papers.)

4
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Tenx.x V.-Reports of wilege entrance examination board.

SubJeCts. 1903 , 1905 190 1907

English, papers examined 1.857 2.336 - 2.521 2.906
Passed, 60-100 per cent 72.5 42.7 59.3 98.6
History, papers examined I . 068 1.324 1,370 1.671
Passed, 60 100 per cent 53.2 54.0 47.3 43.2Latin, papers examined 3.660 5.066 5.693 6. 101
Passed, 60-100 per coent 49. 4 62:8 49.9 47.9Ca,ar, papers examined . 414 598 670 698
Passed, 60-100 per rent 61. 4 74.1 61.3 53.6
German, papers examined 964 1.235 1. 260" 1,629
Passed, 60-100 per cent 6R. 1 67.6 60 8 75.3Elementary Herman 632 778 8.53 1.41112
Passed, 60-100 per cent 08 4 72. 6 64.6 64.3
Mathematics, papers examined 3.860 3.000 3.327 3./551
Passed, 60- !DO per cent 57.11 48. 1 63.9

TABLE VI.- Peres, , loge of fikcp24)apers, 1901 -1907.

Ratings. 1901 1902 1903 1904 1905 1906 1907

60-100 per cent 59 3 55.9 .58.2 60.1 56.2 5.5 7 53.3

Conelugions add criticism.4.-Concerning the figures of Table- VI,
Dr. Thomas.S. Fiske, the secretary of the board, says:

From an examination of this table it would appear that we must make one or more
of the following three inf,rences=

(1) The question papers set by the board are steadily becoming more difficult.
(2) The board's readers are rating the answer books submitted by cagtdates wi

steadily increasing severity.
(3) As the number of candidates examined by the hoard increases, the quality of

thuaverage candidate's preparation is steadily deteriorating.



COMMITTEE NO. IV. MATHEMATICS IN THE PRIVATE SEC-
ONDARY SCHOOLS OF THE UNITED STATES.

PLAN OF THE INVESTIGATION.

Membership of the committee.The following study of the teaching
of mathematics in the private secondary schools of the United States
has been made by a committee consisting of thp chairman and three
other members, each of whom has had the assistance of a sub-
committee in dealing respectively with boys' schools, girls' schools,
and coeducational schools. The field assigned to the committee
includes schools. connected with religious organizations and pre-
paratory departments of colleges, but not special schools such as
trade schools and schools for defectives.

Tho members of the subcommittee were selected with view to
including representatives of various types of schools and, to some
extent, of different sections of the country.

Method of collecting the iata.The only publications to which the
committee has found it desirable to refer are the annual reports of
the United States Commissioner of Education, from which statistics
in regard to organization of schools have been taken. At the begin-
ning of the investigation, catalogues of several hundred schools
were examined without finding anything of value for the purpose
in hand: As the private schools in the United States arc subject to
no centralized control, no comprehensive view of their organization
or of the character of their work could be obtained except by apply-
ing to the schools themselves for the information. The method
of the questionnaire seemed to be the only one available.

A questionnaire, referred to in the report as the principal question-
naire, was sent, by the United States Commissioner of Education,
in behalf of the committee, to all the schoolS of the country t within
the committee's field. A supplementary questionnaire covering
additional topics was sent by the committee to a limited number of
schools selected so as to include different types, sizes, and locations.

The expression "all the schools," used frequently in the report, means all the schools In the records
of the United States Commissioner of Education.

9.560°,11---8 .113
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Preparation and character of the report.The returns from the
questionnaires were studied by the subcommittees, and reports
were prepared by the chairmen. Separate reports upon the fields
represented by the subcommittees would involve so much repetition
that it has seemed hest to combine all the data in a single report,
-indicating, whenever an important distinction appears, the variation
in the practice of the different types of schools.

The greater part of the report is devoted to a statement of the
general conditions of mathematics teachin in the private secondary
schools of the country. The general plan )nitlined by the commis-
sioners included, besides a description of present conditions, a state-
ment of progressive movements. This second phase of the investiga-
tion was not neglected in planning the questionnaires, but very.
meager replies wore received in answer to requests. for criticisms of
prevailing methods and recommendations for improvement. The
committee has therefore concentrated its attention upon that pall(
of the plan which it understood to be of first importance, and firr
which reliable-data could ho secured within the controlling limits
of time and expense. The report, then, is for the most part a
statement of common-place facts, whose purpose is to give a correct
view of the general situation. Obviousl:y it. is impossible within
reasonable limits of space to give. a complete statement even of the
facts in hand, but in condensing data special effort has been
made to avoid misleading statements. With this in view the record
of the general practice with regard to any feature of mathematics
teaching is commonly amplified by a description of the variation
from this central tendency.

Of course such a statistical summary of the situation as that
described in the preceding paragraph can not reflect the spirit of
the work which is being done in the schools. Indeed, the reader
may gain the impression that. the teaching in the private schools
is mechanical and unprogressive. As a partial offset to such an
impression a few brief statements of distinctive features of the
work in their own schools haVe been contributed by members of the
committee and other directors of mathematics. These statements
are>Ituoted in full at the end of the report. .

EXTENT AND CHARACTER OF THE DATA.

The principal questionnaire.The principal questionnaire brought,
in time for use in the report, replies from 418 schools, or 23 per cent
of all the schools in the country belonging to the field to be studied.
The numbers of replies representing different types of schools and
the percentage of the total numbers of the schools of the various
types are as follows:

Ij

(
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Type of school. Number of
replies.

Percentage of
all &shook of

the type.

Preparatory departments of colleges- -
For boys 25
For girls 20
For both sexes 47

Total 9" 19

Indernilent secondary schools-
98 35For girls ..... 94 26

For both sexes....'. . 134 20

Total 326 25

Roman Catholic schools 59 16
Other religious schools... 94 24
Nonsoetarian schools... 173 32

In New England .. 68 33
!diddle Atlantic State& 93 30
South A tl.intie States.. 42 20
South Central States... 28 14
North Central States... 78 27
Western State 17 18

t The Staten constihiting these various groups are:
Nee. Englasid Stater Maine, New Hampshire, Mtaaselluwits, Rhode Island, Connecticut.
Middle Atlantic Mote,: New York, New Iernev, Pennsylvania.
South .1 donne Staffs: Delaware. Maryland, bistriet of Columbia, Virginia, West Virginia, North Caro-

lina. South (trollna, Heorgia, Florida.
Small Central Warn: Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Illrobedppl, Loulbum, TeXtis, Arkansas, Oki*.

home.
North Crntral States: Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, kilatouri, North

Dakota, South Dakota. Nebraska, Kauans.
lisrmirrta Stairs: xtsaiaua, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mealco, Arftona, nab, Nevada. Idaho, 1VaahIng-

ton, ttregon, California.

The number and percentage of replies with regard to nearly every
group of schools referred. to would be large enough to give a satis-
factory indication of the general character of all the schools of the
group, if the schools replying were selected.at randoni. It is natural
to suppose that a larger percentage of schools of high grade, than of
less efficient schools, would respond to the questionnaire, but it is
impossible to say to what extent this supposition. is justified. A
slight clue to the representtitive character of the returns may be
gained by comparing the size (number of pupils) of the schooLs report-
ing with the average size of all the schools. The average eprollment
for all the independentprivate secondarkschooLs for the year 1908-9
is given in the latest published report of the United States Com-
missioner of Education. As the statistics reportkd in returns to the
questionnaire are for the year 1909-10, the figures are not strictly
comparable, but any marked tendency toward the exclusion of the
smaller schools would be evident by such a comparison. The
respective average enrollments of the reporting schools and of all
the schools included in the commissioner's report for 1909 arefor
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boys' schools 93 and 82, for girls' schools 62 and 60, and for coedu-
' cational school 91 and 75.

The correspondence between the two sets of figures, taken with
the fact that the reported enrollments exhibit a very wide variation,
indicates that, while the smaller schools are somewhat less generally
represented than the larger ones, a fairly true picture of the general
tendency and variability in this one respect may be gained from
the reports. The figures in regard to many other details of organ-
ization indicate such definite tendencies, with such regular variation
toward the extreme values, that they, too, would seem to be fairly
representative.

. The supplementary questionnaire.The supplementary question-
naire brought about one-third as many replies as the principal ques-
tionnaire. The coeducational schools were poorly represented. and
the proportion, as well as number of schools from the North Atlantic
States, was 'midi higher than for other sections of the country. The
replies include only four Roman Catholic Schools and very few
preparatory departments of colleges. The proportion of very small
schools is much lower than in the returns to the principal question-
naire.

The (hl ta obtained from the supplementary questionnaire should
not, therefore, be regarded as representative to the same degree as
that of the principal questionnaire. The replies to questions of
opinion are valuable only as indications of the consensus-and varia-
tion of opinion among teachers representing chiefly the larger schools
in the more populous and wealthy sections of the country.

Following are the numbers of replies from the various groups of
schools:
Boys' schools
Girls' schools
Coeducational schools.

43
59
37

Schools situated in
New England States
M iddlo Atlantic States

41
bl

South Atlantic States 13
139Total' South Centnil States 11

North Central States 27
58Religious sch.00ls Western States 4

Nonsectarian schools 79

Other sources of inaccuracy.Many replies to both questionnaires
were incomplete and some were obviously incorrect. In general,
ambiguous answers and those indicating a misunderstanding of the

question have been excluded. In the presentation of each topic is
given the number or proportion of the replies upon which the state:-
ment is based. 4

. In order to reduce the labor of filling out the questionnaire blanks,
many questions were so presented that answers .could be given by
crossing out items from a list. of possible replies.. Where the items

'Two snonyinous reports could not be Included In the cludilostions ocoordIns to location and religions
connection.
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given aro not alternative's, this method is likely to cituse error through
the failure of the reporting officer to cross out every inappropriate
item. Note of this source of inaccuracy is made in the presentation
of topics in which it is pertinent.

ORGANIZATION OF PRIVATE SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

Ty pea y'sehookiDuring the ('olonial period t lie American second-
ary schools were "Latin Grammar Schools." whose function it was
to prepare boys for college. .During the first half of the nineteenth
century the typical secondary school was the academy. It was only
incidentally a preparatory school and furnished a brcnitl' general
course of study. Many of these schools were endowed. and a low,
tuition fee, or in some cases free tuition, made it possible for children
front families in moderato circumstances to attend. Some of the
academies were for boys. of hersusually called ' female seminaries"
for girls, but many- were coeducational. They ustially provided for
boarding students. Many of them were under the control of relig-
ious bodies. With the rapid development of the public high schools
during the latter half of the nineteenth century. tunny of the acade-.
ivies ceased to exist or were transformed.into public schools. Others
became more distinctively preparatory schools.

The private secondary schools of the present day include the fol-
lowing fairly well-marked types: (1) The surviving. academies and
other more recently organized schools of the same type, including
Many of the schools connected with religions organizations. (2).
Private schools having relatively high tuition fees, usually for one sex.
The cities, especially t hose in the North Atlantic States, usually have
day schools of this grade. The boarding sc.hoels are ordinarily in the
country or in sinall towns. (3) Preparatory depart limits of colleges.
(4) Secondary departments of elementary schools, including many
Roman Catholic -schools for girls. There are also a few large, finely
equipped coeducational schools maintained in connection with the
departments of education of some of the larger universities, or sup-
ported, by other organizations for the purpose of contributing to
progress in education.

Classification of schools according to sex of pupils. Of the 1,301 in-
dependent private secondary schools reporting for the year 1908-9
to the United States Commissioner of Education, 21 per cent were
for boys only, 28 per cent for girls only, and 51 per cent were for both
sexes. Of 422 preparatory departments of colleges (not including
those under State control), 21 per cent were for boys, the stime per-
centage for girls, and 58 per cent were coeducational.

The first paragraph Is based upon a monograph on Seeondary Education by Elmer Ellsworth Brown
In a series of monographs on Education In the Untied States, edited by Nicholas Murray huller, Albany.
19(. The second paragraph Is based upon the authors observation, combined with returns trout the
questionnaires.
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Geographical distribution.The Middle Atlantic and -the North Cen-
tral sections have each about 300 of the independent schools. New
England, the South Atlantic, and the South Central sections have each
about 200, and nearly 100 schools are in the Western States. The
proportion of boys' schools is relatively high in the eastern part of the
country, and that of the girls' schools in the North Central and West-
ern States. About half of the schools in each section of the country
are coeducational, except in the outll Central and Western States,
where the coeducational schools form,respectively,65 per cent and 34
per cent of the total. Practically none of the New England colleges
have preparatory departments, and there are comparatively few in
the middle Atlantic. States. In the other sections of the country,
however, the colleges commonly have such departments, and in the
North Central States alone there are 180 of them. A majority of these
preparatory departments are coeducational, but in the Southern
States there are many connected with colleges for women.

Religious, connenion.1--Twenty-nine per cent of the independent
private secondary schools are controlled by. the Roman Catho lie
Church, and 30 per cent are connected with other religions denoi-
nations. Thirteen per cent of the preparatory departments of col-
leges are Roman Catholic and 69 per rent are connected with other
churches. Two-thirds of the schools in New England are nonsec-
tarian, while in other sections of the country the majority are religious
schools. The Roman Catholic schools for girls are very numerous
in the Central and Western sections, forming 70 per cent of all the
girls' schools in. that region. A majority of_ the Roman Catholic
schools for boys are connected with colleges; 50 of the 88 preparatory
departments for boys are. Roman Catholic. Sixty per cent of the
independent schools and 70 per cent of thepreparatory departments
connected with other religious denominations are coeducational.

Day schools and boarding schools. Of 404.schools reporting on this
point in answer to the principal questionnaire, 31 per cent are day
schools, 101er cent boarding schools, and 59 per cent take both day
and boarding pupils. The same ordei holds in all three classes of
schools (boys', girls', and coeducational) and in all sections of the
country; that is, the greatest number take both dity and boarding
students, and the schools for boarders only are least numerous.
There are very. few schools for day pupils only in the South and West.

Age of schools.Three hundred and eighty-eight schools replying
to the principal questionnaire gave the date of establishment (or that
of the secondary department). (See fig. 1.) The ages range from .1
year to 265 years, a few of the oldest preserving the name "Grammar
School." Twenty-one of the schools are over 100 years old, includ-

Tt Is safe to say that many schools reported as religious schools are subject to no control by religious
organisations. We bare no means of separating these schools from those properly classified as religious
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ing. some of the oldest aeadoinies. Only. 16 have been established
within 5 years. The-median tilge of the boys' schools lies between 40
years and 50 years, that of the coeducational schools between 30 and
40, and that ofthe girls schools between 20 txtid 30. Thirty-seven
per cent of theboys'_schools and -34 per cent of the coeducational
schools are over 50 years old, while only 19 per cent of the girls'
schools are as old as this.

Number of pupils. In 1908-9'. t *o average enrollment in the inde-
pendent-private secondary schools was, in boys' schools 82,.in girls'
schools 60'; and in coeducational schools :36 boys and 39 girls. The
variabilityjn the size of schools may be judged from the following
table based on 345 replies. although the average enrollment in these
schools is about IS per cent higher than that of all the schools referred
to above.. (See lig. 2.)

Distribution of 545 schools, including prcpatntory departments of colltges, amording to
number pupola.

Enrollment.

Schools. Totberem ottn

Mote ihmt 401 to 3e1 to 201 to 101 to 31 to 504r I replies.SO) 40) 5*) 1,0 151 less.
I

slops'
r boo's

1 11 23
3A I 1 ol

ors' srhol
1 3 7 24

Coedlo'llon..1senools 2 I 1 O 12 44 33
Ali Etch els - 2 2 I 9 30 70 80 I 1471 318

The two largest schools, which have respectively 1,048 and 580
pupils, :Ire both coeducational day schools and are connected with
higher institutions, situated in one of the largest cities in the country.
Tho largest boys' school, with an enrollment of 500; is an independent
secondary' school coo of the old academieslocated in a small town
in Nee England and taking both day and boarding students. The
1.-rg..s' girls school reporting its enrollment has 216 pupils. It is an
independent day school in a New England city'of moderate size.

It will be noticed that more than half of the girls' schools and 42
per cent of all schools had not more than 50 pupils each. Eighty-
five per cent of the girls' schools had not more than 100 pupils each',
and in 90 per cent of all the schools the enrollment was not over 200.

Number of pupils -per teacher.In 1905 -6' the average number
of- pupils per teacher in all the independent private secondary schools
was as follows: For girls' schools 6.9, for boys' schOols 10.4, and for
coeducational schools 14. The variability of the number of pupils
to one. teacher for 342 schools' is shown below.

Report of United States Commissioner of Education, 1309.
Re port of the United States Commissioner of Education, 1908. This Is the most recent report siringdetailed stathtios of moondsry schools,
Data of principal questloonalte.

T
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Number of pupils per teacher.

Schools. 46 to
60

41 to I 36 to
45 I 40

31 to
35

16 to
20

21 to
25

16 to
20

11 to
15

610
10

i or
leas.

Totalumber
f
nreports.

Number of boys' schools I

Number of girls' schools.. I

Number of coeducational
schools 2 3 2 2

8

5

6
2

15

10
7

27

32
15

57

42
37

31

12
2.5

7

las
86

151

Eighty-two per cent of the bays' schools and 90 per cent of the
girls' schools have not more than 15 pupils per teacher, while only 63
per cent of the coeducational schools come within this limit. Tile
nine coeducational schools in which the ratio is higher than 30 pupils
to one teacher are nearly all in the Southern States.

Length of school year.The length of the school year as reported
by 407 schools is as follows:

With the exception of one school which has only a single year of
secondary work, the minimum school year was 25 weeks in a small
coeducational day school in New York City. The maximum reported
by three schools was 42 weeks. Sixty-four per cent of the boys'
schools, 50 perlynt of the girls' schools, and 87 per cent of the
coeducational schools have a year of from 36 to 40 weeks. All but
13 out of 407 schools have more than 311 weeks. Most of the s ols . 1.
with a very short year are girls' schools -in the East. The Roman
Catholic schools commonly have 40 weeks. The schoolyear is shorter
in the East than in the Central and Western sections; 41 per cent
of the eastern schools have a year of 35 weeks or less, while in the rest
of the country only 15 per cent of the schools reporting have so short
a year.

Connection with other departments Among the 418 schools replying
to the questionnaire, elementary departments are maintained by 60
per cent of the boys' schools, 79 per cent of the girls' schools, and 44
per cent of the coeducational schools. In boys' schools' the ele-
mentary department is as a rule relatively small, and in girls' schools
and coeducational schools the same is true in a majority of cases,
but many of the Roman Catholic schools for girls and for both sexes
have large elementary departments, with comparatively few sec-
ondary students. As already stated, 22 per cent of the schools reply-
ing are connected with college4. Besidis these, about one-sixth of the
schoOls give some work of collegiate grade.

Courses ofatudyePractically .all the schools offer college prepara-
tory courses. About 20 per cent of all the schools offer only a single
course-,-usually planned to meet college requirementsalthough
some choice of studies within this course is often allowed. This

practice (single course) is commonest in boys' schools and least com-
mon in girls' Schools. A more general.plan.is to offer two, courses, a
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college preparatory course and either a scientific course, a general
course, or a commercial course. Many schools differentiate more
widely, offering three, four, or even five courses. In 1908-9,2 29
per cent of the boys and 10 per cent of the girls enrolled in independent
private secondary schools were preparing for college. A majority
(53 per cent) of these boys were in scientific courses, while 71 per cent
of the' girls were in classical courses. Sixty-one per cent of the boys
and 23 per cent of the girl's in the graduating classes intended to enter
college. Commercial courses are given in comparatively few (about
one-fifth) of the girls' schools. Most of the Roman Catholic schools
for boys give commercial courses, and a relatively large proportion
of the Romaii Catholic schools for girls give such courses.

Except for commercial students, four years is ordinarily the length
of the secondary course, pupils entering at about 14 years of age.
About an equal number of schools-7 or 8 per cent of allhave
courses of three years and five years, respectively, and a few
schools make six 'years the normal period. The schools whose courses
are Icnger than four years usually admit pupils at an earlier age than
the others, or give work in advance of the requirements for admission
to college. Among the schools which maintain elementary depart-
ments there may be little real distinction between those which
report a secondary course of six years and those which label only
four of those years "secondary." Commercial courses vary in length
from one to four years. In the boys' schools four years is the common
length, and in girls' schools two years, while in the coeducational
schools-courses of four years and two years are about equally common.

Number and sex of teachers.In 1905-6 2 the average number of
teachers per school was, for boys' schools 7.2, for girls' schools 7.8,
and for coeduca
for the South
States, except,in
give the highest
per school, amon

onal schools 5.1. In each case the average is smallest
ntral States. It is largest for the Middle Atlantic
coeducational schools, in which the Western States
vertigo. The variability in the number of teachers

27 schools,3 is as follows:

Percentage dist 'Galion of 3i7 schools according to numberr jtcarhers.

Number of teachers.
Total

number
of schools',
tnoitlod.

Moro
than 20.

to
20.

11 to
15.

to
10.

5 or
lass.

Percentage of boys' schools
Poroentaise of girls' schools

1

8
5

8
19

53
80

28
85

89

Percentage orcoodutsUonal schools 3 5 30 47 153

Report of United States Comndolooer of Education. 1900. Data of principal questionnaire
f RM.
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The maximum number of teachers reported for the secondary
department of any one' school was 21 for girls' schools, 38 for boys'
schools, and 54 for coeducational schools. Several of the coeducational
schools report only one teacher. Eight per cent of all the schools
reporting have more than r5; 80 per cent have not more than 10.

In 1905-6,1 93 per cent of the teachers in boys' schools were nien ;
93 per cent in girls' schools were women; while in the coeducational
schools 54 perfcent were women.

THE DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS.

Number and sex of mathematics teachers.In the replies to the
principal questionnaire, about 90 per cent of the boys' schools and
coeducational schools and 75 per cent of the girls' schools gave lists
of their teachers of mathematics with the courses taught by each
teacher. The records of about 800 teachers are included in these
reports.

In the boys' schools practically all the classes in mathematics are
taught by men, in the girls' schools 93 per cent of the teachers hre

women, while in the coeducational schools 63 per cent aro men.
In about one-third of the schools reporting, the work in secondary

mathematics is done by a single teacher, who, as often as not, toadies
other subjects also. Several of the large boys' schools have as many
as eight teachers giving all their time to mathematics.

Teachers' assignments.About 30 per cent of the teachers teach
only mathematics and give at least two hours a day to teaching.
About 60 per cent are reported as teaching other subjects also. In
the remaining cases, only mathematical courses are listed, but, as
only one or two courses are assigned to each teacher, it is probable
that many of these teachers have other teaching assignments which
were not recorded. In the Roman Catholic schools it is the common
practice to divide the work in mathematics among several teachers,
each of whom teaches several other subjects.

In the list of subjects other than mathematics assigned to mathe-
matics teachers, every subject in time curriculum appears. Those
most frequently mentioned are, in order: Natural science (especially
physics), Latin, modern languages, and commercial subjects.

About one-eighth of the teachers have cliisses in mathematics in
elementary or collegiate departments as well as work of secondary
grade.

The returns giving the amounts of time required of teachers in
teaching and in other school duties are not sufficiently reliable to
warrant a quantitative statement. They indicate a very wide varia-
tion, some teachers giving only a single course while others are re-
ported as teaching an incredible number of hours. As illustrations

+Report of United States Commissioner of Education, 1906.
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of practice, in some of the well-known schools, whose reports were
evidently made with care, the following figures are given, but it is
not intended to imply that they are typical:

Schools. Number of min
utes of teaching.

Number of min-
utes of other

duties.

1. A boys' boarding school in Pennsylvania

2. A boys' day school in New York city

3. A girls' boarding school in California
4. A girls' day school In Massachtmetts

5. A coeducational boarding school In Oh lo

tl, A coeducational day school in Chicago) Ill

675 to 950
(average. 876).
1,200 to 1,400

(average, 1,270).

640 to 910
(image. sop).
1.2(0 to 1,380

(average, 1,280).
1,000 to 1,250

(average, 1,050).

400 to 1,150
(average, 690).

250. to 460
(avert& 390).

465 to 783
(average. 625).
None required.

None.

Teachers' salaries.About 60 per cent of the replies from boys'
schools and coeducational schools reported facts in regard to the
salaries of mathematics teachers doing secondary work. Only 44
per cent of the girls' schools reported salaries. The reports from
Romah Catholic schools, with very few exceptions, stated that their
teachers receive no salaries, but are supported by the religious
orders to which they belong.

The questionnaire called for maximum, minimum, and average
salaries in order to secure data on the variation within the schools
which have several teachers. In some cases the maximum only was
given, in some the minimum, and in others the average. Some of the
replies showed that the question was undeptood to call for variation
in- a single teacher's salary according to the schedule of salaries in
force in the school.

The figures, therefore, are probably not as reliable as most of the
data presented. They will serve, however, to indicate in a general
way the distribution of salaries in different types of schools and in
different sections 'of the country. In the following figures the
salaries of principals who are also teachers-of mathematics, and those
of teachers receiving board as a part of their remuneration, have been
excluded, .(See fig. 3.)

In the boys' schools, the salaries reported vary from $50 per month
to $2,700 per year. Ten 'schools reported a maximum salary of
$2,000 or trier. Of the 39 schools reporting an average salary or the
salary of a single teacher, 25 reported sums lying. between $600 and
$1,200, and the rest, with one exception, between $1,300 and $2,000.

In the girls' schools, pie lowest salary reported was $40 per month.
Only one schoola day school in Now York Citygave a sum higher
than $1,200. In this the maximum is $2,000., Sixteen of the 30
schools which report an average salary plaCe this between $700 and
$1,000.
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In the coeducational schoolsthe figures range from $35 per month
to $2,500 per year. Besides the one reporting this maximum, only
one school has a maximum as high as $2,000. 'Den have maximum
salaries ranging from $1,200 to $1,800. Eighty coeducational schools
gave an average salary. In more than half of these the sum varies
frjni $500 to $800. In 20 of the 80 schools it lies between $800 and
$1,200.

'The average of the salaries reported as the salary of a single teacher
or the average of the salaries of all mathematics teachers in a school
is, for boys' schools between $1,100 and 81,200, for girls' schools
between $700 and $S00, and for coeducational schools practically the
SB1110 as for girls' schools.

On the whole, the salaries reported from ilhools of the North
Atlantic States are considerably higher than in other parts of the
country, although the few schools renresenting the far West give.
figures closely corresponding to those in t he North Atlantic States.

Academic and projesPional training of teachers.The supplementary
questionnaire called for data in regard to the training and professional
experience of teachers of mathematics. The replies represent 148
schools with 282 teachers. As one would expect, the teachers
referred to in the reports from boys' schools are practically all men

the girls' schools women. There larger
portion of male teachers in the-coeducational schools reporting than
in coeducational schools generally.

The following table gives a distribution of the teachers for whom
(luta were reported according to total length of experience in teaching.
and also according to length of service as teachers of mathematics.
(Sec fig. 4.)

4

Years of experience in teaching.

1 lo 5 years
1. I.0 10 year,
11 10 15 years
16 to 20 years'
21 10'20 year
Over 25 years

Tot
Average

Distruhu Ion of teachers by Distant bm of teachers by
years of experience In years of experience Inteachli g. teaching mathematics.

Boys'
school'. schools.

t'oclitcs-
setliotoounis

schools
i. Boys'

schools.
Cordon.,

Lionel
schools.

15 24 32 '25 31 86
24) zo 18 2t) 20 18
21 17 11 18 10 10
II IS 6 8 17 8

. 8 10 4 e 6 2
13 'P 8 13 3 4

94 93 78 98 90 77
14.0 12.0 9.1 12.8 10.6 9.1

It appears that 35 per cent of these teachers have taught mathe-
matics npt more than 5 years and nearly 60 per cent not more than
10 years. The 4vorage length of service is greatest in the boys'
schools and least in the laiucational schools.
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The facts relating to the academic and professional education of
the teachers reported are, in brief, as follows:

Academic education. b
echo schools.

Coeduca-
tional

schools.

Number of teachers reporting
101 97 70

Number having doctor's degree
3 0 2Number having masters degree (no higher) 22 12 21Number having bachelor's degree (nq higher) 58 52 46

Total number holding degrees
(4:1 115 tS

Number having partial college education (not including slimmer school
work )

9 3Number having full normal course 2 3 0Number having partial normal course
5 2Number having full high-school course

3 4 3Number hawing partial highschool course
4Number mentioning no academic training 3

.
S

Total number not holding degrees
18 27 10Percentage not holding degrees 18 29 13

Eighty per cent of all the teachers for whom the data were given
were holders of degrees. The proportion is not as high (about 70
per cent) for teachers in girls' schools as for those in schools for boys
and for both sexes, and a smaller portion of degree holders teaching in
the girls' schools have taken a second degree than is the case among
teachers in the other institutions.

About half of the holders of degrees report academic or. profes-
sional training in addition to that required for a degree, the proportion
being highest in schools for girls. Of the teachers in girls' schools
who ,have received no degree, nearly all have 110 some definite pro-
fessional education or academic work of collegiate grade.

Seventeen of the nude teachers have had training for other pro-
fessions: Four for law, two theology, one medicine, one agriculture,
and nine engineering.

Direction of the department of mathematics.In a small majority of
the schools rqplying to the principal questionnaire, the pork in
mathematics is directed by the. principal, who, more oaten titan not,'
teaches some of the classes in mathematics.. In RonUm Catholic
schools the principal usually directs the work and does not often
teach mathematics.

In the other schools one of the teachers of mathematics usually
acts as director, but in the prepii).atory departments of colleges one
of the college teachers fequently supervises the preparatory work,
Usually, but not always, he teaches some of the claSses in secondary
mathematics.

In the boys' khools the directors are men in all the schools report-.
ing; in the girls' schools one-sixth of the directors are men, while in
the coeducational schools seven-eighths are men.

91560*-11.-9
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Site of ciosaes.--About two-thirds of the schools replying to the
principal questionnaire gave the numbers of pupils in recitation
sections in mathematies. These represent a very wide variation, a
few classes having.60 Co 70 pupils each, while many have loss than
five. In general the size of the school determines the size of the
classes, comparatiVely few schools (about one-lifth of the boys'
schools and coeduAtional schools and a smaller proportion of the
girls' schools) having more than one section of a given class.

In schools having parallel sections the variation corresponds
closely to-that for all the schools, excepting at the extremes of the
scale. Few of these parallel sections ho -o less than 10 or more than
30 pupils. A comparatively large proportion of the girls' schools
have very small divisions, even when classes are divided. The
largest schools (for boys and for both sexes), which have in' some
cases as many as eight parallel sections, organize recitation sections
of about 25 pupils each.

Tho replies in which enrollments were clearly recorded included
over 1,500 recitation sections, about 500-in boys' sqleels, 301) in
girls' schools, and 700 in coeducational schools. (See fig. 5.) On
the whole the size of classes is about the same in the boys' schools
and coeducational schiiols (average bet woon 16 and 17) and con-
siderably smaller in the girls' schools (average 111. Nearly 30 per
cent of the sections from girls' schools have front 1 ur 5 pupils each,.
while only 12.por cent of the sections from other schools have as smell
an enfollment as this. About 80 per cent of the sections front girls'
schools have not more than 15 pupils each. About. half of the other
sections fall within this limit.. Front 85 to 0 per cetit.of all the
divisions have not more than 25 pupils each.

Time allotment.tIntelligible answers to the question in regard to
the time allotment were given in about 80 per cent of the replies.
The normal plan for mathematical courses is to have live recitations
per week but four are not infrequently assigned, and some of the
boys' boarding schools have six. In the North Atlantic States some
schools have only three recitations per week.

The tendency is to reduce the number of periods in the later years
of the course. In the last year, where elective courses are common,
there is much variation and in.many cases it is possible fora student's
prograL. to include seven or more periods in mathematical subjects.
In scientific courses seven periods per week are sometimes required
hi-the last year.

The length of the recitation period varies from 20 minutes to 75
minutes, but 40 or 45 minutes is the usual length.

Data of prfuelpai quesilonnairo.

o
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Grading and promotiOn of pupils.'In regard to the admission Of
pupils to the school, 41 schools use no examinations but admit pupils
on trial, on credentials from other schools, oras in nearly all 4.180s
on both conditions. Thirty-one schools use an oral examination in
connection with credentials or trial or both, 4 use a writ ten examina-
tion as the solo basis for admission, and 59 Ose written examinations

-
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Fm. N. Sites of mathematics classes; percentage dist ributil
in connection with one or more of the other methods referred to.
In 90 per cent of the schools some member of the mathematics depart-
ment is consulted in regard to the grading of new pupils.

Promotion in mathematics is independent of the standing in ()theesubjects in 80 per cent of the schools reporting (about 100). In a.

Data of the supplementary questIonnalre,
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few schools a pupil is not promoted in any subject unless ho passes
in all; in some cases promotion is based upon the pupil's average
standing in all subjects; in others a pupil is obliged repeat mathe-
matics even though he has done well in it, if ho fails in a certain
proportion of -his other work. Several say_ that standing in mathe-
matics- and English or mathematics and Latin determines promotion
In all subjects.

No definite statements are made in regard to the bearing of these
plans of promotion upon the effectiveness of the leaching in mathe-
.matical classes, but so far as this testimony goes, there would appear
to be few instances in which teachers of mathematics are hampered
by unsatisfactory grading of pupils. Some data in regard to exam-
inations for promotion are given later in the report.

THE COURSE OF STUDY.

Determination of the content of the course of stud y. In answer to the
supplementary.questionnaire about 100 schools gave information in
regard to the control of the course of study. In 10 eases the content
of the course is said to be determined by college entrance require-
ments, and in 5 cases by trustees, governing board, or some outside
authority. In two-thirds of the other schools the principal takes
some part in the determination of the course, usually consulting with
teachers, head of department, faculty, or trustees. A head of 4epart-
ment acts alone in 14 sellouts in dealing with the content of the course.
In 9 schools teachers of mathematics are free to lay out their courses
of study, and in 28 others they are consulted. The plan mentioned
by the greatest number of schools (20) calls for joint action by the
principal and the teachers of mathematics.

A large majority of the schools report that the director of mathe-
matics is free to modify the course. of study to suit the needs of
particular classes, but the approval of the principal is icequently
mentioned as a condition. College requIremenls are often referred
to as a definite limitation upon modification of the course, and the
details reported in answer to the principal questionnaire would seem
to indicate that these requirements have a controlling influence in
most schools. .8o far as one can judge from the meager comments
on "flexibility of the course" the freedom of the teachers is usually
-limited to ords, of topics, proportion of time devoted to different
topics, and me cods of teaching. There is nothing in the replies to
l!how that courses are shortened or changed in content to suit t e
characteristics of particUlar classes.

Teachers are commonly free Co select their own textbooks, although
the approval of the principal or head of department is often required.
In 14 schools books are selected by the principal and in 17 by the
head'of department;
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The course in generaEighty per cent of the returns from the
principal questionnaire report the mathematical subjects in each
year of the course. Most of the schools report no differentiation for
students anticipating' different vocations, but schools giving com-
mercial courses eonunonly require commercial arithmeticsometimes
in place of geometryfor pupils Of this department.. In many
schools separate sections are organized for college preparatory stu-
dents, and in some cases, particularly in the girls' schools, such
students are required to take more work in mathematics than others.

With very few exceptions all students are required to study elemen-
tary algebra and plane geometry. Solid geometry is given in about 80
per cent of the boys' schools, 40 per cent of the girls' schools, and 65
per cent of the coeducational schools. Plane trigonometry is given
in about 75 per cent of the boys' schools, 35 per cent of the coeduca-
tional schools, and Ig per cent of the girls' schools. "Advanced"
algebra is given in nearly half of the boys' schools, rarely in.the others.
Solid geometry, plane trigonometry, and advanced algebra are fre-
quently elective subjects, except for students of the soientifii, course.
They are seldom given in the gills' schools of the North Atlantic
States. A very few schools give courses in spherical trigonometry,
analytical geometry, sad adculus.

Order of .subjeeta.The most general arrangement of subjects in
the four years' course is that which places algebra in the first two
years, plane geometry in the third, and solid geometry and plane
trigonometry in the fourth. There are, however, many variations
from this plan.

Arithmetic, either alone or combined with algebra, is given in the
first year in about one-fourth of the boys' schools and coeducational
schools. It is given less frequently in the girls' schools.

Plane geometry is frequently placed in the second year instead of
algebra. In many of the boys' schoolS the time assigned to mathe-
matics in the second and third years is divided between algebra and
geometry, but this practice is mucji less common in the other schools.

Solid geometry is sometimes given in the third year, usually as41.-
continuation of the course in plane geometry, which occupies the
iirst part of the year. This plan is Common among the coeducational
schools, about one-fourth of which give no mathematio in the fourth
year.

The final .year of the course is characterized by much variation.
Several .schools for girls and for both sexes give courses in practical.
arithmetic. Some schools defer plane geometry until this year and
Others give. a second course in elementary algebra or a combined
course in algebra and plane geometry.. A 'tit one-third of the girls'

. schools report courses for review of al bra and plane geometry,
which are-usually required for college -pr paratory students. .

.
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. Schools which give solid geometry, trigonometry, and advanced
algebra usually assign these subjects to the final year.

Content of courses in the venous subjects. The principal question-
naire called for a detailed description of the course of study by refer-
ences to textbooks; with comments indicating departures from the
order or scope of the books referred to. This part of the question-
naire brought the least satisfactory, returns. In many eases no
information was given, and in others it was obviously . incomplete.
About. 40 per cent of the rettirns, representing about 160 schools, indi-
cated the scope of the courses. As these conform closely to college-
entrance requirements, perhIps the most satisfactory method of de-
scribing the content of the course will be to quote the definitions of
the College Entrance Examination Beard, and to indicate roughly-
any tendencies to depart- from these definitions. They are as follows:

a. Elementary Algebra A Igtbrasto Quadrutics and Quadratics and beyond.

ru. i. Algebra to Quadratics.)

The roar fundamental optTations for rational algebraic expres4ions.
Factoring, determination of highest common factor and lowest common 'multiple by

factoring.
Fractions, including complex fractions, and ratio and pnutortion.
Linear equations, both numerical and literal, containing one a- more unknown titian.-

Problems depending on linear equations.
Radicals, including the extraction of tint square root of is Aynomials awd of numbers.
Exponents, including the fractional and negative.

ca. ii. Quadratics and beyond.)

Quadratic equations, both numerical and literal.
Simple cases of equations with one or moat unknown quantities that can be solved

by the methods of linear or quadratic equations.
Problems depending on quadratic equations.
The binomial theorem for positive-integral exponents.
Tb6 formulas for the nth term and the sum of the teims of arithmetical and geometric

progressions, with applications.
It is assumed that pupils will be required throughout the course to solve numer-

ous problems which involve putting questions into equations. Some of these problems
should be chrlsen from mensuration, from physics, and from commercial life. The use
of .graphical methods and illustrations, particularly in connection with the solution
of equations, is also expected.

b. Advanced algebra.

Permutations and combinations; limited to simple cases.
Complex numbers, with graphical representation of sums and differences.
Determinants, chiefly of the second, third, and fourth orders, including the use of

minors and the solution of linear equations.
NumeriCal equations of higher degree, and so much of the theory of equations, with

graphical methods, as is necessary for their treatment, including Descartes' rule
of signs and llama's method, but )log8011311'a functions or multiple mote.
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c. ,Pkne geometry.

The usual theorems and constructions of good textbooks, including the general prom-
- ties of plane rectilinear figures; the circle and the measurement of angle; similar

polygons; arms; regular polygons, and the mea.Qurement of the circle.
The solution of numerous original exercises, including loci problems
Applications to the mensuration of lines and plane surfaces.

d. Solid geomdry.

The usual theorems an onstructions of good textbooks, including the relations of
planes and lines in F e; the properties and of prisms, pyramids,
cylinders, and cones; the sphere and the spherical triangle.

The solution of numerous original exercises, including loci problems.
Applications to the mensuration of surfaces and solids.

r. Trigonomdry. .

Definitions MO relations of the six trigonometric functions as ratios; circular measure:
men t of angis.

Proofs of principal formulas, in particular for the sine, cosine, and tangent of the sum
and the difference of two angles, of the double angle and the half angle, the prods
uct expressions for the sum or the difference of two sines or of two cosines, etc.;
tho trausfortnal ion of trigonometric expressions by means of these fornit4s.

tlr Solution of trigonometric equations of a simple character.
Theory and use of logarithms (without the introduction of -a-iirk involving infinite

series).
The solution 14 right and oblique triangles and practical applications, including the

stallion Of right spherical triangles.*

f. Ploite frigonomriry.

The subje! is the sam as the joreceding except that no topics from spherical trigonom-
etry are included.

. ; -

In algebra many of the schools reporting limit the work of the
first year to the fundamental operations with integral and fractional
expression's, factoring, and the solution of linear equations with one
or more unknowns. Others cover all the topics included in the fore-
going definition of ':Algebra to Quadratics," and a few give still more
advanced work. The complete edurso in algebra as reported by
some schools is more comprehensive than the definitions, including
some or all of the following topics: Inequalities, imaginaries, varia-
tion,- harmonica' progressions, infinite series, undetermined coeffi-
cients, logarithms, probability, continued fractions, summation of
series, exponential and logarithmic series, theory of numbers.

In geometry and plane trigonometry the scope of the courses is
more nearly uniform than in algebra. Nearly all the schools report-
ing follow the textbooks closely, almost the only change mentioned-
being the omission by many schools of theorems on maxima and
minima of plane figures. In solid geometry one widely used text-
book adds a chapter on conic sections to the topics included in the
definition of the College, Entrance Examination Board, but many

schools- omit this.
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METHODS.Ni

'General classroom methods.In the schools represented by the
returns from the supplementary questionnaire a part of nearly every
lesson is devoted to oral recitation of the assigned lesson, but this
plait is used less frequently in, algebra than in geometry. In many
of the schools oral drill occupies a small part of each period, and in
most of them blackboard work by pupils is called for regularly. A.
common practice is to have half the class at the board while the other
half works at seats or recites the lesson of the day. In most schools
classes are required occasionally to answer: in writing questions on the
assigned lesson. A new topic is usually developed in class before
home work upon it is assigned. -

Preparation of lessons.' The younger pupils and those whose work
is deficient are in many schools required to prepare their lessons under
the supervision of teachers. The older pupils in good standing gen-
era* study in their rooms, if in a boarding school, or at home, if day
pupils. A few schools report a regular weekly period in which the
teacher trains the pupils in methods of preparing a new lesson.

The lesson to be prepared out of class, in algebra, consists usually
of problems taken from the textbook. In geometry the lesson coin-
monly calls for a studying of theorems to be recited in class. Other
types oWessons reported are,: Study of definitions, rules, methods of

lution, and general principles; writing of notes, outlines and sum -
cries, demonOration of original theorems, solution or numerical

p oblems based on geometrical relationships, problems in geometrical
c struction, practical problems, invention of problems to illustrate
a rinciple, plotting of graphs, construction of models, and outs, -door
m urements.

cial methods and deviees.The following specific methods and
dev ces were listed in the-principal questionnaire, and reporting offi-
cers were asked to cross out those not in use, to indicate the time
du which each method had been used, and to state whether it
were till in use. The number after each item indicates the percent-
age of Feplies in which the method was reported to be in use.

Use \of squared paper 49
Preliminary course in observational geometry preceding formal demon-

s Lion 32
Labe tory method 27
Use of \historical material 26
Heuristic method 24
Develo ment of course in geometry without a textbook 20
Paper f ding 19
Study of cigic in connection with geometry 16
Mathema4cal recreations' 10
Organization of a mathematics club among the pupils :I

Based oa returns from tbs supplementary questionnaire.
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In nearly all cases methods once used were reported to be still in
use, but a few schools after a trial have abandoned the teaching of
geometry without a textbook, and a few others the use of a pre-
liminary course in observational geometry.

Perhaps the most noteworthyleaturo of this record is the general
use of squared paper, which has been introduced within five or six
years by most of the schools which stated the period of use.

Source and variety of probkni&The most common practice is to
use the problems in the pupil's textbook or to supplement these by
dictated problems, but in many schools the pupils have at hand _
more than one collection of exercises. historical pioblems, and those
drawn from other school subjects and from current events, are said
to be used in about half of the schools replying. Problems based on
industrial appliances and processes and those involving out-of-door
measurements are used in many of the boys' schools and coeduca-
lions' schools.

Equipment.- - Three - fourths of :the returns to the principal ques-
' tionn4re indicate, on lists of apparatus and tools, which of the

articles are possessed by the school. -
About 40 per cent of the schools replying reported mathematical

reference libraries varying in size from two or three volumes to several
hundred volumes. The median size is 50 volumes

Three - fourths of the schools have geometrical models and drawing
tools for use with the blackboard. A measuring tape is part of the
general equipment of half of the girls' schools and two-thirds of the .

others. About one-third of the girls' schools and more, than half of
the other schools include a plumb line in their lists of mathethatical
apparatus. One-third of the schools for boys and for both sexes and
a small proportion of the girls' schools have engineers' transits and
nearly as many have sextants. A few schools report other surveying
instruments which were not included in the printed list. About one-
fourth of the schools have slide rules, coordinate blackboards, and
spherical blackboards; a smaller propo%on have portraits of mathe-
maticians and a very few have lantern slideaillustrating mathematical
subjects. On the whole the boys' schools have more extensive general
equipment than the others.

In practically all of the schools each pupil is supplied with a ruler
and compasses. In majority of the schools he has also, triangles,
protractor, dividers, and squared paper; and in many schools a ruling
pen is added to the pupil's individual equipment.

With the exception of the poisession of a-mathematical library,
which was indicated by recording the number of volumeS, an item of
equipment not er4ssed out stands as a possession of the school. (This
fact doubtless Makes the foregoing proportions too high.
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Time of emphasis upon logical relations.In accordance with the
suggestion of the central committee in its report outlining the plan of
the investigation, -a question was included in the principalquestiow-
naire asking at what stage (grade) emphasis is shifted from manipu-
lative skill to the understanding of logical relations. Only about 40
per cent of the returns gave answers to this question, the replies from
the gigs' schools being especially meager. The qUestion seems to be
too vague to make the reports of much value.

Every grade from the first year in the primary school to the begin-
ning of- the college course is mentioned as the time for emphasizing
logical relations: Many lay stress on reasoning from the beginning of
the course, and others say that the change of emphasis comes about
"gradually," " at no definite time," or 'varies with the class.".

The grade me koned most often as the point of transition in the
reports of each class of schools (boys', girls', and coeducational) is the
second year of the four -year high-school course, when pupils are about
15 years of age. The general tendency seems to be to make the
change of emphasis earliest in the girls' schools and latest in the
boys' schools.

EXAMINATIONS AND TESTS.'

Exqmination8 given by the school.Formal written examinations are
given by nearly all the schools, varying in frequency fropt twice a
Month to once a year. There are two well-marked tendencies, one
toward short monthly examinations and the other and more general
one toward longer examinations two or three times a year. Two
examinations are commonly given in the girls' schools and three in
the boys' schools and coeducational schools.

The examinations vary in length from 30 minutes to 240 minutes.
In the girls' schools and coeducational schools monthly examinations
commonly last about 45 minutes, and term or semiannual examina-
tions 2 hours. In boys' schools there is greater variation in practice,
but the tendency is toward longer examinations, 3 hours being nearly
as common as 2 hours for tehn examinations.

In a few schools promotion is dependent solely upon the passing of
these examinations, but the common practice in calculating the pupils'
standing is to give examinations one -half or one-third of the total
weight. The papers are in ahnost,all cases set and marked by the
teacher.

In addition to the formal examinations written tests are given in
..most schools, sometimes weekly, but more commonly once or twice a
month. These teaks occupy in most cases about 45 mimes.

Purpose of exaiminations ,given by the school.Thep puloses most
generally recognized for examinations given as a part of the school

Data of ouppkimentas7 quatiotumthe. _
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work are to serve as a spur to pupils and as an incentive to review
and organization of subject matter. The latter purpose is considered
by many to be the most important. Most of the teachers consider
examinations of some value as tests of a pupil's ability and progress,
but in both these respects many point, out that such tests are often
misleading. There is nothing in the eplies to indicate that exami-
nations are used to measurep pupil's progress with any degree of
exactness. A majority of die teachers consider that examinations
act as a spur to teachers and serve as a test, for their own benefit, of
the efficiency of their work. Many, however, do not think highly of
this purpose of examinations. About half the replies approve of ex-
aminations for the purpose of comparing the relative standing of
different classes. The purpose securing the least support is that of
testing the efficiency of the teacher for the enlightenment of school
officers.

Ill effects or examinations given by the school. -=In answer to the
question, "What ill effects have you noticed of the examinations
given in the school by teachers or school officers ?" Forty-one school;
replied "none" and 30 gave no answer, which in most instances is
probably equivalent to the answer "none." The ill effects most fre-
yiently mentioned are nervous excitement (28 cases), "cramming"
(15 cases), tendency to place a wrong interprettUion upon the value
of examinations, including working for marks (14 cases), discourage-
ment of- weak students (10 cases), and temptation to dishonesty (9.
cases). Most of the reports referring to nervous strain came from
girls' schools; only Am were from boys' schools. In many instances
the teachers reporting emphasize the fact that the ill effects are con-
fined to a few individuals.

Modifications of school examinations are suggested in only a few
of the replies. "These include exemption from examinations for pupils

,of high standing, increase in number and decrease in length of
examinations.

Admission of students to higher institutions. Two methods are in
common use for determining a student's fitness to enter College,'
namely, (1) examinations by the college or by the.College Entrance
Examination Board and (2) a certificate furnished by the school of
the completion by the student of the requirements prescribed by the
college. Among the 113 schools reporting on this matter, practice.
seems to be about equally divided between the two methods. In 22
schools all candidates take examinations, in 17 all enter on certificate,
while in the others the two methods are combined in all proportions..
In New England the examination method is the common one, and in
the North Central States the certificate. In the Middle Atlantic
States a majority of the schools send'more than half their students
'to college "by examination," but many use the certjfieatn freely,

.
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Among the girls' schools 1400,appear to be two distinct groups. 11
the larger group the certiileaCe is used freely, in the smaller one it
never used.

The variation in use of the different methods is duo in part to the
demands of the colleges, since a few of the largest institutions admit
students onl.p.by examination: It is evident, however, that many
schools are not in favor of the certificate plan, and prefer to have
their sydents take examinations.

Effed of college entrance examinations.A largo majority of the
schools report that the course of study has been affected by college
entrance examinations. The most general criticism is that the
courses are overcrowded.

Only a few mention any effect on methods of teaching, but nearly
all of these agree that much time is devoted to drill in preparation
for the examinations which would otherwise be omitted. The papers
of previous years are aised for practice. One school required its
'students to spend alternate SAurday mornings after New Year in
taking these practice examinations. A few say that the restrictions
imposed upon the freedom of the teacher by time necessity of pre-.,

paring for the examinations tends to-make his work mechanical.
Most of those who refer to standards of work think that they are

raised by the examinations. A few think that they are lowered.
Others say that they furnish a definite standard.

Effect of the certificate plan.A majority of the schools which send
pupils t'o college "on certificate" report that no changes have been
made in course of study, methods of teachings or standards of work
as a result 'of inspection of the school or scrutiny of the records of its
graduates by college officers. Several, however, say that the work
has been made more thorough in response to these checks. Some
Schools keep a record of the college work of their graduates who have
been-entered "on certificate," and several make u practice of certi-
fying only pupils who attain a high standard.

. One teacher says that the success in college work of the certified
',graduates of his school encouraged lam to depart further from con-

ventional methods and courses. Another says that the responsibility
of a school for the college work of a graduate whom it has certified
stimulates teachers to strive to give their pupils a real grasp of the
subject rather than a temporary knowledge such as serves for passing
an examination.

MATHEMATICS AND COEDUCATION.

As the practice in the private secondary schools of the United
States is about equally divided between coeducation and separate
education of the sexes, this field seems to offer a peculiarly favorable
opportunity lostizdying the relation of.coeducation to mathematical
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education. The practice in the different types of schools has there-
' tore, been presented in the foregoing discussion in relation to most

of the points considered.
To supplement the statistics bearing upon actual practice, it was

felt that the opinions of the teachers as to the bearing of coeducation
upon the effectiveness of mathematics teaching would be of value.
Accordingly, the supplementary questionnaire for coeducational
schools contained questions calling for such Opinions. Thirty-six
replies were received.

Nine of the teachers answering the questions had taught in coedu-
cational schools for not more than .5 years; 13 froth 6 to 10 years;
and 13 over 10 years. Only 6 had taught separate classes of boys,
and only 3 separate classes of girls, all of whom were included among
the 6 who had taught boys alone. The' fact that so few of the
replies came from teachers who have had experience in teaching the
sexes separately evidently diminishes the valpe of the testimony.

In all the schools represented by the replies coeducation had been
in use from the establishment of the school; but one reported having
separated the sexes for class instruction duringsrecent years. Two
schools besides the one just mentioned reported that there is some
prospect of separation of the sexes in class work, in the interests of
a better adaptation of rate of work, character of subject matter, and
methods, to peculiar characteristics of the sexes. None of the other
teachers see any prospect of the Modification of the present plan.

Teachers were asked to compare the sexes with regard to their
success in passing the requirements in the various mathematical sub-
jects. In arithmetic 20 report no difference, 7 state that boys are
more successful, 4 that girls are more successful; in algebra 21 find
no difference, 6 consider boys more successful, 5 consider girls more
successful; in geometry 13 report that the sexes have equal success,
and 19 consider that boys excel; in trigonometry, 9 report no differ-
ence, and 14 consider that boys are more successful. Several said
that, while boys 'are as a rglo superior as mathematical students to
girls: there are frequently brilliant students in mathematics among
the girls.

In regard to the relative tendency of boys and girls to choose
elective courses in mathematics, the answers indicate that boys are
much more inclined co elect such courses than girls are.

In accuracy of intuition in regard to mathematical relations, 6 of
the teachers report no difference in the sexes, 1 considers girls slightly,
superior, and 19 boys superior:

In skill in formal processes, 11 find no difference, 8 find boys
superior, 10, girls superior. . .

In grasp _of logical sequence, 6 report no difference, and 25 boys
superior.
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In ability to solve "original. theorems," 28 say that boys are
superior, and 3 report no difference.

In answer to the question, "Do you think that the subject matter
of high-school courses in mathematics should be the same for both
sexesi" 14 replied "Yes," 9 replied "No," and 7 replied "Yee
with qualifications. The differences in subject matter for boys and
girls regarded as desirable by some teachers are: (1) .Requirements
in algebra and geometry- should be less, for girls than for boys.
(2) Solid geometry and, trigonometry should be omitted or made
optional for girls. (3) The applications should be such as appeal
to the interest of both saxes. .

Only one- differCnce in methods of teaching the sexes was sug-
gested and that was mentioned by only one teacher; namely, that
mathematics be developed empirically rather than logically in the
instruction of girls. It is interesting to note in this connection that
one teacher, arguing from the same characteristics as shown by the
sexes, would give the girls special training in logical reasoning.

To sum up, most of the teachers who gait) testimony agree that
there is a difference in the mental traits of boys and girls and in their
ability to do different kinds of mathematical work; but a decided
majority do not consider that these differences are sufficiently great
to warrant separate class instruction. About a fourth of these
teachers would provide for sex differences by a slightly different
treatment of -pupils in the same class and by making part of the work
elective; another fourth feel that the differences are too groat to
permit the most effective work unless separate .classes are provided.

AIM OF INSTRUCTION IN MATHEIIATICS.

With a view to gaining some insight into the attitude- of teachers
of mathfmatics toward their work and, to learning the extent to
which they attempt to analyze their problem, the supplementary
questionnaire included a hat of questions on the aims of instruction in
mathematics and the means employed to attain these aims. The
list included questions on the general aim of mathematics teaching,
the aims especially served by the different mathematical subjects, the
*inclusion of individual topics in the curriculum for specific purposes,
the relation of course of study in mathematics to vocational training,
and the value of mathematics for mental discipline.

Aim of instruction.in 'mathematics in. general.In presenting the
question on. the general aim, nine statements were given of which
teachers were asked to cross out those not recognized, a method
which giyes no' means of discriminating between controlling aims and
those having only a slight. influence. This defect is remedied to some
extent by the questions on the relation of particular subjects and
topic* to the various aims.
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Of the 136 replies, all recognize mental discipline as one of the aims
of mathematiJs teaching, and all but three work for the development
of an accurate conception of space and form. Nearly all approve of
preparation for more advanced work in mathematics, preparation for

sake, and the cultivation of an appreciation of the importance of mathe-
tital _knowledge in modern life. Only eleven schools are able to

gntire preparation 'either for examination or for requirements imposed
by outside authorities.

The preparation for vocations is the aim least generally recognized.
Ninety per cent of the boys' schools recognize this aim, but only a
little lore than half of the girls' schools regard it.

Predominant aims in tracking special subjects. About one-fifth of
those reporting apparently find it difficult to select the aims chiefly
served by the different mathematical subjects, foiethey pass the ques-
tion by. The replies represent a very wide variation of opinion,
every one of the aims being mentioned by several as important in
connection with each of the subjects. Very few consider any one
aim as sufficiently. influential in teaching any subject to warrant its
standing alone as the predominant aim.

A rather marked difference exists in point of view of the teachers
iu girls' schools on the one hand and those in boys' schools and
coeducational schools on the other. Among the girls' schools, mental
discipline is most generally regarded as a predominant aim. In the
other schools, vocational training and preparation for advanced work
in mathematics are mentioned most. frequently ,in connection with
arithmetic and trigonometry, and preparation for study of advanced
mathematics and other subjects in connection with algebra. In
geometry, mental discipline takes first place, and the development
of accurate conceptions of space and form stands second in the
reports from all three types of schools.

Topics included in the course to serve specific aims. About 30 per
,cent of the reports make no attempt to answer the question on the
relation of aims to particular topics of the course. The others repre-
sent the greatest variety of opinion. Many teachers apparently have
no 61,,,,ific purpose in mind in teaching any topic and there is little
agreement as to the topics which best serve a given purpose. Every
one of the nine aims listed in the paragraph on aims in general is given
by 'Several .teachers as the chief purpose for including graphs in the
course. One can hardly avoid the conviction that custom as expressed
in college-entrance requirements and in textbooks is the chief factor
in determining what topicsshall be taught;

Proposed requirements in mathematics for various classes of students.
In the opinion of the majority of teachers there is need of very little
differentiation of mathematical courses in accordance with vocational
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intentions or plans for higher education. Arithmetic, algebra, and
plate geometry would be required for all classes of students, except
the boys preparing for technical schools, who, in the opinion of the ma-

' jority,-have had enough arithmetic in the elementary schools; They
should, however, have solid geometry and trigonometry in addition
to the other subjects. While this represents the consensus of opinion
several modifications are strongly supported. For college prepara-
tory students of both sexes and for boys preparing for law and medical
schools nearly half the teachers would omit arithmetic as a require-
ment in the secondary school. More than a fourth of the replies call
for solid geometry as a requirement for boys preparing for college,
and advanced algebra for boys intendihg to enter technical schools.
For boys anticipating a business career and for girls whether preparing
for technical schools, for commercial positions, or for .domestic
responsibilities a strong minority would require neither algebra nor
geometry. In the case of the girls this view is supported by from 20
per cent to 40 per cent of the replies. A few would make.t he geometry
concrete for girls not preparing for college and many would treat the
subjects differently for commercial students (especially girls). The
modifications suggested relate chiefly to shortening the courses,
omission of theoretical discuisions, and emphasis upon ,practical
applications.

Analytic geometry and elementary treatment of the calculus are
proposed by only four or five teachers. as part of a course for boys
preparing for technical schools.

Following is a summary of the replies in tabular form:

Proposed.rNuirementa in molhennitics for.torious clams of pupil*.

Proposed require-
Went&

N um bcr of teachers recommending certain studies for

Boys hir- Girls for-

College.

40

6

21
11

b0

Tech-
nical

schools.
Business

63
ea
2

61
9
6

77

l'rofes
slonal

schools.
College.

Tech-
nical

schools.

commer-
cial

schools.

S2
.65

53
2

Home
duties.

77
74

7

2
1

92

Arithmetic
Elementary algebra.
Advanced algebra.
Concrete geometry
Plane geometry
Solid geometry.
Plane trigonometry
Analytical geometry
Elements of caiculus

Total number of re-
plies

30
tin
24

013

67
CO

4

I 42
73
3

71
15
12

52

08
10
8

09
64

3
a

3
2

=-

80 75 08 88

Mental discipline. It has already been said that all the teachers
reporting recognize mental discipline as one of the aims of mathe-
matics teaching. As psychologists are claiming that too much
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reliance has been placed upon the supposed value of study of a single
subject for general improvement of mental processes, the opinions of
teachers of mathematics upon this point seem pertinent to a discus-
sion of aims.

To the request "If you regard mental discipline as an important
aim, explain as fully as possible what you mean by mental discipline,"
nearly nine-tenths of the teachers give some reply, but very few
attempt to analyze their, conceptions. Mental discipline is, in most
eases, described in vague, general terms, loosely applied, representing
all sorts of mental and even moral qualities which are believed to
result from a discipline of the mind. Nearly all have a firm convic-
tion that general abilities are gained through exercise of the mind
upon a particular subject, especially mathematics.

A composite of the replies shows that mental discipline LS consid-
ered to be that which produces an improvement in intuition, judg-
ment, memory, imagination, intelligence, reason, mental powers,
reasoning powers; or an improvement in ability or pOwer of mental
concentration, initiative, sustained effort, analysis, generalization;
or an improvement in ability to think rapidly, clearly, independently,
logically; to recognize the essential elements in a problem, to note
resemblances and relationships, to grasp and apply ,principles, to
under.tand cause and effect. One of the most generally approved
results of mental discipline is the ability to. express thoughts clearly,
concisely, and accurately. In a few cases mental discipline is de-
scribed as the formation-Of habits; habits of mental concentration, of
industry, of accuracy in thought and expression.

Following are a few examples of more definite analyses of the
authors' conceptions of mental discipline:

Mental discipline is that process of mind which (1) recognizes there is a problem.
(2) Wills that the problem be solved. (3) Perseveres until the desired goalis obtained.

Results of mental discipline are
ability to observe well, to make correct records, written or in memory, of things
observed, to sift data or evidence, to draw correct inferences, to state these infer-
ences in clear language.

In only a few cases, such'as thqtwo following, is the influence of
modern views of formal discipline apparent :

The modern psychologists have made this a difficult thing to do (explain meaning
of mental discipline), but the habits of making exact statements, of finishing a piece
of work in hand, of seeking the proof for each statement, not only ought to be valuable
but I am convinced are valuable.

Mental discipline through mathematics for mathematical work consists in the
acquirement of Mathematical facts and ideas, processes, methods of solution, and
standards of accomplishment. Mental discipline through mathematics !hi otherkinds
of work consists, I think; in development or strengthening of certain ideals or standards,

9580°;--11---L10
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such as logical Perfection, mastery of difficulties, etc. General power is not necessarily
gained by the study of mathematics, but the student may be so impreSsed by the
logical perfection of mathematical reason* as to consciously test his thinking on
other subjects by similar standards, and the sense of mastery experienced in mathe-
matical victories may give confidence in attacking other difficulties.

About half of the teachers consider mathematics superior for
mental discipline to all other subjects. A considerable number con-
sider it superior for certain kinds of discipline, usually for improve-
ment in logical reasoning or in accuracy. A few qualify their
approval, saying that mathematics is superior to some subjects or for
some minds. About 10 per cent of the teachers do not regard it as
superior to other subjects and one says in answer to the question,
"Decidedly no."

The nature of the superiority is usually stated in terms of the
desirable qualities of mind which are said to be -produced more
readily through mathematics than through other subjects. One says.
it "requires thought." The superior quality of mathematics most
frequently referred to are its definiteness and the absolute trust7
worthiness of its principles. The simplicity of its data.and the ease
of checking results make this the best medium for training the stu-
dent in logical reasoning. On the other hand, it is said to call for
greater: mental effort, and therefore to result in greater mental power.

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES IN A FEW INDIVIDUAL SCHOOLS.

The following statements are added to the report, as originally
prepared, in response to the feeling that the omission of all reference
to experiments and attempts to improve prevailing practice would
be misleading as a statement of the situation in the private secondary
schools and also neglectful of the opportunity of acquainting teachers
with-such movements. The omission of this phase of tho.subject in
the original draft was duo to the impossibility of making a compre-
hensive statement in regard to it, and in employing this makeshift
the committee is anxious that its relation to the rest of the report be
clearly understood. We have no means of knowing how generally
the ideas expressed in these six statements are affecting courses in
the schools of the country, but it is certain that the two ideas which
are here so prominentunification of the various elements of the
course and application of mathematical principles in daily lifeare
receiving muchattention. We do not mean to imply that these are
the most important movements now going'on, and we. are partjcu-
larly:desirous that it be understood that these schools have not been
singled out aa the best representatives of progressive teaching. In
the absence of material.for an adequate statement of movements for
improvement, these statements are offered merely in proof of the
-fact that such movements are in existence and in the hope that the
plans described.may be of service to ether :teachers.
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t PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING THE COURSE IN MATHEMATICS AS STUDIED

IN THE DETROIT HOME AND DAY SCHOOL, DETROIT, KIM

This part of the report wee prepared by 8. A. Counts, of the Detroit Home and Day School

The Detroit llOme and Day School is a private school for girls.
The activities of the school extend from the kindergarten through
college preparatory work, and as the period of secondary education
has been lengthened .to 5 years, the courses provide for 15 years
of continuous school life. About half of the 362 pupils enrolled
during the present year (1911) are in the live grades of the academic
department. The number of teachers and officers is 42. While
nominally a commercial enterprise, practically the school is the life
work of a single group of persons, the expression of a consistent set
of educational. ideals.

-The school is educationally independent. While in all its college
preparatory work its courses and standards are determined almost
wholly by college - entrance requirements, it has, nevertheless, a suffi-
cient body of pupils not going to college to warrant the close study
of its own problems and the modification of its courses and methods
to meet the needs and demands of the community. The school must
be regal:ded, therefore, as an educational unity, complete in itself.

The organization of -the school is along departmental lines, the
departments being English, history, language, science and mathe-
matics, and physical training. Heads of departments are -free to
work out the general aims of the school in ways best suited to the
subject and conditions of the department. Unity is secured through
unity of aim rather than through rigid adherence to a fixed system.

The vital characteristics of the school are three: Continuity, coor-
dination, and correlation; continuity, because._ the coorses in each
department, from lowest to highest, form an unbroken series under -
one control; coordination, becaust. in the same way.all departmental
work and all the life of the school from the lowest to the highest is
under one control; and correlation, because froM the viewpoint of
those in control education is regarded as a whole, not as many sepa-
rate wholes. .

Taking up now the consideration of the mathematics course, the
first point to be noted is the departmental unity made possible by
the general organization of the school. So completely are the
courses in mathematics the expression of a single aim that it will be
impossible to consider the high-school work apart from the general
plan. There is no break or change in passing from the earlier to later
grades, from arithmetic to algebra and geometry. So completely
are the subjects merged that the work of the high-school years is
better described' as a three-year course in mathematics than as spe-
cifically either algebra or geometry for any one year. Further, the
direct preparation for the high-school subjects,.geometry, for inatancei.

I
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runs back to the earliest work. An increasing amount of geometric
material is used in every grade, and the study of formal, demonstra-
tive geometry is but the logical outgrowth of the preceding work. In
the same way graphic work in algebra; or the use of the literal nota-
tion, is but the final culmination of.an extended series of exercises
through many previous grades. On the other hand, dil.ect provision
is made for review and drill upon certain topics of arithmetic in the
high- school work. Further, in selection of subject matter, choice of
methods, shift of emphasis, and remedying of defects, the point of
view is that of the course as a whole rather than that of any single
grade or division of subject;matter.

A second point to be noted, also a direct result of the general prin-
ciples of the school, is the correlation of the work in mathematics
with the work in other departments. The Merging of the departments
of science and mathematics into one has resulted in the introduction
Of mach laboratory work and science material into the work at all
points, particularly into the intermediate grades in arithmetic. The
laboratories of the school are in use nearly as much by the classes in
arithmetic and, algebra as by those in science. Material for problems
is also drawn from other school subjects, geography, history, etc.,
from the activities of the school, and from daily life. A graded course
in actual business and banking is a feature of the intermediate arith-
metic work. In every way the effort is /mule to haVe the child
realize the meaning of the work and its bearing on his daily life.

Pedagogically, the work of the department is based upon the con,
-dition that there are three steps in the natural growth of intellectual
powers: The acquisition of basic, sensory experience; the develop-
ment of control through use; and, finally, the formulation of the
abstract principles involved. The attempt is made to haVe the
children meet each new topic first in a concrete setting, as a problem
for which no method of solution is known. The class work and
laboratory then. develop the method of . attack and solution, and
finally the knowledge and skill attained are tested in conc&te prob-
lems out of which new topics arise.

In addition. to conforming to the natural steps Of intellectual
growth, there is also the problem of adjustment of the character of
the work to the development of the growing child. The courses of
the school provide adequate training at every stage of growth. Not
only is each topic met in at least three successive grades (the first
year, incidentally; the second year, as the important topic of the
year; the third year, for analysis and formulation, for learning of
rules'and for drill in thLabstract prinCiples involved), but the course
covers the same irouncf three times, from different viewpoints, and
passes by easy, .connecting steps from the observational,. concrete
work of the kindergarten to the formal and abstract dethonstrations
41110,brn and geometry..
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From the foregoing it will be seen thatthe emphasis is plaped upon
the .reasoning rather than upon the mechanical side. of Mathematics.
Mention has already been made of the use of laboratory exercises,
but this phase of the work needs special emphasis, for out of it all
mathematical work proceeds and to it all knowledge and skill returns.
Every effort is made to insure the intelligent use of mathematics as
a tool. Opportunities are thus provided fort he child to weigh values

a and learn through his own mistakes. For it is believed that under-
standing knowk?dge comes by use and not by instmctioe ; that the
child must have a chance to learn through his own struggles toward.
success.

On the other hand it is recognized that the growth ofthe child in
accuracy and knowledge is of equal importance with his growth in
understanding. Constant review of the old in the new is provided
and there is systematic effort to let no pert of the old be lost through
disuse. Meg-uateand rigid drill, but drill in its proper place, after
mastery through use-, insure a high final efficiency. The extensive
laboratory work and the provision for drill are both distinctive fea-
tures.of ',e course.

One further topic will be discussed, the aim of the mathematics
courses, particularly ip high-school years. The work of the depart-
ment is organized around the belief that courses in algebra and geom
etry have a placeoand a function that can be filled by no other sub-
ject, i. e., to make plain the essential nature of the thinking processes
itself. The value of mathematics for this purpose is unique because
it alone can provide mental environment completely under control
and completely devoid of emotional content. In such an environment
onl Nqn an individual clearly see the relations between the various '-
nier.!. steps or acts which make up thinking. There is no question .

of tre.isfer here.- The child that learns to think in mathematics does
not necessarily learn to think in other subjects, but the child that
learns haw he thinks in mathematics and that is taught to think in
other subjects soon learns that all thinking. is conducted on the same
general plan. The courses in mathematics are planned to bring to
consciousness the general features of all inductive and deductive
thinking that out of any and all the mental activities of the individual
there may issue the sooner that general method of behavior in the
presence of a real problem that is. characterized as "general ability."
To this end the exercises of the school lay more emphasis than usual
upon initiative and executive ability, upon orig4ial, disc6very and .
analytical thinking, upon recognition and formulation of relations.-
as well as upon the deductive application of proved or .accepted
principles. As a result the mathematics courses have-a vitality and .

a functional relationship to the rest of ackz)1.work which was not
. possible under the older system, .
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Other features of the school are worthy of dismission, particularly
the attempt of the school to study itself and to standardize its work
through .comparative tests given year after year under uniform
conditions. The features mentioned, howeverunity, correlation, and
the principles back of the courses and methodsare those which dis-
tinguish the school from others of its kind and which have produced
whatever of merit there may be in the activities of the mathematics
department.

UNIFICATION OF ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS.,

[This part of the report was prepared by John S. French, principal of the Morris Heights School, Provi-
dence, It. I., and relates to certain experimental work In that school)

The Morris Heights School, a boarding school for boys, is, pri-
marily, a preparatory school for institutions of higher learning, its
course extending over a period of 12 years, beginning with the first
year of formal school work and concluding with the preparation for
collegiate or technical training; pupils may thus retain membership
in the school for a long period of time and benefit from the advantages
of a continuous and progressive course of study. Hence, with par-
ticular attention paid to the mental condition of the pupil as a result
of growth and with the opportunity of eliminating irrelevant material
the work is so designed as to lead ultimately to preparation for higher
instruction.

The general idea underlying the teaching of mathematics is the
development of the scientific aspect. This does not lose sight of the
fact that the mathematics of the elementary and secondary schools
is limited to the technique of the subject, nor does it tend to
include the notion of a purely sciOntifit development wit involves
a mastery of hypotheses far from the reach of younger minds. It
does include in its scope the development of a working knowledge of
the fundamental concepts where an appreciation of the relation
between the diffrnt branches is emphasized for the purpose of unify-
ing the work.

The time for the introduction of any. topic into the curriculum is
based on the principle that any topic entering into the sphere of a
pupil's intellect should be taught him at once, in order to fix in hies-
mind correct ideas about it.

To this end science is begun in this school in the fifth year (con-,
responding to the fifth grade), in which the pupils are taken into the
laboratory- and are shown by experiment and observation a large
and, to be sure, unrelated group of facts in the realm of natural
phenomena. In connection with this study there is gradually
worked in,' as a toW for getting results, the elementary concepts of
form and their relaTion to number. Thus is laid gradually and un-
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knowingly to the pupil the foundations of science, tending to, a
unification of subject matter later on.

To illustrate this work it is necessary to cite a single example only
the different methods of heating and ventilating buildings are -
studied, the pupils inspecting them under supervision. As an in-
stance, the'y are required to draw a diagram of a heating system, to
show the indirect method of heating by steam, and particularly to
show its efficiency in ventilation; in addition to this certain dimen-
sions are given, and from these and from statistics on coal consump-
tion they are required to figure roughly the amount of coal necessary
for heating the building. This work is continued in the sixth,
seventh, and eighth years where the geometry is wholly iriventional
and the symbolic forms of algebra are used as a means for solving
problems. The pupils continue the work in graphics by plotting baro-
metric and thermometric readings, thus getting the first real taste
of a continuous variation.

Algebra and geometry are taught simultaneously in the third form
(first high-school year). The transition from inductive to deductive
geometry is in no way abrupt; but the notion of one dimensional and
two dimensional figures is 'carefully explained and with it the notion
of equations of one and two unknown quantities, thus making the
analogous relation between the two evident. The practical aspect
of the two subjects is emphasized and their correlation with physics
is continued.

In the study of formal deductive geometry the tendency is to
introduce the principle of continuity as often as possible and thus
avoid the difficulties to be encountered later on, resulting from the
archaic methods of treating isolated' topics; it also tends to make,
the work conform to the general results obtained in algebraic proc-
esses. This involves, among others, a consideration of magnitudes
and directions in the study of- metrical properties and also the geo-
metric interpretation of rear and imaginary, equal and unequal
numbers, and is shown in the study of propositions involving secants
and tangents, parallels, perpendiculars, similar figures, ete. -

In the treatment of originals particular care is paid to the gaining
of correct notions of analytic and synthetic methods of proof, and
the equivalency of equations in transformations is very carefully
treated.

In the more advancedcourses the fundamental notions of the rep-
resentation of a condition algebraically by means of the equation -
and geometricallyby means of the locus, and the expression of one
in terms of the other, are taken up' where the' representation of the
straight line and cirile in terms of algebra by its required number of
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parameters is touched upon. Thus is brought in, in their true per-
spective, the ideas of functioniZ1 dependence and functional variation.

The ideas of maxima and minima are studied in the graphical rep-
resentation of functions, and the algebraic. definition of a derived
function is here made use of. In this work the pupil is taught how
to express the conditions of his problem in algebraic forms and from
this to plot the curve of the function whence the maxima and the
minima points must correspond to the values obtained from equat-
ing the first derived function to zero and solving.

The trigonometric funOtions are brought into the geometry and
their use in the generalized Pythagorean theorem is a tendency
toward generalization; also, the idea of the vector quantity is fre-
quently touched upon, so that when the pupil comes to the study of
velocities and forces the expression, graphically, of resultants in
terms of components presents no grave difficulties.

The notion of a limit is treated, not with strict mathematical rigor,
but with the idea of creating a waking knowledge of it gained induc-
tively through concrete examples; it makes clear the similarity of
incommensurables and irrationals by means. of a graph where seg-
ments of the line have their distances Measured in suclra way as to
giVe a clear representation of the limits in both cases.

In the constant use of symbolic forms such symbols are chosen as
are applicable to the work at hand and in accord with usages higher up.

These someWhat disconnected statements conceming the work
done in elementary mathematics are offered to show that the gen-
eral tendency of the work is toward unification, having as an ulti-
mate end the easy assimilation of the more difficult and severely
rigorous methods employed in the teaching higher up. It is my
opinion, based on experience, that the teaching of mathematics as
an organic unity in which the various branches stand in the closest
relation of interdependence is the only rational method of presenta-
tion, and, further, I am convinced that irrespective of the future
work of the pupil he tan be carried on with equal efficiency by this
method of breaking down barriers and treatingthe different bralfches
simply as multiform ways of expressing concepts which are cjosely
allied as different modes of combining these concepts and as %iffer-
ent representations by means of distinctly differing syinbols, and
these becaufie 11,e same laws of exact reasoning fundamentally gov-
ern all the branches:

This scheme of presentation is of value not only in adding to the
efficiency of the pupil, but in making possible the covering of a
Wideff area, even to including in his preparatory course a major
portion of the work of the freshman year in college and this with an
aggregate appropriation of 20 periods for the four-year course of
the preparatory. school.
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COURSE OF STUDY-" MIXED MATHEMATICS."

IThi. part of the report was prepared by. Prof George W. Myers, of the 17nliersIty of Chicago, and relates
to certain experimental work In the University LUgb School, Chicago. III.

The School of Education of the University of Chicago consists of
foUr distinct parts, the graduate school of education, the college of
education, the university high school; and the university elementary
school. In this complex of departments the university high school,
a .coeducational institution of 600 pupils, undertakes to play a three-
fold role. It seeks to carry forward the best type oftgeneral seeend-
arr education possible to its favorable situation between a carefully
planned and executed elementary school and a strong and sympa-
thetic university, supervised by a collegiate faculty of education and
stimulated and aided academically in each of its departments of
study by a strong cognate university department. It functions as a
laboratory for students of the department of education for both
observation and practice teaching in preparation for actual teaching
in secondary schools and academies. It also undertakes to furnish a
high order of preparatory training for colleges and universities. It
has also strong departments of manual training and of applied arts.

Pursuant to this threefold office the department of mathematics of
the school of education a few years ago undertook the double duty
of endeavoring to work out in the classes into teachable form a body
of mathematical subject matter of high educational quality that
should jeopardize neither the interests of mathematical training nor
of university. entrance and at the same time to make the classrooms
function as exhibit and laboratory rooms for teachers in training.
After considerable preliminary experimenting it was determined to
undertake to organize a body of mixed mathematics around a central
line of algebraic, notions for first-};ear students and to make geo-
metrical ideas the controlling theme for second-year students. As to
whether the plan of unifirkl or mixed mathematics is to be carried
through the third and fourth years, or the plan of topical treatment
is to be reverted to was left to be determined on the basis of expe-
rience with the classes of the first and second years. The first two
years of the course have been worked out and the material is published
in the texts entitled First -Year Mathematics and Second- Y ear Math-
ematics by the University (of Chicago) Press. Experience is now
being sifted, analyzed; and studied, and it is believed the last two
years of the course will soon be completed, though the precise nature
of this part of the course can not yet be stated. With the part of
the course already completed experience is highly encouraging.

Each teacher of the high -school has partkipated both in the
authorship and in the trying out of the material. On the whole the
most encouraging feature of the experiment is the improvement that
it has wrought in the teaching The spirit of.unity it has begotten..
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in the corps of instruction through cooperation on a common prob-
lem can be fully appreciated only by schoohnen who have seen the
waste duo to lack of cooperation.

With the cooperation of the high-school principal it has been' pos-
sible to give each teacher at least one first-year class, one second-
year class, and one or more third or fourth year classes. This ver-
tical division of the teacher's duties brings him into close touch with
all parts of the experiment and with every grade of maturity in the
high school. This enhances interest by reducing the mere routine of
both teaching and learning.

A fourth-year review course, consisting of one hour per week, is
now requireirof all high-school students who are intending to obtain
a diploma with certification to college. This course reexamines and
renews the hold on the work covered during the first two years and
gives to this Work something of a scientific classification and treat-
ment. The purely formal aspects of the work of algebra and geom-
etry are given strong emphasis in this review. The work td the first
two years together with this fourth-year review course constitute the
required work of the school.

In the third year parallel courses are given in plane trigonometry
and third -year algebrai throughout the year, two hours per week
being given to one subject and three to the other during the first
semester, the time ratio being reversed the second semester. At
present solid geometry and college algebra are given as separate
subjects in the fourth year to those who elect them.

The method of procedure of teaching combines the laboratory,
heuristic, expository, and' recitation methodg. New developments
are worked out with the classes, sometimes heuristically, socnetimes
by the laboratory plan, and now and then by the recitation, quiz,
and lecture plan. Home assignments are such as to call for further

,developments of fairly fully developed theory or examples to illus-
trate And emphasize theory. The first two years do not aAn somuch at thoroughness as at gaining a first hold on the coarser out-
lines of algebra and geometry. The later work places more emphasis
on thoroughness and accuracy, though it does not, as is too often
the case, lay great stress on mere "labial" precision.

The topics in order that are covered the first year are:
1. General uses of the equation based on the notion of balance of values.

II. Uses of the equation with perimeters 'and areas; related geometry.
III. The equation applied to angles; related geometry and arithmetic.
IV. Positive and-negative numbers; related arithmetic and algebra.
V. Beam problems in one and two unknowns; related mechanics.

VI; Problems on proportion and similarity; related geometry.
VII. Problems on parallel lines; geometric constructions.
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VIII. Fundamental operations applied ,jo integral algebraic expressions.
IX. Practice in algebraic language; general arithmetic.
X. The simple equation in one unknown.

XI. Linear equations in two or more unknowns; graphic solutions.
XII. Fractions.

XIII. Factoring; quadratics; radicals.
XIV. Polygons; congruent triangles; radicals.

In the second year the topics covered are:
I. Congruency of rectilinear figureS and circles, with related algebra.

II. Ratio, proportion, and similar triangles; related algebra and arithmetic.
III. Measurement of angles by area of circles; related algebra; use and reduction

of radicals.
IV. Similarity and, proportionality in circles; quadratic equations; solution by

formula.
V. Inequalities in triangles and circles; algebraic inequalities, indeterminate

equations; discussion of roots; simultaneous quadratics.
VI. Areas of polygons; use of algebraic.formulas lad expressions.

VII. Regular polygons in and about a circle; use of formulas and equations.
VIII. Problems and exercises in graphic and geometric algebra; radical equations.

We have as yet no statistical measures of the precise increase of
output of this modus operandi with high-school students, but there
ate some improvements that are none the less real because they
have not been reduced to figures. A few of them, confessedly of a
qualitative nature, I think are worthy of mention in this report:

1. An increase in mathematical interest, earnestness, and spirit
among early pupils.

2. A genuine belief attained earlier than lowly among pupils
as to the real worth of mathematical study.

3. An improvement in independence and solidity of mathematical
thinning among pupils of the first and second years.

4. There is less of the disposition manifested now than formerly
by pupils to learn a mathematical study mainly to pass an
examination.

5. Pupils try more persistently to cheek and gtiarantee algebraic
results by some sort of geometrical means than was formerly the
case.

6. Pupils ask more frequently than formerly in friendly interest
what'advanced subjects are like, and manifest a' desire to take more
rather than less mathematics.

7. Pupils acquire more of the all-round benefits of mathematical
education. They are better balanced mathematically than formerly.

Most teachers will agree that such results as these indicate. a
distinctly tonic influence upon the mathematical thinking of boys
and girls.
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THE PLANE GEOMETRY COURSE IN THE POLYTECHNIC PREPARATORY
SCHOOL, OF BROOKLYN, N. Y.

[This Tyr of the report was prepared by Eugene R. Smith, of the Polytechnic Prepanuery School, Of
Brooklyn, N. Y.)

The Polytechnic Preparatory School is a day school having a
secondary department of 350 boys. As the pupils enter from various
private and public schools, the problem of the school is not simplified
by uniform preparation. Its classes are small, the average size of
the matheniatics classes for the year..009-10 being 18. The de-
partments are highly centralized, the head of each department
having both the authority and the responsibility for his department,.
and bring subject only to the headmaster's' general supervision of
the school.' The department of mathematics is composed of five
men, none of whom teaches any other subject.

Elementary and intermediate algebra and :plane geometry are
required subjects, and are' allowed five 43- minute periods per week
for the first three years of the course. The first year is given up to
elementary algebra, but the other two years have_a combination
course of algebra and geometry, about three-fifths of the time being
given to gebmetry. The object of this simultaneous arrangement of
courses is. twofold: Increased interrelation of the subjects, and
economy of time through continuous treatment of each subject from
the titne'of its introduction until its completion.

In geometry, the use of a textbook containing the proofs of the
propositions has been abandoned, and the classes are supplied with
a text containing definitions, statements of propositions, discussions
of method, including summaries 'and other helps to correct attack,
and exercises.

It is believed that the chief aim in the teaching of geometry is
the development of the power of logical thinking, and that this
power, like any other, improves with practice. The intention of
the course is, then, to discourage rote memorization of proofs and
to encourage independent thinking. The propositions are all treated
as "originals,". or subjects for investigation, and sometimes state-
ments of relationships /1113, deferred until the facts needed to establish
them 'have been discovered. Class development of propositions
and exercises is by the "question and answer" method, the teacher
asking questions suited to the ability of different pupils, and aimed
to lead, to a correct method of attack. Any ordinarily intelligent,,
pupil who knows the preceding part of geometry as this requires

him to know it, can do a good share of his own thinking, and while
he must: have guidance from 'the teacher, he does not _,need to be
told things. outright.

Besides class development of new propositions, there is much oral
discussion and cross-eiamination on the relations of theorems,
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their useS, methods of attack for various kinds of exercises, and
other related topics. Propositions and exercises are assigned to
be worked out at home or in study hour, and a good deal of written
work is assigned; this written work comprises careful drafts of
propositions and proofs, more or less condensed, of many exercises.
IV will bo seen that this is a combination of the heuristic method
and the genetic mode; it has, however, become customary to speak
of it as the "syllabus method."

I have said that the pupils must know the preceding part of
geometry. In no other way, I believe, does a pupil come to know
so thoroughly just what he has had and for what he can use his knowl-
edge as the subject is devOloped, the theorems Are grouped, the use
of each and its relation to those that precede and those that fol-
low it are discussed, and an attempt is made to have the proposi-
tions classified in the mind of each pupil according to their uses.
With this equipment a pupil who wishes to prove a proportion, 'to.,
demonstrate a length relation, or to discover any geometrical truth,
is able to decide promptly which group of theorems contains the
one needed for his purpose.

For example, it 'is required to prove that if a perpendicular is
dropped from one end of a chord to the line tangent to the circle
at its other end, the chord is the mean proportional between the
diameter and the perpendicular. This proportion must_depend on
parallels or on similar figures; presumably, after examination of the
figure, on similar triangles. The most promising way of attqmpting
to prove the triangles similar, since the conclusion concerns lines
and a circle is given, is by showing that two angles of ono triangle
are equal to two angles of the second triangle. The pupil draws
the diameter from either end of the chord, so as to have it in position
to be used with the 'other given, lines, and examines the angles,
beginning with the known right angle, and using the circle in meas-
uring the angles. The other auxiliary line is now self-evident, and
when this point in the analysis_ has been reached the proposition is
practically solved.

The principal function of the teacher in this method is to be a leader
of discussion, helping the class to avoid difficulties, guiding the inves-
tigation in such a way as not to discourage the expression of all the
original ideas the class may have, and yet keeping them to the matter
in hand so that time is not.wasted in useless digressions. This does
not *an that a wrong lead is not sometimes followed when it might
seem/to the pupils a 'natural method of attack; as a matter of fact,
the following up-of unusual suggestions often leads to proofs that are
new' t6 the teacher. This discovery of several proofs for the same'
proposition is one of the interesting features; as many as 11 proofs/
of one theorem-, sOrtle of them almost if not. quite Unknown, have.
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teen discovered by the pupils, some proofs with guidance from the
teacher and others without it.

When a class is for the first time developing some new part of
the subject, a very interesting recitation is sure to follow. A pleasure
in discovery, or at the least in contributing some part to a discovery, is
awakened, and the amount of new work that can be developed in
one period and left to the clam to put in finished form is, after the
class is well grounded in the fundamentals and the methods of
attack, an astonishing feature.

The beginning of the course is never hurried. Like any logical
faculty, the geometrical sense is of slow growth, and a thorough
understanding of the elements is so vital to progress that whatever

.time seems(needed is given to the first book of geometry. After
this part is well.in hand the course moves on more rapidly, so that
in the end time is actually saved. An average class can finish the
subject, including a large number of exercises of various types and
a great deal of drill on interdependence of theorems and on methods
of 'attack, in a little more than three-quartera of the -time 'allotted
to it, thus leaving time for a thorough review of the subject matter
and for plenty of practice on college entrance examination questions.

The success of this method of teaching geometry seems to be
proved by the interest shown in the classes while such recitations
as have been described are in progress, and by the increased logical
strength of pupils so trained. It is not a cure-all, and should not
be regarded as claiming.iimpossibilities, for its excellence lies simply
in the fact that it attempts to awaken and to train whatever logical
faculties each student may possess. The relative ability of different
students is not materially changed, but each pupil is encouraged
and trained to use his logical power to as great an extent as he is
capable, and each grows according to his potentialities.

For those who are interested in the details, I will add sample
developments, the answers expected from the pupils being in paren-
theses, and explanations in brackets. Many of the questions and

,answers are in rater condensed form.
REVIEW LESSON.

Topic: Proportions between sects.

What is the most fundamental way of proving a proportion? (By the use of par-
allels cutting transverigib4.) What is the most important special case of this? (A
line parallel to one side of a triangle.) What is the next way of proving .a proportion?
(By using corresponding parts of similar polygons.) What special case of this is of
most importance? (Triangles.) When proving a proportion by triangles, itch
method of showing the triangles similar is most likely to be used? (By two angles
equal.) Why? (Since the conclusion is to be a proportion between the aides, it is
not is likely that Such a proportion will be known at the start) Is any other way
pcesible? (Yes; two sides proportional and the included angles equal.) What will
the new, proportion be in, that owe? (The third sides proportional' to a pair of tivaie

.
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used in the given proportion.) State three proportion theorems depending on similar
triangles. [Different pupils are called on for the parts of the answer.] Outline the
proof of each. [Pupils do so without figures. indicating the general method and the
important steps. Questions are asked relative to the points likely to make trouble,
and if the teacher is not certain that the pupils have visualized the figures and fol-
lowed the proofs, the figures are then drawn on the board and discumed.)

DEVELOPMENT LESSON: NO THEOREM STATED.

Topic: Trapezoids.

Define trapezoids. Is anything additional known from the definition alone? (It
has two pai of supplemental angles.) [It is sometimes best to compare with
telegrams, hich also have two pairs of supplemental angles.] We will use this reci-
tation to Ind out all we can about trapezoids, and especially to see what theorems
about triangles are also true of trapezoids. In order to do this, suggest a way to divide
a trapezoid into figures you have already investigated. [Division into two triangles
and into a triangle and a parallelogram are suggested; the triangle suggestion is found
of little advantage at this stage, and the triangle and parallelogram division is decided
upon.] What is known about the parts of the triangle funned? (The base of the
triangle is the difference of the bases of tho trapezoid, and the sides of the triangle
are equal to the legs of the trapezoid; tho base angles of the triangle are equal to the
baseangles on the longer base pf the trapezoid.) State a theorem that applieA to
this triangle. (If two sides of a triangle are equal, the opposite angles are equal.)
[Some other theorems may be suggested first, and can be used equally well if it can
be extended to the trapezoid; if not, that fact can be shown.] Show that this theo-
rem applies to the trapezoid. [A pupil does this when other theorems are called for,
and the most familiar and important ones, such as the converse of the one already
mentioned, and the unequal case, are stated and shown to apply to the trapeioid.]
What about the angles on the shorter base? (Equal if the other pair are equal, and
unequal in the opposite sense if they are unequal.) Why? (They hale been shown
to he supplemental to the base angles on the longer base.) What other lines in the trap-
ezoid might we examine? (The diagonals.) Suppose an isosceles trapezoid with the
diagonals drawn, what do you think is likely to be true of the diagonals? (They are
equal.) What method of proof is most likely? (('orresponding parts of congruent
triangles.) What triangles can be used? [Pupils name them and show them con-
gruent.] Does this prove anything.beside.s the diagonals equal? (The corresponding
angles are equal.) ('an these angles be used for any new fact? (The triangles from
the ends of the bases to the intersection of the diagonals are isosceles.) [The recita-
tion can be continued until every desired fact about trapezoids is found. Tho
continuation of the legs to form a triangle, as well f 1 S the triangle formed by drawing a
line from ono vertex parallel to the other diagonal, might be investigated; the subject
is prolific of simple facts, and is one of interest and of importance in relation to other
figures. When it is finished, the studebt should have a good idea of the trapezoid
and its properties. This is of course but one of many such investigations that are
suited lo a class discussion.]

DEVELOPMENT OP'A PROPOSITION.

Statement: To inscribe a regular decagon in a given circle.

[This is chosen as a sample because it is one of the difficult propo;
sitions, and at first thought might not seem likely to develop readily,
As a matter of fact, some pupils discover it practically without
suggestion by applying the analysis method of attack.]

What is the best way to discover a construction (Draw the required figure free-
hand, and by analysis try to find out how to construct it.) . Suppose the circle 0 to be
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given, and let AB be a aide of the requiod decagon; what can you suggest? (Draw
OA and OB.) How can you use the condition? (Angle 0 is one-fifth of a straight.
angle.) What else is known about the figure? (The triangle is isosceles, so angle A
and angle B are each two-fifths of a straight angle.) What can be done to make use of
the relative sizes of these angles? (Bisect angle B.) Why? (To form another angle
equal to angle 0.) ('all the bisector BP; what is now known about the angles of the
figure? [The pupils determine the size of each Ingle in terms of fifths of a straight
angle.] What follows from' this? (The small triangles are isweles.) Ilow many
different lengths have the sects in the figure? (Three.) And what relation have
the three? (The sum of two equals the third.) Alieh one is known and can there-
fore be used as a basis of length? (The radius.) Call it r; which do we wish to find?
(The chord.) Call it r; how long is the third sect? (PA =r-r.) Have we made
all possible use of the bisector BP when we use only the fact that it makes equal
angles with the arms of angle B? (It also divides the line OA into parts proportional
to the arms of angle B.) Give the proportions in terms of r and z. (r / x I (r-.r).)
Are these sects all in one line? (Yee.) Then in what way is that lino cut? (In
mean and extreme ratio.) Then we have found that in a regular decagon the side is
what? (The mean sect gotten by dividing the radius in mean and extreme ratio.)
What would be the converse statement? (If the mean sect of the radius is used as a
side of an inscribed polygon, the figure is a regular decagon.) But does the converse
always hold? (No.) How do we find out whether it holds or not? (Take each
"given," and see if the figures formed are the same.) In this case? (Take an
angle equal to one-fifth of a straight angle, and a different chord equal to the mean
sect, and see if each gives the other.) Do it. (The given angle has its chord equal
to the mean sect by the proof just given: The chord taken is therefore equal to this
chord, and must have an equal central angle; therefore the chord given equal to the
mean sect has a central angle equal to one-fifth of a straight angle, and so is the side
of a regular decagon.) What do you conclude to be the method of inscribing a regular -

decagon? (Cut the radius in mean and extreme ratio, and use the mean sect as a
chord.) Why is it regular? (It is inscribed and equilateral.)

NorE..Soon after writing this development, one of my classes took up this propo-
sition. I was much interested to see that the answers followed the plan given hero
almost exactly. If a stenographic report had been taken it. could hardly have been
more accurate, in content at least, than was this forecast of such a recitation. The
only difference was that the class went on and found two other methods of proving
the construction.

SAMPLE GEOMETRY TEST.

Given in February, 1911, to a beginning class that had studied rectilinear figures,
including triangles, parallels; and parallelograms. The questions were not counted
of equal value. Time allowed, one hour.

I. What is the sum of the interior angles of a.,polygon? Of the exterior angles?
Prove one. Can there be a polygon such that the sum of its interior angles is
five times the sum of its exterior angles?,. One such that the square of the
number of straight angles in the sum, of its interior angles is four times the
number of straight apglea in the sum of its exterior angles? Prove. both

rsanswe, showing your method clearly.
II. What is the bloat fundamental way of proving triangles congruent? What is

the principal use of congruence? List the ways of proving triangles congruent
that use equal.parts. How can corresponding parts of congruent triangles' be.

. recognized?,
State three important facts about parallelograms, and prove one. Whit is a

parallelogram, and how can this definition be used whe a paralleIdgram is
given?

IV. Prove that if two angles of a triangle are unequal, the opposite eiffee are also
unequal, the ---- (finish the statement.) . /

.
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REAL APPLIED PROBLEMS.

161

Mils part of the esport was prepared by James F. Millis, of the Francis W. Parker School, Chicago, and
relates to the work of that school.'

For a, number of years the department of mathematics in the
Francis W. Parker School, Chicago, has been experimenting along
the line of teaching algebra and geometry in relation to their practical
uses.

The Francis W. Parker School is primarily an experimental school.
It was founded some years- ago by Col. Francis W. Parker, whose
name stands among those of the foremost laders in the reform
movements in education in the United States, for the purpose of
putting to a practical test or carrying out certain fundamental ideas
in the modern theory of education which he evolved or championed.
In this democratic school each department has the greatest of freedom,
both in regard to methods of teaching and to the organization of the
content of the curriculum. The unifying influence in the work of
the school consists of adherence to a few great fundamental princi-
ples in the modern theory.of education, chief among them being that
of self-activity of the pupil as a basis of all educative work, which
demands that there be proper motivation of all school work and that
the work shall relate to the experiences, interests, and needs of the
individual pupil.

In conformity with these guiding principles, the aims of the mathe-
matics work as planned in the high school arc not merely those of
mental discipline and preparation for college entrance, but it is the
aim of the school that the student shall look upon the various mathe-
matical subjects primarily as powerful and indispensable scientific
instruments which the world has developed and uses in carrying on
its practical work. Each mathematical subject has been developed,
it is aimed to show, as a scientific body of principles and processes for
use in solving certain types of problems that are actually encountered
in the world's work. Algebra undertakes to solve problems of certain
types geometry probl ems of other types, calculus problems of still
different types, etc.

Up,to the present time the deviation in the work of the school from
the traditional courses in algebia and geometry has consisted largely
of two things; (.1) Gathering together and using in the classrooms a
large number of real applied problems of algebra and geometry that
are encountered in ordinary everyday life in the various trades, in
manufacturing, in the construction and use of various tools and
measuring instruments, in science, in engineering, in architecture and
designing, in carpentry, in sheet-metal work, in marine surveying, in
navigation, and in many other fields of activity; (2) practical meas-
urements, constructions, and field work.

95006-4---11
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In algebra a textbook has been used. But it has been supple-
mented by the use of mimeographed pages of practical problems.
One important type of these problems consists of practical formula)
that are used in computation. These formula include, for example,
those for computing the 'horsepower of engines, for computing wind
pressure, for computing the draft. in chimneys, for computing the
deflections of heaths, and a great variety of other such formulae;
simple electric formula, formulo3 for computing the velocity of falling
bodies, and other simple formulae in elementary science, and the
various formula) used in practical mensuration.

The subject of algebra is approached through the use of these
fox-Mull° in making' practical computations, beginning with those
which express in symbols the simple rules of mensuration, interest,
etc., with which the student is already familiar. Gradually and
incidentally the idea of general number and literal notation, the use
of exponents, signs of grouping, etc., are introduced as means of
expressing and solving certain types of problems, and the student is
in the midst of algebra,beforo he knows it.

Similarly, the equation is developed as an instrument or device
that is used in solving other types of problems. Enough real prac-
tical problems that are solved by equations have now been collected
to supplant practically all of the traditional artificial problems that
have filled textbooks. .

In teaching geometry a very large collection of real problems has
been made. Good applied problems of geometry are more easy to
find than practical problems of algebra. These problems represent
applications of all parts of elementary. geometry, plane and solid.
Many of them are problems of construction; many are problems
requiringoa proof; and others are problems of computation, based
upon the theorems of geometry.

When the use of applied problems of geometry was first undertaken
by the schoelthey were mimeographed and placed in the hands of
the students and used to supplement the "original" exercises of the
textbook. With later classes the experiment was tried of teaching
without a textbook, but placing in the students' hands mimeographed
copies of a manuscript in which real applied,problems were made an
integral pa.rt of the subject. Finally, a textbook was evolved reor-
ganizing the subject along new lines, emphasizing constructions, and.,
by incorporating the best of the applied problems that.had been tried,
out, presenting geometry to the student, not as a mere exercise to be
pursued for purposes of mental discipline alone, but as a scientific
instrument for solving those problems encountered in the world'ie
work for which it is adapted.
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In addition 'to the use of real applied problems in the classroom,
another phase Of the work in geometry has consisted of practical
constructions, measurements, and field work.- For example, each
pupil constructs on cardboard or metal a diagonal scale that will
measure to hundredths of an inch. This is preserved and used in
Making accurate measurements in later problems or constructions.
Its construction involves the problem of dividing a sect into any
number of equal parts, and its use involves the principle of propor-
tion in similar trhurgles. Students make an *instrument called, a
quadrant with which they measure the altitude of the sun at different
times of the year. The use of this instrument involves the principle
that vertical angles are equal. The use of congruent figures is made
in measuring the distances out of doors between points separated by
obstacles. The principles of proportion are applied in determining
heights and distances in the neighborhood. The plane table is used
in measuring the distances between inaccessible objects, and in the
construction of maps. This construction, measuring, and field work
have proved of intense interest to students in the high school.

. It is hoped to work out in a practical way, in the near future, the
practical correlation of algebra and geometry .with science and other
subjects in the curriculum. A few points of contact of both algebra
and geometry with physics, of algebra with chemistry, and of geometry
with woodwork have been made. That much more of this correlation
of algebra 'and geometry' with other school subjects can be made is
certain. For the student to see the subjects of algebra and geonietry

scientific. instruments that the world uses in its practical work is
not sufficient; he should be able to use them to a considerable extent
in the solution of practical problems arising in his own work in
science, in the shops, etc. Problems that are the student's own
problems are of the most intense interest,'.and it is in the solution of
such problems that the greatest educational value lies.

The theoretical values of the use of these real applied problems in ,
the mathematics work of the school are three. They lend real interest.,
to the study of the subjects, and hence provide genuine, legi,tirdate
motivation of the work. They assist the student's knowledge to
function by giving him practice while still in school in the use of that
knowledge in the solution of problems such as he may encounter irt.
later life. Finally, through their informational content a more
adequate. understanding of 'the environment in which the individual
lives is afforded, and avenues of life interest opened that otherwise
would remainclosed to the individu throughout life. That the first
of these values is a real one the sch I ady demonstrated.
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A SECONDARY SCHOOL MATHEMATICS CLUB.

(This part of the report was prepared by C. W. Newhall, of the Shattuck School, Faribault, Minn., and
relates to the work of a club In that school.]

The Shattuck School is a boarding school for boys of about 14 to 19
years of age. Its pupils come from many States, to be prepared for
various colleges and engineering schools.

The mathematics club to be described was organized in 1903.
Its membership is limited to the students of the senior class in
mathematics, who have finished the usual course in plane geometry,
have had two years' work in algebra, and are studying solid geometry,
trigonometry, and advanced algelva. The instructor of the class
acts as leader of the club and presides at the meetings.

The meetings are held on the evening pf the weekly holiday, and,
as an offset to the time devoted to the meeting, no preparation is
required for the regular classwork in mathematics for the next day.
Each of the 15 or 20 members is expected to prepare a report
(requiring about 10 minutes for presentation) once in 5 or 6 weeks.

The object of the club is to study unusual and interesting mathe-
matical topics which do not find a place in the regular curriculum.
The subjects include topics from the history of mathematics, famous
problems, puzzles, fallacies, and tricksanything, in fact, which is
capable of a mathematical solution or explanation, and which
promises to be interesting. This last criterion is most important,

' for a voluntary club of school boys will not thriye.if the meetings are
dull. The program of last year, giving a list of the subjects discussed,
is appended to this statement.

As the boys have had no previous experience in such work, they
need help in the preparation of their reports. Brief outlines are
furnished, giving rather explicit suggestions as to the treatment of
the topi what to include, and especially what to leave out. For
historicaPtopics it is easy to refer the student to books, but for such
a subject as 'Mathematical Symmetry in Nature" he must hunt
more widely for his material and needs more suggestions. In
taking up "Non- Euclidean GeometraN" "Infinity," and "The Fourth
Dimensipn" the leader must point the way with still more care,
and with such a subject as the "Foundations of Geometry," he must.
open the; discussion and perhaps do the larger part of the work himself.

A list ;?fmthe books in the mathematical library of the school, which
have been found most useful in the club work, is appended. A collec-*

, tion of tome 40 or 50 articles on appropriate subjects 'taken from
popular: magazines is also available.

At each meeting three or _four special topics are'presented, all
bearing on a single general subject. The special topics as well as
the general subject for each meeting are listed in the program for
.1909-10 referred to above. There is no prescribed form of presents-

:
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tion. Some of the boys speak from notes, referring perhaps to
illustrations previously placed on the blackboard, others prefer to
read selections directly from the books which they have consulted,
while still others prepare carefully written papers which in some
cases have been subsequently elaborated into graduation theses.

Each report is followed by informal discussions during which
the speaker' is expected to answer any questions which may be
raised. The leader may come to his assistance in case of need
or may add a brief comment upon the topic, but one of the cardinal
principles of the club is that the boys shiill do most of.the talking.

For the purpose of giving some suggestion of the spirit of the meet-
ings, we may describe in some detail the treatment of a subject
which always arouses the keenest interestpuzzles and fallacies.

The, subject is presented by first placing a fallacy or puzzle before
the members and giving them a reasonable time for exercising
their wits in its solution. At the end of the allotted period, the
trick is "given away" if not already discovered, and the mathe-
matical principle is explained.

An idea of the character of the fallacies discussed' may. be had by
consulting, for geometric fallacies, Ball's, White's,, or Ozanam's
books on Mathematical Recreations; and for algebraic fallacies,
Viola's Mathematical Sophisms. The puzzles include the innumer-
able card tricks which rest on some mathematical formula or some
princiPles of arrangement and tricks by which the performer dis-
covers one's age or birthday, the number of spots on a card, etc.,
by requiring one to ..perforin a series of arithmetical operatioce3
whose result reveals the required number. The following example
of this type was given at .one of the meetings:

The performer chose seven other boys and, during .his absence
from the room, a ring was placed upon a certain joint of a certain
finger of a certain hand of a certain boy. The right and left hands
were numbered 1 and 2, and joints, fingers, and boys were also
de§ignated by number. The four numbers indicating the position
of the ring may be designated by u, v, x, and y.

On returning to the room, the performer called for certain multipli,
cations and additions of these four numbers resulting in the expression
/000u+ /00v+ /0x+ X. He then called for the result and, on being
told that it was 4132, announced that the ring was upon the second
joint of the third finger of Smith's right hand. -

In conclusion, I may say that this mathematics club has proved
to be a most interesting and valuable adjunct of the regular work
of the classroom.

The members, to be sure, acquire no very profound knowledge
of the subjects ussed but they do come to have a broader view
oiethe scope of neat matics and-.--the most valuable reet0-:-they.

are stimulated. to ependent thinkiniv
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PROGRAM POR

First Meeting.- Algebraic Fallacies.
An informal consideration of certain proofs (?) that 2 equals 1, 1 equals 0, 1 equals

-1, etc.
Second Meeting.-Our Number System.

1. First notions of numbers.
2. Primitive numeration.
3. Development of decimal system.
4. The positional idea.

Third Meeting.-Number Systems and Symbols.
. History of our Arabic symbols.

2. Number symbols of other systems.
3. Nondecimal systems.
4. Some problems in a nondecimal system.
5. The duodecimal vs. the decimal.

Fourth Meeting.-Ilistory of Arithmetic and Algebra.
1. 'Among the ancient nations.
2. Among the Greeks and Romans.
3. Among the Hindus and Arabs.
4. In Mediteval Europe.
5. Tha development of algebraic symbolism.

Fifth Meeting.-Numerical Curiosities.
1. Mystic properties of numbers.
2. Prime numbers, triangular numbers, squares, cubes, etc.
3. Magic squares.
4. Large numbers.
5. Number forms.

Sixth Meeting.-Numerical Curiosities (continued).
1. The number 9 and its properties.
2. Other curious numbers.
3. Mathematical short cuts.
4. Mental calculations.

Seventh Meeting.-Numerical Tricks and Puzzles.
1. Numerical tricks.
2. Numerical puzzles and catch questions.
3. To discover a number thought of.

Eighth Meeting.-Geometrical Tricks and Puzzles and Mathdmatical Games. Infor-
mal consideration; no formal reports.

Ninth Meeting.-Card Tricks involving some mathematical principle of number or
position. Problems on a chess board.

Tenth Meeting.-Foundations 6f Geometry.
1. The assumptions.
2. Nature of space.

O. Definitions.
4. Logic of geometry.

Eleventh Meeting.-History of Geometry.
1.. Beginnings of geometry.
2. Early Greek geometry.:.
3. Euclid and his immortal elements.
4. Recent developments in geometry.

Twelfth Mieting,-Flunous Problems of Geometry.
1. Squaring the circle.
2. The duplication of the cube.
3. Regular polygons and polyEedrons:
4. Famous problems of solid geometry. '
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Thirteenth Meeting.Foundations of, Geometry.'
1. Geometric assumptions.
2. The straight line, and how to draw one.
3. Non-Euclidean geometry.
4, Some criticisms of the class textbook:

Fourteenth Meeting.The Mathematics of Common Things.
1. The mathematical principles of maps.
2. Optical illusions.
3. The carpenter's square.
4. Weighing and measuring.
5. Mathematical symmetry in nature.

Fifteenth Meeting.The Fairyland of Mathematics.
1. Theleurth dimension.
2. A visit to Flatland.
3. A visit to Infinity.
4. Curved space.

Sixteenth Meeting. higher Mathematics.
1. History of trigonometry.
2. History of logarithms.
3. Calculti, and other pleasures to come.
4. A world without mathematics.

REFERENCE BOOKS.

Below are appended the titles of a few books and pamphlets
which have proved most valuable in the work of the club. Only
publications in the English language are mentioned. Additional
references will be found in-Smith's "Teaching of Elementary Mathe-
matics," Young's "Teaching of Mathematics," Withers's "Parallel
Postulate," White's "Scrap Book of Elementary Mathematics,".
Ahrens's "Unterhaltungen and Spiele,"- etc.

This list does not include textbooks, nor articles in encycloptedias,
magazines, etc. Among magazines frequently containing such arti-
cles of interest are School Science and Mathematics, The Open Court,
The Monist, Science, The Popular Science Monthly, The Scientific
American, etc.

^a (1) Foundations and criticisms.

Common Sense of the Exact Science,. .Clifford Appleton.
Open Court.
Open Court.
Wessel & Co.
Ginn & co.
Appleton.

Heath Cambridei Univer-
sityPii8A.

Longmans.
Open Court.
Cambridge Press.
Ginn & Co. p
Ginn & Co.

Space and peomotry Mach
Euclid's Parallel Postulate Withers
Euclid Frankland
NOn-Euclideciii Geometry Manning
Geometric Axioms (Popular Science Lectures, Ilelaihollz

2d serie). .

*o Thirteen Books of Euclid's Elements
with Introduction and Commentary.

Mathematical Monographs . Young
Lecturep on Elementary Mathematics Lagrange
Theories of Parallelism Frankland
Nhmber Systems Fine
The Teaching of Geometry Smith
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(f) HistOry.

History of Mathematics Cajori Macmillan.
Cajori. Macmillan.

Macmillan.
BAH Macmillan.
Allman Dublin University

Press.
History of Greek Mathematics Gow Cambridge, Univer-

sity Prmr.
Euclid Smith. Scribner.
The Story of Euclid Frankland Womel & Co.
Famous Problems of Geometry Klein Ginn & Co.
Mathematical Monographs Heath St Co.
History of Teaching of Elementary Geometry. Stamper Teachers College, Co-

lumbia University.
Portraits of Mathematicians Smith Open Court..
The Teaching of Elementary Mathematics Smith Macmillan.
Rara Arithinetica Smith Ginn & CO.
Sixteenth Century Arithmetic Jackson Touchers College, Co-

lumbia University.
The Hindu-Arabic Numerals Smith and Kar- Ginn & Co.

pinski.

History of Elementary Mathematics
Short History of Mathematics
Primer of the History of Mathematics
Greek Geometry from Thaler to Euclid

(S) prrentiona.

Scrap Book of Elementary Mathematics. White
Mathematical Recreations Ball
Mathematical Essays Schubert
The Canterbury Puzzles Dudenoy
Paradoxes of Nature and Science lIaryston
The Number Concept Conant .
Philosophy of-Arithmetic Brooks

Open Court.
Macmillan.
Open Court.
Dutton & Co.
Dut ton & CO.
Macmillan.
Normal Publishing

Co., Philadelphia.
Recreations in Science and Mathematics '....Ozanani
Scientific Romances Hinton

Fourth Dimension

Swan, Sonnenschein
& Co.

Hinton Swan. Sonnenschein
Co.

Little, Brown & Co.
Open Court.
Macmillan.
Leo & Shepard.

Flatland Anon
Geometric Exercisers in Paper holding Row
How to Draw a Straight Line Kemp°
Geometry and Faith Hill
Short Cuts and By Ways in Mathematics Blakie
Visit to Algebra Land Ward Educational Publish-

ing Co., Syracuse.
Hoary Holt,
Open Court.
Munn & Co.

Leybourn (1693).Out of print.

Primitive Culture, Vol. I Tyler
Magic Squares and Cubes Andrews
The Fourth Dimension Manning
Pleasure with Profit

*Translated by Ituttoni out of print; only seoond-hand copies obtainable.
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CONCLUSION.

The preliminary classification of schools has been used com-
paratively little in describing- courses of study and methods.
Although location, religious connection, and various features of
organization wore considered in making tabulations, few distinctions
between these various types of schools appeared in the data bear-
ing upon the teaching of mathematics. The classification, while
unnecessary for describing differentiation in courses and methods,
has been retained because of its value is a description of the general
characteristics of the schools included in the report. -

The data reported by the schools have been presented as accu-
rately as possible, with almost no comment. The report is not a
complete description n-of mathenuitics teaching in private secondary
schools, and we have indicated roughly limitations to the reliability
of the figures, but in this form the report should be of more value
for comparison of .the schools of this field with the, others than if
interpretation refleCting the personal convictions of the 'members of
the committee had been given:

In the discussion of aims, however, criticism of the prevailing
views with regard-to certain questions is perhaps implied, and in
closing the report a word of conunentary may be permitted. The
statement in regard to coeducation and to the various= questions
of aim show that few teachers are in the habit, of analyzing their
problem carefully. One of the. greatest needs of mathematical
education in secondary schools to-day is the scientific determination
of its legitimate pur'poses. Teachers should he less content to be
guided by an examination requirement, or to have blind faith in the
sppreme value of their subject. There should be a conscious, pur-
pose in all teaching and frequent. attempts totmeasure results.



APPENDIX.

The following reports relate to institutions which, though not sec-
ondary institutions exclusively, cover more or less of the secondary
field in their work.

A. MATHEMATICAL INSTRUCTION TOR EVENING TECHNICAL SCHOOLS.

Meeting .requirements of compulsory e ea-hon.With the excep-.
tion of some priVately endowed school the evening sehopls have in
the past made but little attempt to provide mathematical instme-
tion of a sort that would meet the requirements Of men and boys
engaged in our constructive industries. In fact, most of the instruc-
tion in mathematics has been of an elementary order, meeting only
the` rarious legal requirements in the several States with reference

-to employment certificates. For the benefit of those who are un-
familiar with the spirit of such laws, the Mowing extract from the
education law of New York State is given:

Every boy between 14 and 16 years of age * * who is engaged in any useful
employment or service in a city of the fin class or a city, of the second class and
who has not completed such course of study as is required for graduation from the
elementary public schools of such t ty, and who does not hold either a certificate
of graduatiod from the public elementary school or the pre-academic certificate
issued by the regents of the university of the State of New York or the certificate`
the completion of an elementary school issued by the eduiation department,. shall
attend the public evening schools of such city4, of o er evening schools offering ail
equivalent course of instruction, for not less than sizInours each week for a period of
not less than 16 weeks in each school year or calendar year.

The intent of all such laws has been to proyide for the illiterates.
Consequently evening- classes have been filled with boys and:men of
all ages, interests, and capacities, who ceftld hardly understand the
language of the classroom and who knew ev,en less about the simplest
operations of arithmetic.

Such procedure naturally aleveloped a series of elementary even-
ing schools with little or no plan beyond that of meeting the State
laws. Furthermore, the pupils themselves were practically driven
to these schools by officials appointed to enforce compulsory attend-
ance.

Development of evening high schools.A series of evening high
schools has gradually been developing in the larger cities. These

.
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schools have reached a higher class of pupilsyoiing men and women
who could do more than read and write.

At first, many of them were naturally studious and sought with
definite purpose educational advantages in the lines of algebra,
geometry, and trigonometry. Many were preparing for entrance to
some college while at the same time they were earning a living.

Later the commercial courses were introduced. They appealed
to a much larger constituency, who were perhaps not naturally
studious and yet who sought definite instruction in commercial
arithmetic, bookkeeping, etc,

Within the last 10 years the shop and laboratory courses of our
manual-training and technical high schools have been made available
to the pupils of the evening schools. Thus we find another broad-
ening out of evening instruction, meeting the needs of boys and men'
working in manufacturing industries.

Present weakness. VPs note how the public evening schools have
broadened their scope. so far as educational. activities are concerned.
The same cannot be said with reference to the method of instruction
pursued, for in too many instances it ,has been haphazard, indefinite,
and unorganized. Day-school teachers, unfamiliar with the it ecial
needs of evening students, have been engaged; textbooks written
for the day elementary and high schools have been adopted; methods
of teaching peculiar, to the requirements of the immature day-school
pupil have been thrust upon the mature members of the evening
classes.

Privately endowed schools. 'Fortunately, throughout the period of
the development of the public evening school which has been briefly
described, certain institutionsnotably, Cooper Union, in New
York Cityhave been steadily building up a comprehensive scheme
nrevening instruction which definitely meets the individual require-
ments of those engaged in technical work. Courses of instruction
covering a definite Period of years, trained teachers, special notes,
and general improvement based upon previous experibnce, have
made these schools leaders in the field of .evening technical instrue
tion.

Main purpose of the report.The movement toward better public
evening school instruction along lines of technology is so recent and
the number of privately endowed evening schools of the same order
'BO few that this report is necessarily limited in its statement of any
definite development of high grade institution. PerhapS, 'after all, it
can serve no more useful'purpose than to outline somsfundamental
points which must be considered if such instruction lk Ito be moire
effective, particularly in view of the fact that these points have been
suggested,by the answers to inquiries sent out by the committee.
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Form of blank .A series of questions was sent by the committee to
all evening trade, technical,, and industrial schools, covering the fol-lowing points:

1. Nature of school academic, or technical, or trade school.
2. What degrees granted, if any; and for how much work.
3. Number of years required for full co0rse.
4. Approximate number entering each year.
5. Approximate number graduated each year.
6. Nature of course in mathematics. Is mathematics taught

with relation to the studepts' occupations?
7. Number of hours per week devoted to the various mathematical

subjects.
8. What textbooks are used ?
9. Are these satisfactory ; or if not, in what points are they defec-

tive?
10. In what way could the textbooks you use be bettered, if any ?
11. What is the business of the night instructors during the day-

time; that is, is it at all related to those subjects which they teach atnight V

12. Whit is the average proportion of your instructor's salary for .his evening work to his day salary?
13. In what way could the "personnel" of your instructing staff

be bettered, if any ?
14. What proportionak amount of time should be given, in your

opinion, to the various branches of mathematics?
The following is a summary of the replies to the more important ofthese quehionS:
Improvement of evening schools. An important educational move in

the immediate future should be in the direction of improving the
instruction in evening schools and adapting them to the needs of ins
dustrial workers. The methods of these schools should be recast.
They should adapt themselves to modern industrial conditions, and
through proper instruction of practical subjects touch more closely
the economic and social life of the times. The evening-school student
attends to satisfy a definite need. These students have already re-
ceived a more or less formal education in the public schools. They
are receiving in their daily work incidental industrial experience, and
have learned from this thorough teacher that they are deficient in
Some lines; hence this endeavor, outside of their working hours, to
fit themselves for definite .lodes of activity.

Vita/ needs. Thar, are certain vital needs in the organization and
methods of conducting evening industrial improvement schools. The
evening technical school deals with two rather distinct classes: First,
those who are naturally Students and seek with a definite purpose
educational, advantages in the advanced lines of mathematics, and
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Tmechanics; second, those who are not naturally students and yet who
seek with a more or less definite aim educational help in a solution
of some present problem which involves special service. The latter
class is interested in shop mathematics, elementary engineering prao-
tice, etc.

(bums must be of two kinds. The recognition ofthese two classes
means that the courses of instruction must be of two kinds, one com-
paring favorably with the dayTschool work in its general scheme, the
other and major part differing decidedly from the methods ordinarily'.
pursued. The evening work of the nonstudent classcmust have its
own distinct ideals, methods, and estimates of value based upon
current community conditions and ,individual needs rather than based
on the regularschool standards which are applicable primarily to the
student class. ,

Teething staff. Day- school teachers are employed too much at
present in evening schools. These teachers can meet the needs of
the student class, but they can nor properly teach the nonstudent
class which,pften consists of industrial workers. To the custom of
employing day-school teachers must be laid much of the lack of defi-
niteness in the planning of evening-school work. It is a very simple
matter for the average day-school teacher to adopt the regular text-
books and to use the regular outlines and methods. This is a perfectly
consistent action, for few regular teachers have opportunity to know
the vital industrial needs of their students through their own academic
experience. Now, the only people competent to teach in our evening
industrial and technical schools, even, on the book side, are -de men
and women who know from their contact with modern industrial and
commercial life vital points of interest which concern these workers

1who come to the evening schools to meet definite needs.
A few typical answers to question No. 11 will show how few in-

structors are in touch with the piactical aspects of technicalproblems
relating to their mathematical teaching.

"Three teach mathematics chiiing the day." "We employ day-
school teachers." "Practically all our teachers teach the same sub-
jects in the day school." "Both are teachers in the day school."
"Tkach mathematics in the daytime." "Teacher in grammar
"school." "All teach in day schools."

Contrasted with these statements are those from the majority of
the evening technical institutes like Franklin, Cooper, and Lewis.

"Only two of our day-school teachers teach in evening school."
"Night instructors are employed in engineering workduring the day."
"Part are teachers; remaining ones are engineers and draftsmen.",
"Most of our teachers have been with us for many years and are
thoroughly capable."
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The direct appeal.Evening school instruction must appeal to the
student immediately at the beginning of his work. The subject
matter of the early lessons must satisfy his need as he has defined
it. The success of evening truction depends upon this principle.
For example, a young machinist has received a reprimand from his
foreman because he can not estimate the amount of "set-off" of the
tailstock of a lathe to cut a taper. He enrolls in a class in trigonom-
etry to meet that deficiency and finds that the first two lessons are
concerned with definitions, the next three with quadrants and tables,
and that the remainder of the term is to be spent °lithe development
of formula. During this time he is receiving in .his daily work the
same reprimands, and is therefore debating in his own mind the value
of his evening instruction. The average apprentice machinist does
not see the diryct application of this instruction to his work. He
enrolled fOr a definite purpose. It would have been perfectly possible
to give in the first five lessons. some elementary but practical in-
struction in the application of the right-angled triangle to the offset
of a tailstock. Instead of leaving school at the end of the fifth
lesson with no instruction which appealed to him, he would have
received enough in those five lessons to fit him to meet the demands
of his foreman and more than likely ho would have remained in the
mathematical class to receive the more definite and thorough instruc-
tion in its theory which must be gained if one is fully to comprehend
end cover the entire range of the subject.

Flexible courses. The various featu of the different courses in
mathematics must be elective and fleabkpand presented in -small
and varied units. Instead of printing in a course of study "arith-
metic," "geometry," etc., there should be printed, "arithmetic for
mechanics," "arithmetic for clerks," "mechanical drawing for ap-
prentices," etc.. Where it is possible even a finer differentiation is
desirable, such as "arithmetic for plumbers," "arithmetic for errand
boys," "geometry for machinists," etc. Not only will this presen-
tation serve to catch the eye of the prospective student, but it will .

also suggest to him that special effort is to be made in the class work
to help him in his daily occupation. The instruction in the various
branches must be adapted to the needs of the various occupations.
The terms used in the classroom Must savor of the shop, office; and
store. Experience shows that the problem "Whatis I of 37i V': does
noteappeal so much to a clerk as the problem, "What will 3 of a yard
of cloth cost at 374 cents a yard 1" On the other hand, the latter
problem does not awaken the interest of the mechanic as much as
the problem involving the same operations, which reads, "If a copper
casting weighs 377} pounds and specific gravity of iron is that of
copper, what will the casting weigh if made of iron 9"
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Departmental system is not always-suited.Oftentimes the students

will do better work and more will be accomplished if the mathematical
instruction is definitely related to the vocational work and is givenby or' under the direction of the teacher of the technical subject.For example, it is possible to teach the mathematics of steam engi-neering in connection with steam-engine practice.. If the studentsees the need of using a certain formula he can be better taught the
derivation of that formula when the necessity arises for its. use. Ingeneral, it may be said that the m or subject in evening-school workis the Vocational onethat is, th one related to the daily occupationof the studentand that all the flier subjects, such as mathematics
and science, are but, incidents to the accomplishment of the vocationalpurpose. An illustration will serve to make clear: A machinist
enrolls in an evening school for mechanical drawing and finds that heneeds to brush up in fractions and decimals and that he needs square-root in order to work out a for hula for screw threads. The oppor-
tune time to teach him these topics is when the need for them arises,and none is more qualified to give the required practical instructionin such topics than a competent drawing teacher. The value ofsending him to another class for a line of mathematics unrelated to-his main "center of interest" is questioned.

Along the same general lines the following description of work inLewis Institute, Chicago, may be cited:
The larger group, however, is composed of men and boys who must have a practical

grasp of mathematical principles for their work in engineering. Hero there is noattempt t.44 teach mathematics as.a thing apart from its applications. .For the first 20 Cweeks the students in the first-year engineering principles, about 2i1 in number, meettwo evenings a week for two hours. During the first hour in the mathematics lectureroom a sheet of problems isgiven to each student, and the instructor works the.prob-letns on the blackboard and explains the principles involved. These problems arebased directly on the second hour's work, which consists of a demonstration lecture inapplied physics. Thus, in the physics lecture room a crane is set up, and spring
balances are arranged to show the stresses in the boom and tie. The following eveningin the mathematics lecture room problems on the crane and triangle of .forces aresolved and the mathematical principles

are discussed. 'X motor-power test with thepony brake is the basis for work and power problems. During the third term of 10weeks the students spend two evenings a week in the laboratory and one evening in
solving problems based on their laboratory work. At, the end of the year each studenthas a set of sheets containing the

necessary de4aitions, tables, and statement of prin-ciplea from the physics lectures, a set; of laboratory report blanks in which is a recordcf hie laboratory work, and a Set of probtelyn sheets with a solution of the problems.These are bound for the students, and by this means they have a permanent record ofthe year's work for future reference and study.
During the remaining three'yeats of the engineering work the mathematics is con-tinued in the closest possible rehitions with it. All the while the methods of solving

the various problems that arise are kept as simple as possible. A judicious use ofarithmetic, a very little algebra, or a simple diagram secures results that are often .obtained through elaborate processes involving lengthy operations and complicatedequatioas.. Many of the litudente learn to use ...table of four-place logarithms,.the
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elide rule, and the table of series, cosines, and tangents skillfully and intelligently:
We have learned that it is not necessary to tell a man that he can not enter an engineer-
ing class in the evening school till he has studied mathematics ono or two years. Ho
can get a working knowledge of mathematics through the problems.

In the Springfield (Blass.) Evening School of Trades the instructor
of drawing used a method similar to the following:

When the student reached a place in a drafting course dealing with the subject
of screw threads, it became .necessar for him to apply some such formula as
P...0.24,/d-1-.0.625 0.175, where P is the pitch of the thread and d is the diameter of
the bolt. This problem involves square root and decimals. One hour of individual
or small -group instruction by this teacher gave a student the necessary familiarity
with these matheinatical procesks to make them sufficiently clear to him in their
application to the formula.

Undoubtedly many students are riot satisfied with this incomplete instruction, and
this is often made evident through their joining the regular class iii mathematics the
next year in order to gain an insight. into the reasons imvolved in the process of square
root: Instead of thorough preparation in mathematics for mechanical drawng, it
Would be better to have the mechanical drawing lead the students,into mathematics.
This reversal of the usual procedure, while it may not be pedagogical so far as the
subject matter is concerned, is certainly true to experience when one deals with the
characteristics of the'average evening-school student. The teaching of application
before theory should be always emphasized in evening instruction.

Sepentiai arrangement of courses. Mathematical instruction should
have a sequential arrangement, elementary and advanced courses
being given. Experience teaches that evening schools are so over-,
crowded in the elementary courses thaf the more advanced students
suffer through insufficient attention. If the student's transient need
is well met, it will place him in a better position, only again to make
him feel a renewed need of self-improvement. This means that he
will return to the evening school in some subsequen . year, when ho
ought to be given advanced woik. Not only must eac sc of year's
work be driven home and clinched, bat, each series of yea ' work
must be so clinched as to meet the needs of industry. The st ngth
of the work of such evening institutes as Cooper; Pratt, Lewis, ml
Franklin testifies to the value of sequential arrangement of sours

Classification by ages. Whore possible there should e in the
evening-school work a separation in the chess instr ction of the
immature from the mature nonstudent class. The atter are ex-
tremely self-conscious. Their feelings should be respec ed as far as
possible. Is it any wonder that a foreman of a pattern ho es

not take kindly to being instructed in arithmetic in the
with a boy machine tender over whom he hascharge-during.

Classifteatityn by vocations.Undoubtedly, as far as is
students should be classified in the mathematical elaSses ac
to their trade or business. To-day workingmen have common trade
interests. Evening-school students grouped according to occupation
would have an opportunity to talk over these interests. The teacher
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could act as a leader and draw orTheYstudents into telling their trade
esexperienc, and through the expression of these various opinions the
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most practical solution of the particular problem at hand would be
obtained. Teachers who have bad evening-school experience knot.;
how difficult. it is to got the students to recite and express themselv. es
at the blackboard. A free discussion of the point at issue makes the
student lose his self-consciousness and before he is aware of it he is at
the board illustrating his particular method of solution.

It is recognized by the committee that small schools will have diffi-
culty in dividing the classes into occupational groups. However,
any evening school with an enrollment which requires the formation
of more than one class in a given subject can at least divide its class
enrollment into two divisions: (I) Those engaged in mechanical,
electrical, and steam-engine practice trades during the day; (2) those
engaged in building trades duritig the day. The larger the enroll-
ment the finer the differentiation as based upon the daily occupation
of the students.

Te.rtbookg for industrial workers.Textbooks written expressly for
the kind of instruction demanded in evening schools should bo used.
There should be a marked difference between the methods of instruc-
tion in day and evening schools. What is needed, for instance, is not
an elithorate textbook in general arithmetic, with all its topics of frac- t
Lions, decimals, square root, percentage, interest, partial payments,
bank discounts, etc., but rather a book which appeals to a man in the
machine tirades, then one which appeals to a plumber, or a clerk, or an
errand boy; small enough to slip into the side pocket of a coat and
cheap enough so that he can readily own a copy for reference. in his
daily work. /

Furthermore; there should be textbooks so arranged its to relate a
series of questions to (maven plan; it would be much better than a
large number of totally unrelated questions. In addition it may be
said that tires() questions should deal with simple actual problems..

B. THE TEACHING OF MATHEMATICS IN PRIVATE C01/RESPONDENCE
SCHOOLS.

Preliminary statemfent.`In the preparation of this report the most
complete" list of corriespondence schoqs possible was obtained. The
list shomied that many of these institutions were of such nature that
they did not give instruction in mathematics. In obtaining the data
for the ieport the committee sent a blank which contained questions
asking for the information desired by the general committee. One
hundrell and thirty-five correspondence schools, colleges,and univer-
sities doing correspondence work received these inquiries. Only a9-11--12I
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small number replied. For this reason the conclusions in this report
are drawn from insufficient data to make them of the highest value.
Nevertheless, the replies received were from such institutions as make
them fairly representative of the field covered by correspondence
instruction in mathematics.

Historical sketch.Instruction by correspondence is of compara-
tivyy recent origin. It was first successfully developed in Germany
about the middle of the nineteenth century. The first attempts to
introduce this, method of instruction in the 'United States were in
connection with the Chautauqua Literary and Scientific Circle, which
organized a department of correspondence in 1884. Since then the

. work has extended throughout the country, and the correspondence
method of instruction is employed not only by independent schools,
but also by a number of the leading colleges and universities.

Two classes of institutions are engaged in instruction by corre-
spondence. Theserare the independent correspondence schoolsinsti-
tutions doing all of their work by correspondenceand colleges and
universities having correspondence departments. The following
report is divided into two parts, the first part dealing with the inde-
pendent correspondence schools and the second with correspondence
departments of other institutions.

Independent Correspondence Schools. .4

Orgaivizatiori,The plan of prganizatiOn of independent corre-
spondence schools varies somewhat in detail, but in their essential
features all plans are nearly the same. No system of classes or class
work exists, and instruction is with the individual student. With
scarcely an exception these schools are4entirely independent of other
institutions of learning. However, those whose instruction is recog-
nized as thorough often have their students accredited in higher instt-
tutions of learning which the said students desire to' enter. This
credit, it should be said, is a matter resting entirely with the accred-
iting school, and unless the student so accredited is able to sustain
himself in the department which, he enters, the credit is withdrawn.
Nearly all of die best schools have courses which prepare their
students for the freshman year of colleges and universities, but most
of them are also highly specialized and devote the greater part of
their time to preparing their students for the various vocations which
these students wish to follow. For this reason the courses in mathsx
matics and the instruction given are on a much more limited plark,
than courses of equal strength in high schools, colleges, and univer-
sities.

Courses of study.The reports received show that arithmetic, alge-
bra, and geometry are taught in a lakejority of those schools'
which teach mathematics at all. A limited number have courses in
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trigonometry and commercial arithmetic, and a still smaller number
have special courses, by which is meant courses especially adapted
to fitting the student for some vocation, such as accounting and elec. ,
trical engineering. While the schools offering such courses are few in
number, their patronage is vtry large, and most of the courses in
mathematics which these schools 9ffer are devoted to the various
lines of industrial work.

Methods of instruction. The method of instruction is practi
the same in all of these institutions. Texts are sent the students nd
they are required to prepare the reasons assigned on these xt1
When the lesson is prepared the student writes his lesson pape , an-
swering questions and solving problems required by the school. This
paper is forwarded to the schoolftwhere it is reviewed, criticise , and
usually graded; then returned to the student, together with such sug-
gestions and directions as the instructor feels that the, student ne s.

The plan of sending out the lessons varies. Some se.400ls send a
once a volume containing all the lessons of the course; others send
pamphlets containing one or two lessons each, and when the course
is completed, present the student with a bound volume containing all.
the lessons previously sent in pamphlet form. The questions for the
lesson paper ma7 be in the text or they may be sent from time to
time as the student requires them. The schools vary also in, itheir
plan of assisting students. Some schools. send along with the first
lessons carefully prepared directions for study, and others give these
directions from time to time as the lesson papers are returned. In
every case the student is thrown upon his own resources in the prep-
aration of his lesson and his lesson paper.

Textbooks.In the matter of supplying students with textbooks
three plans are 'followed. Some schools use a special text, prepared
by their own instructors and adapted to the needs of- their students.
Others use the regular texts employed in residence work, sending thee
students questions based upon the lessons in these texts. The third
plan uses the regular textbook and supplements it by a correspondence
instruction book, in which the lessons are outlined, instructions for
study given, and occasionally supplementary exercises-added. These
instruction books in most cases also contain the questions upon which
the lesson paper is based.
,The special texts used in correspondence instruction are prepared

as carefully as those used in residence work. Nevertheless, these
same books differ widely from the general textbooks on the same sub-
ject. Concerning this the report from one of the schools makes the
following statement: - 'r

The aim of the author of the ordinary textbook is to produce a work that may be
used by all who wish information that would naturally come under the heading under
which the book would be classified, and he is not at liberty to restrain the scope of his
book by leaving out sections which wee ordinarily included in works d that character..

. k
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The leading correspondence schools, however, are constantly and deliberately vio-
lating all recoghized rules of textbook making. They aim to give the student exactly
what he wants and needs in connection with the particular line of study he desires to
pursue, and to give him no more and no lets, and the books are prepared in such a
manner that the student can obtain the information desired jn the shortest possible
time.

Furthermore, the makers of these books aim to, make them so clear that ley can
not be misunderstood by one of average intelligence, and to make all explanations so
complete that the student will have no trouble in interpreting them for himself. In
the correspondence textbook, in other words, all the difficulties of the stus,lent are as
far as possible anticipated, because the apthor keeps constantly in mind the fact that
many of thest; students can not get assistance from any one except by writing to the
school, and in some instances it may take several weeks or even months to obtain ananswer.

Another important particular in which the correspondence tekt varies froln that for
residence work is iii the space it devotes to those particular phases of the subject
needed by the student; that is, the arithmetic for use in a course of engineering will
Contain much more upon the subject of evolution than isfoisnd in the ordinary arith-
metic of similar grade, while it may contain little or nothing on the subject of
denominate numbers or of percentage. .

The textbooks in mathematics prepared by correspondence schools --
are particularly "doing" books: They show the student how to
arrive at the results he must attain in the shortest and most practical
way, omitting the discussion of principles or the reasons underlying
the formula and rules given. They prepare the student to perform
some specialine of work, but in gaining this preparation lie acquires.
little or no power to solve problems in other lines of work, unless they
are very cloSely related to the course which lie has studied.

Conclusion. The committee found no independent correspondence
schools which have special courses. in mathematics for the preparation
of teachers of this subject. Some of them offer review courses with a
view to assisting the teachers, but these are limited in extent and ap-
parently contpin but littlein the way of directions for teaching.

In the'matter of examinations the committee found no uniformity
whatever. Some schools require examinations at stated intervals;
some when the course is completed, and others consider each lesson
paper an examination, and when the. last paper is received consider
the course to be completed. If the student has met the required
standard a certificate to this effect is returned to him with his last
paper. Where examinations are given there is also a wide difference
in the value assigned thqm in determining the student's standing at
the completion of his course. some schools consider them to be of
equal value to lesson papers; othersoconsider the final examination
to heave' two-fifths. of the value of the recitation papersand few place
but little value upon them. From the reports concerning exami-
nations the committee was unable to draw any satisfactory conclu-
sion. Considering the reports as -a, 'whole, it would seem that less
attention was paid to written examinations in correspondence work
than is usually assigned that subject in residence Work.
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Universities and Colleges.

Organization.All colleges and universities reporting to the com-
mittee state that their corresriondente.work is organized as a depart-
ment of the institution. These departments have no direct connec-
tion with other schools, but without exception the credits gained
through -.correspondence work with colleges and universities are
accepted not only by the institution giving the course, but by any
other university, college, normal school, or high school to which the
student applies for admission.

Courses of stt Most of these institutions offer courses in corre-
spondence parallel with those offered in residence work. One
replies: "We offer courses in elementary algebra covering one year
of the usual high school course; plane geometry covering one year

es4e.
of high school work; solid geometry representing the usual half year
of high school; higher algebra representing the half year of advanced
high school work; higher algebra representing one semester of fresh-
man Fork in .a university 'and trigonometry covering plane and
spherical trigonometry and representing one semester of freshman
work." . One of these, a State University which has. established a
very extensive correspondence department, offers 12 courses of ele-
mentary 'grade and 6 courses of university grade. Six of the ele-
mentary courses are vocational, each being designed especially for
the purpose of assisting those who take it in the particular vocation
they are following. In this respect these courses and the texts ,con-
tabaing them follow very closely the plan of similar courses prepared
by independent correspondence schools doing industrial -work. The
elementary courses and those of university grade in this institution
are similar to the same eourses provided for residence work.

Methods of instruction.Methods of instruction in vogue in the
correspondence departments of colleges .and universities are prac-
tically the same as those employed by independent correspondence
schools. However, a larger priportion of these institutions use the
ordinary textbook, expecting their students to prepare their lessons
from these texts as hest they can. When these texts are used, ques-Ab
tions upon which the lesson papers are baSed are sent the students44.
at regular intervals. Some of these schools send students special
instructions With the return of their lessons or with the assignment
of lessons.

Preparation of teachers. From the replies received it appears 4hat
a majority of colleges and universities maintaining correspondence,
departments provide through these departments for the 'training of
teachers in Mathematics to a limited extent, An occasional institit-
tion gives a special course' for this purpose, 'but the others give the
work in connection with. an ordinary course hi the subject studied,

age
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The requirements for admission to these courses vary somewhat
widely. Some institutions will not, allow unde radnate students to
take teachers' courses. Others open these co es to those who have
completed a four-year high school course a d two years' work at a
good university or college. Some of th institutions require the
candidate to enter upon a course leading the degree of Ph. D. and
to do a part of the work in residence, d voting t least one-third of
his time to giving instruction in undergradnate 'classes. Another
institution in addition tothe work in mathematics requires the study
of the pedagogy of mathematics, a course which concerns itself
chiefly with reasons and methods for teaching elementary mathe-
matics, especially arithmetic.

Conclusion. The replies received by the committee show that
instruction through correspondence is rapidly increasing in our lead-
ing colleges and universities, and that no subject can be taught by
this method more successfully than mathematics. Some of the
State universities are using this method of extending work to reach
a large number of people within their respective S4tes who desire
Mathematical training to assist them in their various 'vocations. In
neither the universities and colleges nor the independent correspond-
ence schools do we find uniformity in courses of study of require-
ments for admission to the courses or standards for securing evi-
dence that Courses have been completed. The courses' in methods
of the universities and colleges, with the exception nrimed, follow
more closely similar courses for residence students than do those of
the independent schools, and reports from all institutions complying
with the committee's request .show that the work accomplished is
of such nature as to be of pel-monent-benefit to the student.

C. THE TEACHING OF MATHEMATICS IN SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES
FOR NEGROES. .

Source of data. The following report is based largely upon material
furnished by the following well -known schools and colleges for
negroes:

Atlanta Baptist College, Atlanta, Ga.
Atlantit University, Atlanta, Ga.
Fisk University, Nashville, Tenn.

" Florida Agricultural and Mechanical College, Tallahassee, Fla.
Shaw University, Raleigh, N. C:
Talladega College, Talladega, Ala.

,,--kirkinia Union University, Richmond, .Va.
Hampton Institute, Hampton, Va.
Armstrong Manual Training School, Washington,. D. C.

i Colored High School, Baltimore, Md.
St. Auguatine's School,italeth, N: O.
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Character of the work .Owing to OA) door instruction in the
elementary public schools generally, the schools of secondary and
higher grades for negroes are compelled in most cases to offer ele-
mentary courses also. And even when the teaching happens to be
good in the elementary school the chances are that the upper grammar
grades are not given. In order, then, to connect their courses
with the ordinary elementary- school courses it is necessary for
the private schools to do`some elementary work. The bulk of the
work of high-schoo,1 and college grade among colored people is done
in toliese private schools. There are comparatively few higheschools
and colleges for colored youth maintained at public expense. Most
of the private schools and Colleges carry all of the 4ementary grades
from the first through the eighth, and all of them have at least
the last one or two grammar grades. In the best of these schools
the work of a given grade is abditt the sumo as that in the correspond-

etatle, in northern public schools, but the pupils are often con-
siderably older. In the public schools the grades fall somewhat
behind similar ones in tht North.

The ca rriculum.In the schools for pegroes, then, the work in
mathematics is'abotit as 'follows: "

Elementary school. Years I-VIII, inclusive. (0ften only
year are given in the public schools.) Five recitations per week,
except in certain industrial schools like Tuskegee and Hampton
with only flute and four recitations per weeki, In the lower grade's
the periods are usually .10 minutes and in the upper at least 45
minutes.

t'
it Arithmetic usually is the only subject offered.

High (secondary) school.
IX. Algebra, 5 recitations per week.
X. Algebra, half year, 5 recitations per week.

Plano geometry, half year, 5 recitations per week.
XI. Plane geometry, half year, 5 recitations per week.

Solid geometry, half year, 5 recitations per week.
Advanced algebra, half year, 5 reeitatiom per week.

XII. Mathematics rarely required. .

1The following are offered in a few cases:
Advanced ,algebra, half year.
Plane trigonometry, surveying, half year.
Analytical geometry, half year.
Mechanics, haP year.
Mathematics of chemistry, half year.
Shop problems, half year.

"
. Few of the schools. give the work in mathemities in exactly the
Order given Above. But nearly all of them devote about, three years
to the algebra and plane geometry ordinarily taught in a high-school
course. 'Most of them require a year and a half for the elementary
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algebra. For the plane geometry a year is usually given, but the
schools vary all the way from a half year to a year and a half for
this subject. A half year is 'the rather uniform time given to solid
geometry. 'The latter subject and advanced algebra, however, are
offered by butVew institutions in their high-school departments.

College. The required work in mathematics usually covers only
the first two years of the college course. Some choice of subject is
often allowed in this period. But few schools offer otherAglectives in
subsequent years.

The following coursed are commonly given :

College algebra, half year, 4 br 5 periods per week.
Solid geometry,half year, 4 or 5 periods per week.
Plane trigonometry, half year, 4 or 5 periods per week.
Spherical trigonometry (in a few cases).
Analytic geometry, whole year in a number of eases.
Surveying, half, year. -

.Astronomy, half year.

Most of the schools do not offer analyt gedmetry or spherical
trigonometry. But several of them not only ve these subjects, but
differential and integral' calculus also as electives. Such schools are
Howard University, Fisk University, Virginia Union, University, At-
lanta University, and possibly some. others.

The work in arithmetic in the grade s. The work in arithmetic is
usually routine and conventional, following the textbook, with little
regard for the choice of subject mater. Some of the better schools are
beginning to eliminate obsolete material and to leave such subjects,
.as square and cube root for work in' algebra., Too often by far the
teaching is abstract and usually without practical applications. The
most notable exceptions to these conditions are to be found in the
model schools and teacher-training departments of the better school's,
such as Spelman Seminary, Atlanta University, and the Whittier
School', at Hampton Institute. With the work of these primary
schools should be mentioned also that of industrial schools like the
Calhoun Colored school, the Penn School, Tuskegee Institute, and
Hampton Institute. In such institutions the arithmetic work, is
very concrete and the method of teaching mainly objective.. ':-Lines,
solids, paper cutting, measures and weights are used, in the teaching,
and outdoor measurements are made by the students. Material for
classroom exercises is taken fitom the fields, shops, offices, and indus-
trial activitiessef the schools and their neighborhoods. And classes
are taken intrthe shops and offices to see practical illustrations of
the problems studied. 4,

Secondary work. The' work in mathematics' in the secondary or
Iiikil*hesls for negroes corresponds favorably in subject matter with
that of.the ordinary northern high ishool. White teachers /rom the

'

O
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North or colored teachers, educated in northern schools hive charge
of moat of this work.

The algebra coverts, at least elementary work, including ratio and
proportion, radicals,, radical equations, theory of exponents, and the
`binomial theorem, and in the stronger schools special drill in.quad-
ratics; complex numbers, logarithms, and the use-of the graph.

The plane geometry is usually taken complete with original demon-
strations, but in many schools a number of the original exercises are

.omitted.'
Solid geometry is taken' complete.
Tip public high schools of Washington, D. C., offer perhaps a fuller

course than' arty others of the secondary schools for negroes. In addi-
tion to the algebra and plane geometry. usually given they have ad-
vanced algebra, plane trigonometry and surveying, solid geomet*,
plane analytical geometry, mechanics, mathematics of chemistry, and
shop problems.

ON these schools the teachers of algebra frequently visit the grades
Otero arithmetic and elementary algebra are taught, so as to keep
their work in close touch with that- of the grades. Pupils coming
from thebgrades find the transition less difficult for this reason.

a In geometry pupils are required to make accurate geometrical con-
structions of figures embodying the conditions of the hypothesis for
each' theorem. Simple original exercises are begun early -in the
course and continued throughout. ,Particular attention is given to
the development of general principles for attacking original prob-
lems. And the lesson assignments always include preparation for
advance work.

The work in solid, geometry begins with pre ary instruction in
the best convenlional ways of representing in drawings intersecting
and parallel planes, and with a .review of the idea of perspective in
the representation of solid -.figures. An easy and, rapid free-hand
oblique projection is taught and insisted upon in the construction of
all figures. Construction of cardboard models is encouraged at the
beginning of the course.

In trigonometry the aim is to complete the simplest Itrid most
concrete part at the subject before taking up the more general and
abstract parts. In the latter part of the course surveying is stressed,
and the derivation of- many of the formulas is reserved till some

. problem in surveying shawl an actual need of them..
This work is fairly typical of what is done in the more advanced

high schools and cdlleges with secondary grades. in the weaker
institutions and in the industrial schools, like Tuskegee and Hemp-
ton,no courses above plane geometry are Offered. In the latter schools
particularly, the work in geometry jA largely inventional. Many of
the most important theorems, are demonstrated and a good deal Of

"
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original work is done. This study supplements the courses in me-
chanical (yawingIts relations to the various trades taught are
constantly shown.

PraAal applications. In arithmetic, probleps of a practical
character are used by the better institutions, as already mentioned.
Geometry is used in mechanical drawing and in the work of the
various trades. .Mathematicif is also applied in the work in chem-
istry, physics, and in the electrical engineering laboratories of home

` of the colleges, in such high schools as those in Washington and pod-
sibly in the new and finely equipped Sumner High School in St.
Louis, the most complete public high school for colored youth in
America, coating, with equipment, $500,000. The schools for col-
ored students tire, however, net strong in applied mathematics. As
President John Hope, of the tlanta Baptist College; well says:
"Openings in' jobs that call fo higher mathemsitical development
have been almost absolutely cl sed to young' pegyoei, so they have
not had the incentive that white students have had along mathe-
matical lines."

College Work.

Character of the work.Apart from their' weakness in applied
mathematics, the colleges for colored youth do about the same kind
of work as the northern colleges. They naturklly do not offer -so
many courses. But they very uniformly give those_ indicated above;
And they do their work with !considerable thbroughness. The .better
students fro the best of the! schools are abler upon completing their
courses t,er the junior classes at Harvard and Yale, and a few have
even been a le to enter the senior classes. Many of the northern univer-
sities give them full college credit for their work in mathematics: In
fact these students are more likely to compare favorably with north-
ern white students in mathematics than in the natural and social
sciences. For the latter the colored schools are not well equipped.
Generally, as Slaw university reports, the graduate of the prepara-
tory department of these schools is about a year below the standard
of the typical high school, and consequently the college classes are
below the standard to the same extent. There are, of course, excep-,
tions and especially in the case of a.few high schools in theborder
States.

Entrance reqtarentents.Since practically all these'schools carry
the elementary grades to some extent, there is no har,and fast re-
,quirement for admission to the institution. tut the work of each
department must )be completed Nefore a student is admitted to the
next higher department. None of these institutions is more bxacting
in such matters than Atlanta University, which writes:

For entrance to the high school we require an examination in the arithmetic of the
eigblitgrade grammar school. The inability of many negroee, in the
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country, to get good preparation forces us to be very lenient in these examinations;
and a large percentage of our pupils have to spend two years in the completion of the
work required of the first year.

For college entrance 'e require an examination in the mathematics of our high-,.school course or its equivaJent.

This, for Atlanta University, means algebra, including quadratics,
logarithms, and the use of the graph. Most colleges are not quite so
rigid in their requirements.

For entrance to Hampton Institute proper, work that would pre-
pare for a typical fifth grade is required. Tuskegee's requirements
ate no higher.

For the well-ordefed city high schools the usual work of 'seventh
or eighth grade is required for admission.

Requirements for graduation.Very few of the schools offer more
than one or two electives in mathematics. So that with. time excep-
tion of spherical trigonometry and analytic geometry, and in a few
cases surveying and astronomy, all the work set down above. is
required in the several departments as a rule.

The mathematical ability of the colored race as compared with the
white race. The general feeling hi the institutions colered ,bY this
report is that the differences between the races in the matter ,Qf
mathematics,.in so far as any differences exist, are due to conditions

than to race characteristics. In addition to this, it is
esting to`notice the opinions given directly by the 11 schools con--
tributing to this study. Five cif them feel that there is no difference
due to rase. Two are of the opinion that colored students generally

1 are not the equals of white students. One school was not able to
make any comparison. Three did not reply to the question regard-
ink a comparison of- the races. Replies were made by both white
and colored teachers who gave had years of experience in colored
schools and in some cases in white schools.

O.


